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UNCLASSIFIED

20 ABSTRACT (cont.)

(PART I.) Scattefing by ionized and neutral impurities and acoustic and
optical phonons has been included in the mobility analysis.
PART II. Three types of metal impurities were diffused into lead-tin

telluride and their effect on the electrical and optical properties of
the host material was investigated. It.was observed that antimony,
cadmium and a mixture of cadmium and iodium all can turn p-type lead-
tin telluried into n-type, but the physical characteristics of the tin
telluride into n-type, but the physical characteristics of t dopd
materials differ considerably.. When Cd was diffused iato 10 cm
p-jpe AbSn)Te, we obtained material with free electron density of
10 cm . Comparison of the temperature dependence of the Hall, coefficient,
mobility and the optical energy gap revealed close similarity to results ob-
tained from measurements on pure annealed n-type (Pb,Sn)Te. Antimony dif-
fused1lead-%in telluried, on the other hand, has free electron concentration
of 10 cm which is the same order of magnitude as the hole density of the
as-grown crystal. In both cases, the as-grown and the Sb diffused materials,
stron8 degeneracy is observed. Using Cd and Sb diffusion techniques, sensi-
tive photodiodes have been fabricated and detailed photoresponse measure-
ments were performed. From these data the fundamental absorption edge
behavior was investigated. The results have been compared with data ob-
tained from transmission measurements and with theoretical calculations.
In the case of the degenerate material a shift in the fundamental absorption
edge was observed. This behavior is in agreement with our calculations
based on a model suggested by Burstein, Photoconductivity measurements on
the above materials could not be done since the free carrier concentration
was too high. However, when we diffuied leaM-tin telluride with a source
of calium-indium alloy, a resistivil:v of 10 ohm-cm and carrier density
of 10 were measured at 77K. Photuconductivity measurements were carried
out on this material. From spectral response analysis and x-ray examina-
tion it was concluded that both the optical energy gap and the crystal
lattice parameter increased as a result of the diffusion.

PART ill. Crystal growth of Hg Cd Te by means of solid state recrystal-
lization and slush recrystallizton'as been examined in this study. For
solid state recrystallization the parameters were found to be the quench
rate, the anneal temperature and the partial pressure of mercury at the
anneal temperature. For material with x-.20 optimal valves for these
parameters are 50 a/min. 6q0oC, and 20 atm. respectively. For slush
recrysLilli.ation the critical parameter is the temperature gradient
in which crystal growLh occurs. A gradient of lO

5
C/cm has been used

in this study. Crystal quality was dOtertined by Berg-Barrett X-rev
topography.



FORWARD

Work on infrared detectors was started at Syracuse University in

February 1948,under Air Force contract W33-038 AC 15160. It was continued

under successive Air Force contracts until 1975. The research has repre-

sented a continuing effort in the development and analysis of new infrared

detector materials, the construction of detectors from these materials as

well as measurement and analysis of the parameters of these detectors. The

two met important accomplishments of the work at Syracuse University have

been the development of the first liquid nitrogen cooled detector in the 3-6 1s'

range to be used in the U. S. aircraft (PbTe), and the first detector in the

8-14 Pm range which did not require liquid helium but could be operated with

mechanical coolers (GeHg). In addition, a great deal of progress has been

made in developing test techniques, in preparing and understanding the behavior

of impurities in InSb and in Ge, Most recently, p and n type impurities in

silicon have been studied. Currently both llgCdTe and PbSnTe are being pre-

pared in our laboratory and an effort is being made to prepare better and more

reproducible material and to understand the behavior of both materials.

During the tenure of the Air Force Contracts there have been mere than'

50 publications in scientific journals. Most have been results of our research,

some have been review papers. In addition, there have been many invited talks

at scientific meetings such as the American Optical Society, the Symposium on

MoleculAr Spectroscopy, the National Aerospace Conference and at classified

-.orii g such as IRIS. Baluw au suiw ioprusotitaLivu publlationc.

III
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A by-product of this work on detectors has been the training of a large

number of scientists on a Ph. D., M. S. and B. S. level who now staff many of

the infrared and semiconductor laboratories in government and industry and

universities. A representative list is given below
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Donald Bode, Peter Bratt, Howard Davis, Frank Renda, Paul Chia,
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Because of the diversity of work performed on this contract, this final

report is being issued in four parts, each with its own table of contents and

references. Part I is "Analysis of Carrier Concentration and Mobility in Boron-

doped Silicon". Part II is "Absorption Edge Shift in Heavily Doped Lead-Tin

Telluride". Part III is "Crystal Growth and Analysis of HgCdTe". Part IV,

the Appendix, ic s* reprint of a paper "Impurity and Lattice Scattering Parameters

as Determined from Hall and Mobility Analysis in "n" Type Silicon". This work

was performed while this contract was in force. The work in Part I of this

report was performed by Timothy Braggins, in Part II by Moshe Lanir, and Part III

by Kevin Riley. Mr. Chin Shih Huang is currently working on junction characteris-

tics of PbSnTe. This work is of preliminary nature and is not reported here.

As Project Director of this and praceeding contracts beginning in 1948,

I would like to thank my students both past and present for their efforts.

Without them, this work would not have been possible. I would also like to

express my appreciation to the administrators ac Wright Patterson APB who, over

the years, have approved contracts and permitted them to continua uninterrupted

until 1975. Above all I would like to thank Hr. Thad Pickenpaugh who, as project

engineer, haS helped me when he could, has encouraged ma when I needed encourage-

ment and has seen to it that our work has gone on smoothly and successfully.

I/
lHen ty/Levins.ein

Project Director
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PART I

ANALYSIS OF CARRIER CONCENTRATION4 AND MOBILITY

IN BORON-DOPED SILICON
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study has been to measure and compare with

theory the temperature dependence of the hole mobility in p-type sili-

con. Under the influence of an electric field the free charge carriers

in a semiconductor will acquire a drift velocity. This drift velocity

is the net result of the momentum gained by the carrier from the electric

field and the momentum lost due to collisions which tend to randomize

the carrier's momentvm. The mobility is defined as the magnitude of

the drift velocity per unit electric field. The different types of

collisions which the carriers undergo will determine the drift velocity

and thus the mobility. For temperatures above absolute zero the in-

herent thermal motion of the crystal lattice will provide Mi upper limit

to the mobility. Also, impurities, which disrupt the periodicity of the

lattice, can cause scattering of the carriers. At low temperatures

scattering by ionized and neutral impurities will predominate, while at

higher temperatures scattering by lattice vibrations(acoustic and optical

phonone) will predominate. Thus, in calculating the mobility over sub-

stantial temperature intervals one mist account for all of the above

scattering mechanisms.

The Hall efrect ha, been used to measure the carrier concentration

and mobility as a ^unction of temperature for a series of boron-doped

silicon samples. Boron-doped silicon was chosen since boron is the

shallowest acceptor in silicon and this material is widely available.

Boron is a Group I substitutional acceptor in silicon. The four valence

electrons of the Group IV silicon atoa form covalent bonds with its four



nearest neighbors of the diamond-type crystal lattice. When a boron

atcm replaces one of the silicon atoms, there will be only three elec-

trons available for the covalent bonds and consequently one bond will be

incomplete. Boron is therefore termed an acceptor because it can

"accept" an additional electron to complete the covalent bond. In

realistic material there also will be Group V impurities which can

"donate" their extra electron not required for bonding with the silicon

atoms. When there are more acceptors than donors the material will be

p-type. The extra electrons from the donors can complete the bond

missing due to the boron atoms. This process is call compensation. The

missing electron from an uncompensated boron acceptor can be considered

as a positively charged hole. At low temperatures the hole will be

bound to the boron impurity atom by the coulomb potental. flowever, at

high temperatures the hole will have enough thermal energy to be ex-

cited from the bound state and smove freely throughout the crystal. Thus,

as the temperature changes, the density of thermally excited carriers

can change by many orders of magnitude. From an analysis of the data

for car.ier concentration as a function of temperature, the density of

acceptors and compensating donors may be obtained.

The mobility at low temperatures is sensitive to the density of

compensating donors due to ionized impurity scattering. A comparison

of the calculated mobility with the measured mobility will also allow

us to determine the density of compensating donors. Agreement in deter-

mining the donor density by the two 'aethods is one means of evaluating

the validity of the mobility theory. The mobility theory is also evalu-

ated by a detailed comparison between the temperature dependence of the

-2-



calculated and measured mobility.

The different scattering mechanisms which contribute to the mobility

have different temperature and energy dependences, and the computational

tasks involved in these calculations can become quite formidable. For

this reason we have used digital computers utilizing numerical methods

and curve fitting techniques in analyzing our data.

Transport properties such as mobility are related to the crystal's

band structure through the particular energy versus wave vector relation-

ship. For the silicon valence band the constant energy surfaces are

warped rather than spherical and at higher energies away from the band

edge the valence band becomes non-parabolic. This non-parabolicity ha

a marked effect on the temperature dependence of the mobility and plays a

key role in the explanation of our experimental results. The valence band

structure is considered in detail in Chapter II. The approximations we

have used in describing the valence bend end the effect of the valence

band structure on the effective mass of the carriers is discussed. The

energy level of the boron acceptor state and its excited state spectrum

are also given,

In Chapter III we present the theory by which we have calculated the

mobility. The relaxation times for the different types of scattering as

modified by a non-parabolic band structure are given. The adjustable para-

meters used to compare the theory with the experimental results are ex-

plained. Also presented are the details of the analysis of carrier con-

centration as a function of temperature.

The experimental techniques and apparatus we have used in measuring

the Hall effect are describel in Chapter IV. The constraints of theory

-3-



and their effect on our measurements are discussed.

Our experimental results, namely carrier concentration and mobility

as a function of temperature, are given in Chapter V. The mobility theory

formulated in Chapter III is compared with our experimental results and

the determination of the parameters used in the mobility analysis is

discussed. Good agreement is found for the density of compensating

donors when the mobility analysis is compared with the analysis of the

carrier concentration data.

Our results are examined in the light of the published work of other

authors in Chapter VI.

We present a summary of our results and the conclusions drawn from

them in Chapter VII.

i= -4'-
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CHAPT. II

THE SILICON VALENCE BAND

A. Valence Band Structure

The valence band structure of silicon has been calculated from

theory by Kane. It consists of three bands which are termed the light

hole band, the heavy hole band and the split-off band. The light and

heavy hole bands are degenerate at the Brillouin zone center ( 0)

while the third band is displaced downward in energy (split off) at k 0

by the spin-orbit coupling. The constant energy surfaces of the light

and heavy hole bands are warped rather than spherical. They can be

described for small k by the famsiliar energy versus wave vector relation-

ship

2± E24 2 22 2 2 2 ]1
E Ak2[ k + C (k k + k k + k

2 k2 )1l/2  
C()xy y z z

where k Iki , i corresponds to the heavy and light hole bands respec-

tively, and A, B. and C are the inverse mass band parameters. Although "

warped, the bands are parabolic (E k 
2
) as described by equation ().

However, for larger values of k away from the band edge the bands become

non-parabolic. Indeed for certain directions in k-apace, the light

hole band becomes almost as heavy as the heavy hole band.
1

Kane has determined the valence energy band structure of silicon

from the general secular equation which can be written in a convenient

2 -
form where k can easily be represented in polar coordinates k, 0, *.

In the following we have slightly modified the notation of Asche and

Borzeszkovaki. 3

-5-
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The secular equation is

a6 + bk + ck + d=0 (2)

with

2 22La = (A + 2B)(A - B) -3C P(A - B) + (N - 3B2)(2N + 3B) q ,

3(A2b = 2 - A),

2
c = 3AE(E - d)

d = E2 (E-)

" 2 2 2 2= sin (sin Ocos 2sin + cos 2)

q sinh Ocos
2Ocos

2 2in2

where E is the hole energy counted positively from the band edge (as will

be done so throughout this work), A is the spin-orbit splitting energy,

A, B, and C are the inverse mass band parameters, and N is a cyclotron

resonance constant related to B and C by N2 = 3C2 + 9B2. The solutions

of equation (2) are complicated functions of energy and direction and

only approximate analytical solutions have been obtained. If the inter-

action between the light and heavy hole bands and the split-off band

is ignored, the resulting general secular equation will factor into a
2 22

part quadratic in k and a part linear in k . The E versus k2 relation-

ship given by equation (1) is an exact solution of the quadratic factor

while the linear factor describes the split-off band.5 In thi limit

(E << 4), all three bands become parabolic. We shall consider this limit
-6-



in choosing the form of our solution of equation (2).

For the mobility calculation we have simplified the band structure

by isotropically averaging over the different directions of k. The

spherically averaged values of the angular dependent quantities U

and q together with the other constants required in equation (2) are

listed in Table I. Taking the energy, E, as a parameter, we have

solved for the roots of equation (2) using the Newton-Raphson method.

2
The spherically symmetric solutions, k = F(E), for the three bands are

2
shown in Figure 1. For a arabolic band a graph of E versus k would

yield a straight line. The departure from linearity, thus demonstrating

the non-parabolicity of the bands, is evident from Figure 1. For a

non-parabolic band the effective mass is no longer a constant but de-

pends on energy. The appropriate energy dependent effective mass for a

spherical non-parabolic energy band is given by
6 ,

7

l/m (E) (ll/tk)E/ak. (3)

As mentioned above the bands become parabolic as the energy approaches

zero. With this limit in mind we define the solutions of the secular

equation to be of the form

kl = (*
l 2)y(E) (14)

where i is an index for the band considered, i is the effective mass

in a region close to the band edge, and yi(E) is a function of the energy

such that (E) = E. With the dispersion relation in a form as given

in equati3n (4a) , we obtain for the energy dependent effective mass

-7-
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"I E) -- m , (5)

where yj(E) =yi(E)/aBE. In the limit of low energies the dispersion

relation (4) reduces to that of a spherical parabolic band with an effec-

tive mass m.. The band non-paribolicity can be characterized by the4 1

change in slope of the E versus k2 curve of Figure 1 as the energy

increases. This change in slope, (k E is

plotted as a function of energy in Figure 2. The parabolic limit

reached at low energies is clearly evident.

For the band structure as given in Figure 1, we have obtained for

the band-edge average effective mass of the light holes, M, a .153 me

and of the heavy holes, m2 = .503 me , where me is the free electron

mass. With these effective masses and the k2 versus E values fro

Figure 1, we have fit k2 to a polynomial in powers of E. These poly-

nomial expansions for the yi(E) are given in Appendix I. As the split-off

band is separated in energy at 0 from the light and heavy hole

bands, it is of considerably less importance in transport calculations.

For thiu reason we have assumed a parabolic dispersion relation

k 2*/ 42(' - 4)(6)
3 3

with an effective mass a3  .234 m e. Thus, in the notation used for

the dispersion relation in equation (4) . we have Y3(E) - A.

B. fipurity states

Impurity states in silicon and germanium have been of considerable

theoretical and experimental interest. The ground state and excited

state binding energies and the de eneracies of these states have been

TJ



calculated for neutral hydrogenic acceptors in silicon by Schechter
8

and Mendelson and Shultz.
9 

Both authors have used a variational approach

to find the energy eigenvalues of the impurity state in the effective

mass approximation. Some recent work has emphasized the difference

between terms in the effective mass Hamiltonian with cubic symmetry and

those with cubic as well as spherical symmetry. l Other work has

involved the use of pseudopotential theory to describe the potential of

12
the impurity atom.

The spacing between the ground state and some of the excited states

and the degeneracies of the states has been determined experimentally

by an analysis of infrared absorption spectra.
1
3
'I '1

5 These spacings

are shown in Figure 3 for the boron impurity in silicon. The energy

differences between the ground state and several of the excited states

have been used in our analysis of the carrier concentration as a func-

tion of temperature. The formulation of the carrier concentration and

mobility analysis are given in the following chapter.

-l9
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CHAPTER III

FORMULATION OF MOBILITY AND CARRIER CONCENTRATION ANALYSIS

A calculation of the hole mobility in silicon is quite complex.

The peculiarities of a degenerate, warped and non-parabolic valence band

require a theory which has not yet been formulated in complete general-

ity. Scattering by acoustic and optical phonons, and ionized and

neutral impurities must all be accounted for to describe the mobility

over wide tempera'ture ranges. In addition, interband as well as intra-

band scattering must be considered. As each scattering mechanism has

its own dependence on carrier energy, a simple closed form expression for

the total mobility as a function of temperature cannot be obtained. We

shall first discuss each of the four scattering mechanisms and then take

up the ta:ik o" uobii.: g them '- -omput, the .ty. "TIv, We

shall corn!',Aer a metlhod for tte anal,-.:s of the .arrier "oncentratiou

as a function of temperature.

Using the spherically averaged valence band structure given in

Chapter I, we have been able to remove the warped nature of the valence

band from the mobility calculation. Using a spherical rather than a

16warped band has been considered by Costato et al. to be a reasonable

approximation since the ohmic mobility is, by symmetry for cubic crystals,

a scalar quantity. Also, Lawaetz
17 

has shown that the warped nature

of the 'alenee band will not alter the temperature dependence of tne

acoustic mobility but only its magnitude. As the magnitude of the acous-

tic phonon c.ntributiou to the mobility is a parameter which will be

determined1 'n- ritting the mobility 'theory to the experimental data, sueb

effects will be contained In this constant.
: : -10-



The non-parabolicit ye valence band also introduces an addi-

tional complexity. Ac ustic phonon scattering in non-parabolic bands has

been considered by lif
bee cosidredby, ife. 18Optical phonon and ionized impurity6

scattering have beef onsidered by Barrie. The procedure used by

these authors to include the band non-parabolicity consisted of modi-

fying the relaxation time for a given scattering process by replacing

the energy independent effective mass of the parabolic band by the

energy dependent effective mass of the non-parabolic band. Of course, the

appropriate dispersion relation for the non-parabolic band, equation (4),

also must be used in calculating the relaxation time in order to obtain

19the proper energy dependence. Zawadski and Szymanska
1  

have pointed

out that this is not the only correction which should be made. The

relaxation time for elastic scattering can be written as

l/T(B) - p(E)W(E), where o(S) is the density of states per unit energy

and W(E) is the scattering probability. Radcliffe and Barrie have

correctly modified the density of states. However, the scattering

probability must also be modified by using proper carrier wavefunctions

for a non-parabolic band. Zawadski and Szywnska have calculated the

. ; relxation times for several scattering p~rocesses for electrons in

InSb taking those considerations into account. However, this has not

been done for holes in non-parabolic, degenerate valence bands. In our

calculation of the mobility we have used relaxation times appropriate to

degenerate, parabolic valence bands and modified them according to the

prescription of Barrie
6 and of Radcliffe.

18

The relaxation time for a given scattering process is denoted by

C ij where a is the scattering process under consideration and the

"ii



,J1tI
iI

subcripts i and j indicate the initial and final band respectively of

the scattered carrier. Thus, i # 3 for interband scattering and i j J

for intraband scattering where iJ 1,2,3 for the three bands con-

sidered. Interband scattering has been considered only between the light

and heavy hole bands and only for the acoustic phonon scattering process,

We shall now discuss each of the four scattering mechanisms and define

their relaxation times.

We have based our treatment of the acoustic phonon scattering

20
mechanism on the theory of Bir, Normantus and Pikus. Thin theory

differs from simpler treatments of mobility in degenerate valence bards

in that different relaxation times are found for the light and heavy

holes. Also, interband as well as intraband scattering is included.

Using the procedure outlined by Bir et al., we have evaluated the relaxa-

21
tion times for scattering by acoustic phonons. The relaxation times

can be expressed in terms of a single constant, x , which controls the0

overall magnitude of acoustic phonon scattering. We have included non-

parabolicity in a manner similar to Radcliffe. We thus obtain:

1 1.61 1/2 312
-I - Cx) r{(x) T(a)
T1 0

1 .2 1/2, , T3/2

T22 o

1 -224l1/2 (x) 2  (Te)

12
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1 -.224i m2(E 5/2 1/2 T3/2
as c 2 2 (d

'C 21 0 l)

1 1 .L)1/2 T3123/ (Te)
ac -C kTT33 0

where x = E/kT, yi(x) is given by yi(E) = kTyi(x), and 'K(x) =3Yi(x)/ax.

The relsxation time for scattering by non-polar optial phonons
£6

has been given by Conwell.22 Barrie has discussed the modifications

required foi a non-parabolic band structure. The intraband relaxation

time so obtained is:

1 ~/2 We(n Y1/2? 0 0_x ) + (n + 1) 1l/2 0Op TO ii T1 14 'X -)

i - 1,2,3 (8)

where 0 72 0 K is the zone-center optical phonon energy for silicon,
23

o 0is the constant whieh determines the magnitude of the acoustic phonon

scattering, W is the relative coupling strength of the holes to the

optical phonon mode compared to the acoustic phonon mode, and n =(e -

is the number of optical phonons. The first term in the brackets in

equation (8) corresponds to optical phonon absorbtion while the second

term in the brackets corresponds to optical phonon emission and is in-

eluded o-ly when this is energetically possible (x > BIT).

Scattering by ionized impurities with a screened coulomb potential

has been considered using the theory of Brooks, Herring, and Dingle.
2 5

Relaxation times for several diffe nLt impurity potentials have beeu

calculated by Scw "26 who has considered the approximations involved and

the range of validity for the different theories. Barrie
6 
has considered

-1 3-



the modifications required due to the non-parabolic band structure.

The relaxation time is:

,1 N q 4q y'(x) (kTy(x)'3/2 b
. - 2 ) i/ - n(b + 1) -- 1 i 1,2,3 (9)

ions 2 *1/2 1 b +l1
aii

l.764xIO-2 N Y 3/2x(x) jx T"3/
2  b

(m /m )12 [ln(bi +1) -£l

*(T 2 W 01 *
where 2Kmi(kT) y1(x) __Ol_1__ mi 2 1

Lb= -T yWx) (10)
1- hi 22 .. p m i

p, = P+ (P + N A[ (P + d a N ()I):: I:2d pNe d ar a.l~l~

and N 2N + p. N and Nd are the acceptor and donor 
concentratl: .a

respectively, p is the hole density, q is the magnitude of the eletronic

charge, and K is the dielectric constant of silicon which we have taken

as 11,7 in evaluating the above expressions.

Scattering by neutral impurities in semiconductors has been considered

27
by Erginaoy who analyzed the analogous problem of electron scattering

by hydrogen atoms. Using a scaled Bohr radius he obtained

,N I' I 6 I , (12)

where N Na - Nd - p is the density of neutral impurities. 
Brooks

28

has suggested the use of the geometric mean mass for evaluating the

scaled Bohr radius term while an effective mass appropriate to tia

mobility evaluation should be used for the other effective 
mass in the

above equation. in evaluating the scaled Bohr radius, we have uaed the



density of states effective mass (here taken as .591me) and for the

mobility mass we have used the appropriate energy dependent effective

mass. Since acceptors in silicon are not strictly hydrogenic, we have

also included an adjustable parameter, A, in the relaxation time for

neutral scattering. This adjustable parameter has previously been

found necessary in analyzing the mobility of deep impurities (copper)

in germanium
29 

and also for n-type impurities in silicon,
30 

We thus have:

1 2.123 lO-6 NN
1 N i = 1,2,3 . (13)

rN A(mi/m y"(x)

Having obtained relaxation times for the various scattering pro-

cesses here considered, we must combine them appropriately to obtain

the mobility. Approximate methods such as computing the mobility for

each scattering process and inversely adding the partial mobilities can

cause considerable error.31 We have inversely added the relaxation

times for the different scattering processes to obtain a combined relaxa-

tion time

E/Ia (14
ij a ij '(u

where a denotes the different scattering processes. The mobility is

calculated separately for each band and then summed after being

weighted by the hole density in a given band. Thus,

3 3V EiPi "i P , (15)

where V is the total mobility and ui is the mobility in band i. The

-15-



hole density in band i is given by

2i f CfE) A 1,2,3 .(16)

(2i 30~ o ~

where f C E) is the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution. Performing the

angular integration in equation (16) and using the dispersion relation,

equation (4i) , to change from an integral over all k to an integral over

the energy (in dimensionless notation), we obtain for the mobility

ri 1=1li

whre 1 =fe-xy1/2 (x)y(x)dx i 12, (18a)

have written the mobility of the individual bands as:

m ~ ~ (E .11

-F-3 (19b)

T 11 T 22
where T(20)

A21

and <k~x) the average over the lBoltzmann distribution, is
i

given by, 3

<~x> A 3/2 -x 3/2 -x
<A~)> f ~xyi (x e dx /I Yi (x)e dx i1 1,2 (12&)
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Q, For the parabolic split-off band we have the familiar result

S<A(z)> 4 f A(z)z e dz , (21b)

where z = x- A/kT. We have explicitly denoted the energy dependence

of the effective mass by mi(E) (= m* y(x)) in the mobility ex-

pressions for the light and heavy holes. In the cases where there are

ratios of effective masses (the parenthesized term in equation (19a) and

in equation (7d)), we have also considered the energy dependent miCE).

However, we have found that neglecting the energy dependence of the

ratios of effective masses in these terms resulted in a negligible

difference (a maximum of 0.3% at 300 K) in the lattice scattering

limited mobility.

Several parameters in the relaxation times for the different types

of scattering remain to be determined. These parameters will be ob-

tained from a mobility analysis by fitting the mobility theory to the

expe'imental data. The numerical fitting process is discussed in the

following chapter and the determination of the parameters from the

experimental data is diacussed in Chapter V.

Having obtained suitable expressions for an analysis of the mobility,

we now turn to an analysis of the carrier concentration data as a

funct ion of temperature. Obtaining an accurate and valid determination

of the carrier concentration from the measured Hall coefficient requires

careful experimental technique. We shall defer a discussion of these

points tu the following chapter and here briefly present our method for



analyzing the carrier concentration data.

For the range of temperatures measured in these experiments the

carrier concentration is determined by the impurities present in the

silicon samples. The concentration of thermally excited holes, p, can

be expressed in terms of the acceptor density, Na, the donor density, N

and the density of states in the valence band, N, as
33

p(p + Nd) N. exp(-E /kT)

(N N d p) g + Eg exp(-E ikT) (22)
il

where E is the acceptor's activation energy, g is the ground state
a

degeneracy, and gi and Ei are respectively the degeneracies and separ-

ation in energy from the ground state of the excited states. We have

included the first three excited states and taken their energies, as

shown in Figure 3, to be 30.42 meV, 34,52 meV, and 38.39 meV above the

ground state.
1 3 

We have used a degeneracy of 4 for the ground state

and the three excited states.14,15 Although for completeness we have

included the effects of the excited states, this will have a very minor

influence on the carrier concentration due to the large separation

between the ground state and the excited states.
3
4 By fitting equation

(22) to the experimental data (p as a function of T), the parameters

Na, Nd' N., and E. can be determined.

The density of states in ne valence band requires additional com-

ment. The density of states is given by

Nv  2(2imdkT/h2)3/2 (23)

-18R-



where m is the density of states effective mass. In certain cases we

have taken N 2.19x1015 T
3
1
2 

corresponding to a density of states

effective mass of .591 m . However, the non-parabolic band structure

and the corresponding energy dependent effective masses imply that the

density of states in the valence band will have an additional temper-

ature dependence. Barber
35 

has calculated the temperature dependence

of the density of states effective mass using a simplified model of the

valence band structure. We have obtained results similar to those of

Barber using the valence band structure described herein. The resulting

temperature dependence of the effective mass is shown in Figure 4.

These values have been fitted to a polynomial in the temperature to ob-

tain md(T) for which the explicit polynomial expansion is given in

Appendix II. This additional temperature dependence has been included

for comparison in the density of states of the valence band in some

of our analyses of the carrier concentration as a function of temperature.

-.19-
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CHAFiER IV

EXPERDEh!NTAL METHODt
,

A. Sample Preparation

The boron-doped silicon used in this study was commercially grown

material part of which was obLained through the courtesy of P. Norton

(Bell Laboratories), J.Staunard (Naval Research Laboratories), and

A. Honig (Syracuse University). Most crystals were grown by the

float-zone technique with the 1growth direction along the <111> crystallo-

graphic axis. The crystal orientation was determined by Laue back-

reflection x-ray photography. Sample slices were cut from the crystal

perpendicular to the dii tion of growth. Bridge shaped samples suitable

for Hall measurements were cut from the slices. The samples were

oriented for the Hall measurements such that the magnetic field was

in the growth direction, <111> , and the electric field was along the

<110> axis. Sample Si:B-8 was oriented such that the magnetic and

electric fields were parallel to the <001> and the <100> directions,

respectively.

Contacts were made to the etched samples by aluminum spot welds.

These areas were then rhodium plated and leads were attached to the

rhodium plating with indium solder. Contacts made in this manmer, al-

though somewhat mechanically fragile, were electrically suitable for the

currents and voltages employed in thL Hall effect measurement. The samples

were mounted with General Electric No. 7031 varnish on a sapphire plate

which was soldered to the cold finger of a helium research dewar.



B. Measurement Apparatus

i Hall measurements were performed by standard potentiometric methods

when the sample impedance was low. For sample impedances greater than

105 ohms, a Keithley Model 610B electrometer with an input impedance of

1014 ohms was used. An accuracy of 1% was obtained for the electro-

meter measurement by using a Keithley Model 160 digital voltmeter to

display the unity gain output of the electrometer. Using a Honeywell

Model 2784 potentiometer with a Leeds and Northrup Model 9834 electronic

null detector, voltages could be resolved to better than one microvolt

in the low sample imtedance region. The working voltage for the poten-

tiometer was provided by a Honeywell Model 2890 guarded D.C. power

supply. The matchbox and all connections were carefully guarded and

isolated from ground to reduce electrical pickup. This arrangement is

shown in Figure 5. The sample isolation from ground was better than

2 xl012 ohms. Measurements were limited to sample impedances of less

than 1010 ohms due to the prohibitively long RC risetime of the measured

voltages at higher impedances.

The magnetic field for the Hall measurements was provided by a Varian

I (v1400) 4 inch electromagnet with a current regulator (V2301A) and

a magnet power supply (V2300A). Magnetic fields as high as 20 kilo-

gauss could be obtained with a one-half inch pole separation. The

magnetic field strength was monitored by a iiawson Model 820 rotating

coil fluxmeter with a stated accuracy of 0.1% when used with an external

galvanometer.

The temperature was measured by calibrated platinum resistance

and carbon resistance thermometers. The carbon resistor was an Allen-

-21-



Bradley 100 ohm, 1/10 watt model TR which was calibrated between

2 K and 100 K with a Cryocal 1000-1.5-100 germanium resistance ther-

mometer mounted in place of the sample. A Rosemount Engineering

Model ll8LX platinum resistance thermometer was purchased with a factory

calibration. This calibration agreed with the germanium resistance

thermometer where a comparison between the two was possible (up to

100 K). The carbon resistance thermometer was used to measure the

temperature below 30 K, while above 30 K the platinum resistance ther-

mometer was used.,,

C. Measurement Theory

Galvanomagnetic effects in semiconductors have been discussed in

detail by Beer. Putley has discussed the Hall effect primarily

emphasizing the experimental aspects. The Hall coefficient, R, is

defined in terms of the measured quantities as:

R =V 't 10/ 1 B cm
3  

oulomb
-  

(24)

where VH is the Hall voltage, t is the sample thickness in centimeters,

i is the current, and B is the magnetic flux density in gauss. The

geometry is such that the current is along the length of the sample

and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The magnetic field is

parallel to the sample thickness. The current carriers are deflected in

the magnetic field due tolthe Lorentz force giving rise to the trans-

verse Hall voltage. The Hall mobility is defined as the ratio of the

Hall coefficient and the resistivity p, vhere p is in ohm-cm. Thus,

i /p cm
2
/Volt sec. (25)

As a Hall measurement requires the use of both electric and magne-

tic fields, the effects of these fields upon the measurement must be



considered. Due to the charge carriers random motions while in

thermal equilibrium with the crystal lattice, the carriers will have

a distribution in energy characteristic of the thermal equilibrium

conditions. In this equilibrium distribution the carriers ill have

5 I an average thermal energy on the order of kT. When an electric field

is applied to the sample, the carriers will acquire a drift velocity

and thus gain energy from the electric field. For the carriers'

energy distribution to remain unchanged, the energy gained from the

electric field must be small compared to the average thermal energy.

This requires that (uE) 2m */2<<kT. For p-type silicon this require-

ment must be satisfied for both the light and heavy holes. As the

mobility of the light holes is larger than that of the heavy holes,

the light holes will provide the more restrictive requirement on the

electric field. For an electric field of one volt per centimeter and

temperatures of 10 and 100 K, the light hole mobility must be less

than and 1.4x107 cm /V see, respectively. As the mobility de-

pends on the density of impurities, the allowable electric field

strength will vary from sample to sample. Pure samples at low tempera-

tures will provide the most stringent limitation. Our Hall measurements

have in general been made at electric fields of less than 0.1 volts/cm

which should have a negligible effect on the carriers' energy distri-

bution. Several samples have been checked over a range of electric

field strengths to be certain that the electric field was not large

enough to influence the measurement.

The magnetic field dependance of the Hall coefficient has received

considerable experimental and theoretical attention. An excellent review



of this subject has been given by Beer in Galyvon roinec 7hf ects in

37
Semiconductors. For valence semi conductors such iko t!2.y-, germaniuis

and silicon, a successful theory must take into aoon.the degenerate

coupled bands, the anisotropic nature of the bands, aad the inclusior of

interband scattering. For p-type silicon the nor-parabolic ity of the bands

should also play an important role. Several detailed 'reatments of gal-

vanomagnetic effects have been given, notably those oi Bir and Pikus 
39

4o
and Lawaetz. However, the numerical calclations of lla, acl still1 d'o

not agree with the experimental value of the Hail facto-. -., at ""'

p-type germaniums . The hall factor is defined by r K P'where

R(0) and R(-) are the values of the Hall coefficient as the 'nagnietir, field

approaches zero and infinity, respectively.

For sufficiently high magnetic fields several :A:plifi'cation* Occure

in, the magnetic field dependence of the Hll oe'ficienz. Thoreg~re is

known as the hsgh-field limit and is reached when tne ill, r s

greater than 10 8cm 2gauss/ Volt siec. 42In thehi-l. ,2: .

coefficient is simply related to the carrier concentration

We have been able to satisfy the high-field li mit for several of cour

samples between 4j K and 120 K. It shoullt ie noted ha1it inint: 1 01fied

limit the Hall cefficient is not s mpo rlated! to tio' 05cc i co.i

tratlon because the Hall factor, r, must be takeni initf ac'?ount. I e

conductivity, 0i, is given by tie expression

0 1 pqVJ23

This imbility, defined in termL; of the conduictivity, hanr been tem-Cd



the conductivity or drift mobility. By a comparison between this

expression for the drift mobility and the previously given expression

for the Hall mobility, we see that when the Hall coefficient is measured

in the high field limit, and thus simply related to the carrier con-

centration, the drift mobility and the Hall mobility are equal. As

the mobility calculated from the expressions given in Chapter III is

the drift mobility, the use of the high-field limit in the Hall coeffi-

cient measurement will enable us to compare the experimental and cal-

culated mobilities.

Although the high-field limit considerably simplifies the deter-

mination of the carrier concentration, excessively high magnetic fields

can cause problems due to the quantization of the hole orbits in a

magnetic field. A review of high magnetic field effects has been given

by Adams and Keyes. 44 The quantization of the particle motion in a

magnetic field will create Landau levels within the band. The Landau

levels will modify the density of states in the valence band which

could affect the interpretation of experimental data.4
5 

Neglecting

coupling between the bands, for p-type silicon there will be two sets

of levels corre-sponding to the light and heavy hole bands. The spacing

between Landau levels is given by i where wi is the cyclotron fre-

quency of the band under consideration, For quantum effects to be

negligible the thermal energy must be large compared to the separation

between Landau levels, or kT> . As the separation between levels is
i'

larger for the light hole band than the heavy hole band, the light holes

will provide the more restrictive condition. A field of 10 kilogause

will correspond to a temperature of 9.1 K for the light hole band. Also



important at high magnetic fields is another effect which has been

termed "magnetic freeze out". Yafet, Keyes and Adams predicted this

effect from the theory of hydrogen atoms in strong magnetic fields. The

effect occurs because in a strong magnetic field the bound state wave-

functions are more strongly localized than at zero magnetic field. Due

to the more localized charge distribution, the coulomb binding energy

of the impurity state is increased. Thus, at a fixed temperature the

concentration of thermally excited charge carriers will be smaller and

the Hall coefficient will be effectively increased. This of course

gives rise to the terminology "magnetic freeze out". Experimentally we

have not observed any variations in the Hall coefficient which could

be attributed to magnetic quantization,

The expressions for carrier concentration and mobility given in

Chapter III have been used to determine the impurity parameters for

our material. The carrier concentration expression, equation (22),

can be solved for p to obtain:

p (Nd /) Nd+E )2 -4(N.-Nd)Ek ]/2 (8

where exp(-Za/kT)/(g+Egieyp('Ei/kT))' We have fit the carrier con-

centration as a function of temperature data to the solution for p given

above. The four parameters Na' Nd, d  and N~ were permitted to vary

such that the least squares differences between the calculated and

experimental values of p were minimized. As the carrier concentration

varied by several orders of magnitude over the temperature interval

studied, the differences in the logarithms of p were compared, Initial

values of the parameters, required as input data for the fitting
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program, were obtained from a graphical analysis of the Hall data.

The program then tries to improve the fit in successive iterations by

using the partial derivatives with respect to each parameter to ad-

just the four parameters optimally. After the program has converged

on a set of parameters, statistics are calculated to evaluate the re-

sults.

As the carrier concer.tration freezes out exponentially with tem-

perature, accurate thermometry" is very important for an accurate deter-

mination of the impurity parameters from the carrier concentration as

a function of temperature data. However, fcr mobility with its power

law eather than exponential dependence on temperature, the thermometry

will not be as crucial for an accurate determination of the parameters.

Thus, mobility analy,3is aci, provide an important cross check for the

carrieor concentrati~on analysi :,. As vith the carrier concentration

data, the caculatel ar"i experimental values of tile mobility were com-

par(4 by tile fittilng Inpgram and the parameters were adjusted to give

the best lpest squares Vit. :;everal parameters, in different combina-

tions, have been allowed t' vary in our anAlysis of the mobility.

These include the ronsttit T which controls the magnitude of the

acoustic phonnon scattering contrilution to the mobility, the coupling

constant W, the donor density N, , the scale factor multiplyi. g the

Erginsoy equationt A, snri anther scaje factor, G, to account for any

error in mea:suring the sample dimensions. 'The dimensional factor G will

be a number close to unity multlp'yirV tile calculated mobility. Although

the sample thickness could be measured quite well, the sample width

and distance between resistivity aRrs was only known to within about



five percent. For pure samples the contribution of ionized impurity

scattering can be comparable to the geometrical measurement errors. For

this reason we have included this adjustable parameter G. The deter-

mination of these parameters from the experimental data will be dis-

cussed in Chapter V.

AOne final comment concerning the mobility analysis is necessary.

The fitting program uses the partial derivatives of the mobility with

respect to the variable parameters as a guide in adjusting the pare-

meters to obtain an optimum fit. However, the complexity of the mobil-

ity expression given in Chapter III does not readily allow one to

differentiate it with respect to the parameters. For the purpose of ob-

taining derivatives we have used the approximate expression:

(~/p ]* ~(29)

where a denotes the different scattering processes. Although this is

inaccurate for the calculation of the mobility, it is sufficient for

the purpose of providing partial derivatives for the fitting program.

'N
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CHAPTE. V

EXPERIMEN'AL RESULTS

A. Carrier Concentration

The samples measurein this study have covered a range of impurity

densities between 1013 cm and 10 cm The carrier concentration

as a function of reciprocal temperature, for four representative sam-

ples with acceptor densities of approximately 101 cm
3
, 101' c-3

1015 cm
-3

, and 1016 cm
-3 

, is shown in Fig. 6. The experimental data

are given by the coded points while the solid line is the result ob-

tained by fitting the data for carrier concentration as a function of

temperature to equation (22). The parameters determined from the fit

to equation (22) for these samples as well as the other samples measured

in this work are given in Table II. The parameters N , Nd, and E
a ' a

have been allowed to vary in fitting the experimental data while the

density of states in the valence band, Nv, has been either fixed or

also allowed to vary. As Nv is given by 1.8cXm(md/Me cm

we have listed in Table II the value of md corresponding to a given

value of the density of states. For samples in which the exhaustion

region was reached at relatively low temperatures, such as Si:B-14, we

have found very little change in the value of md when the density of

states was allowed to vary. For samples where the exhaustion region

could not be reached, such as Si:B-7, this was not necessarily the case.

Samples Si:B-3 and Si:B-6 exhibited a region at low temperatures

where impurity-hopping conduction dominated the conduction due to free

carriers in the valence band. Data from this region has not been used
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in the carrier concentration analysis. Several other samples were

measured, particularly ones with high room temperature resistivities

(3,000 to 10,000 a-cm), which showed large inhomogeneities in impurity

density from one end of the Hall bridge to the other. We have not used

these samples for further analysis, and they are not included in Table II.

As discussed in Chapter III, the density of states of the valence

band has an additional temperature dependence due to the temperature

dependence of the density of states effective mass as shown in Fig. 4.

We have also fit to equation (22) the carrier concentration as a

function temperature data taking into account this additional tempera-

ture dependence. These results are presented in Table III. The para-

meters thus obtained are very similar to those obtained using a tempera-

ture independent effective mass. However, the trend, except for the

closely compensated samples Si:B-2 and Si:B-l4, is to lover values of

Na and Nd by a few percent. For the closely compensated samples,

N and N' increase by a few percent vhen analyzed using a temperature
a d

dependent effective mass. This behavior can be qualitatively under-

stood using approximate expressions for the carrier concentration for
.8

the cases of uncompensated and closely compensated samples. When the

density of compensating donors is very much lees than the carrier con-.

centration, the carrier concentration is approximately given by

[.

iPu ( /g) 1 a , (30)

where g is the ground state degeneracy and we have neglected the influ-

ence of the excited states. For an analysis using the temperature depen-

dent effective mass, the density of states of the valence band at a

-30-



given temperature will be larger than for an analysis using a tempera-

ture independent effective mass. In order to calculate from equation

(30) the same carrier concentration for a larger density of states

the value of N. must be correspondingly reduced which agrees with a

comparison of Tables II and III for the relatively uncompensated sam-

ples. For very closely compensated samples the carrier concentration

is now approximately given by

(N a Nd )P a d 
/kT  

(31)

g+( Ngl)e a~k
Rdv

In the exhaustion region p will be determined by the difference N - Nd

N will be determined as the carrier concentration begins to freeze out
dw

and the denominator in equation (31) becomes larger than one. Here,

for a larger value of Nv we must have a correspondingly larger value

of N to obtain a given carrier concentration. Thus N and N will in-
d a d

crease for the closely compensated samples when the temperature depen-

dent effective mass is used in the carrier concentration analysis,

Also shown in Tables II and III is the standard deviati.n of the

fit to the carrier concentration data. In most, but not all, samples

the standard deviation is slightly improved vhen analyzed vith the

temperature dependent effective mass. l{owever, as the differences be-

tween the parameters N and N for the two cases are at most ten
Na ad N

percent, we have concluded that the additional temperature dependence of

the density of states in the valence band due to the temperature depen-

dence of the effective mass does not appreciably alter the determination

of these parameters from the temperature dependence of the carrier



concentration.

B. Mobility

The mobility for four representative samples is shown in Figs. T

and 8. The experimental data are shown by coded points and the solid

lines are fits to this data using the mobility theory formulated in

Chapter III. The mobility theory has been fit to the experimental data

by adjusting several parameters. These parameters are: 'o, the mag- A

nitude of the relaxation time for scattering by acoustic phonons;

Nd, the density of compensating donors; W, the coupling constant of the

holes to the optical phonon mode relative to the acoustic phonon mode;

A, the factor multiplying the magnitude of the relaxation time for neu-

tral impurity scattering; and G, a scale factor used to account for

measurement errors in the sample dimensions. We felt the acceptor den-

sity, Na) was known with enough precision from the carrier concentration

analysis so that its value was not permitted to vary in the analysis

of the mobility. The determination of the above parameters from an

analysis of the temperature dependence of the mobility will be dis-

cussed in the following subsections.

(1) Lattice Scattering by Acoustic Phonons

In pure samples where impurity scattering is relatively unimpor-

twit, scattering by acoustic and optical phonons will dominate the

mobility. We have determined the lattice scattering constant, -o, by

fitting the mobility theory to our three purest samples over a tempera-

ture range of approximately 25 K to 80 K. We have not used data above

80 K so that any contribution to the mobility due to optical phonon

scattering could be neglected. This has allowed us to fix the parameter
-32-



controlling the contribution of optical phonon scattering, W, and ignore

it in fitting the mobility over this restricted temperature interval.

As relatively pure samples have been used, the neutral impurity scatter-

ing factor, A, has also been fixed. The geometrical scale factor, G,

has been fixed at 1.0 for these fits, thus assuming perfect geometry for

these three samples. The remaining parameters, T° and Nd, were allowed

to vary to obtain the best least squares fit to the mobility data. The

results of these fits are given in Table IV. The values for the magni-

tude of the acoustic phonon scattering relaxation time, To, agree quite

well with one another. From these fits we have chosen the value,

To = 5.2541&
9 

see as most representative and taken its value as fixed

when fitting less pure samples.

The differences of a few percent between the values of T as seen in0

Table IV could easily be due to differences in the geometrical error

for the three sasples. To check this we have fixed the value of r at
0

5.25910
-9 

sec and refit samples 1:13-i and Si:B-14 over the same toapera-

ture range with Nd and G variable. Theose results are given in Table V.

Tre resulting values of G agree quite closely with the corresponding

differences in 1 • For Si :--1 , G decreased by I percent corresponding

to the 1.5 percent decrease in i between :1:B-8 and St:13-11 , while for

51:B- , G Increased by 3 percent correaponding to the 2.7 percent in-

crease in t between Si:B-6 and Si:B-L. Thus, the dtfferences in x can
0 0

be readily accounted for by the geometrical measurement differences be-

tween the samples. Since the dimensional measurement errors for these

samples are only a few percent, the determination of I for these sam-

pies is correspondingly accurate.
' - 3-
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(2) Lattice Scattering by Optical Phonons

To determine the parameter W, the relative coupling strength

of the holes to the optical phonon mode compared to the acoustic phonon

mode, requires mobility data at higher temperatures where optical pho-

non scattering contributes significantly to the mobility. However, at

higher temperatures the high-field limit, uB >> 10 cm Gauss/Volt sec,

required for a rigorous interpretation of the Hall effect measurement

could not be satisfied with our available nagnetic field strengths.

This complicates the analysis of the mobillty in that the Hall factor,

which may no longer be equal to unity, must be taken into account.

Rather than attempt to calculate the Hall factor, which varies with

temperature and the predoqinate type of scattering, we have obtained

the drift mobility in the following manner. The parameters deter-

mined from the carrier concentration analysis have been used to cal-

culate the carrier concentration by means of equation (22) for tempera-

tures above the high-field limit. As these parameters were determined

from data measured in a region where the high-field limit was valid,

when used in equation (22) the carrier concentration should be accurate-

ly computed at higher temperatures. Thus, at higher temperatures, we

have measured the resistivity, p, and obtained the drift mobility

frem v = /pqp, where p is the calculated carrier concentration.

Mobility data has been obtained in this manner for samples Si:B-8

and Si:B-l4 where the resistivity has been measured for temperatures

up to 400 K and 300 K, respectively. Above 300 K for Si:B-8 corrections

have been made to take account of the change in resistivity due to

intrinsic conduction.
9 

This data has been fit with the parametere

inrni codt 
do



W, and G variable. The data for these samples over the entire tempera-

ture range is shown by the coded points in Figs. 9 and 10 where the

solid line is the fit to the mobility theory. The parameters determined

from these fits are given in Table VI. We have obtained values for W of

2.00 and 1.78 for Si:B-8 and Si:B-14, respectively.

(3) Ionized Impurity Scattering f
At low temperatures scattering b ionized and neutral impur-

ities can control the mobility. As the nmber of ionized impurities is

directly related to the density of compensating donors (NI = 2Nd+ p), one

can determine N from the contribution of ionized impurity scattering
d

to the mobility. As Nd has also been determined from the carrier concen-

tration analysis, a comparison of the values obtained provides evidence

as to the validity of the mobility analysis. This comparison is given

in Table VII for several of the samples studied. For some of the samples

listed in Table VII the parameters Nd, A, and 0 were varied in the mobility

fit. However, for other samples with marginal amounts of neutral im-

purity scattering, it was found that A, the parameter modifying the

neutral impurity scattering strength, would become unreasonably large

or small when allowed to vary. This is because the mobility in these

samples was not particularly sensitive to the amount of neutral impurity

scattering and the computer apparently allowed A to vary considerably in

order to account for small differences between the calculated and experi-

mental mobilities. Consequently, for these samples we have varied Nd

and G and fixed A at several different values in order to observe the

effect of A on the value of Nd obtained from the mobility artalysis.

As can be seen from Table VII, the values of Nd obtained from the
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carrier concentration analysis and the mobility analysis are in good

agreement. For the purer samples (Si:B-8 and Si:B-l), the choice of

different values of A has a negligible effect on the determination of

Nd since neutral impurity scattering is very weak in these samples. The

fits to the moderately doped samples (Si:B-4 and Si:B-5) are more strong-

ly affected by the phoice of A. For these samples a choice of A near 4

gives the best agreement for the values of N determined from the mobil-
d

ity and carrier concentration analyses. The three remaining samples are

more heavily doped and deserve additional comment. As the mobility was

quite low in these samples, the high-field limit could not be reached

over most of the temperature interval studied. in addition, Si:B-3 and

Si:B-6 exhibited impurity-hopping conduction at low teperatures. For

these samples data below 35 K has been excluded from the mobility analysis

Since the high-field limit could not be reached, the Hall factor will

affect the temperature dependence of the mobility. As neutral impurity

scattering is quite strong in these samples, any temperature dependence

of neutral impurity scattering not accounted for in the Erginsoy formula-

tion could also affect the mobility analysis. For these reasons, the

analysis of these samples cannot be considered as reliable as the analysis

of the purer samples. However, even with these limitations, the values

of Nd obtained from the carrier concentration analysis and the mobility

analysis are in reasonable agreement.

(4) Neutral Impurity Scattering

Throughout this work we have found it necessary to include the

adjustable parameter A to modify the scattering time by neutral impuri-

16 -3
ties. For the samples doped on the order of 10 cm , we see from
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Table VII that the fitted values of A are between 2 and 3. For the

sampes it 15 c-3
samples with about 10 cm acceptors, a value of A near 4 gives the

best agreement with the value of N determined from the carrier concen-d

tration analysis. As mentioned in the previous section, the interpre-

tation of the experimental data for the more heavily doped samples is

complicated by the need to take into account the Hall factor. Also, the

different values of A obtained for the different samples lead us to feel

that the value of A determined from the mobility analysis for a given

sample cannot be considered particularly reliable.

In order tu demonstrate the influence of A on the mobility, we

have calculated the mobility with A = 2 and A = 6 using the parameters of

Si:B-5 with N fixed at 2.05xi0 cm . The calculated mobilities along
d

with the experimental data of Si:B-5 are presented in Fig. 11. The

experimental data points below 20 K have been obtained from photo-Hall

measurements using 300 K background radiation to photo-excite the carriers.

The validity of a comparison with theory for this low temperature data

requires that two conditions be satisfied. The Born approximation used

in calculating the ionized impurity scattering contribution to the

mobility requires that Ikal >> 1 where k is the carrier wavevector and

a is the scattering length.2
6 

For silicon Ikal = 1.4xlO
7
T(m*/m ')I1/2

ep

where p' is given by equation (11). Taking the density of photo-excited

carriers as 109 cm
3 

and Na and Nd from the Hall fit for Si:B-5, we

obtain for the more stringent case of the light holes: Ikal = 3.8T.

Thus, the above requirement is satisfied for the experimental data shown

in Fig. 10. A second requirement is that the thermalization time of the

photo-excited carriers be much less than the carrier lifetime. If, on the

-37-
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contrary, the thermalization time is longer than the carrier lifetime,

the carrier distribution will be "hot", corresponding to the energy

distribution of the incident radiation used to photo-excite the carriers

in the photo-Hall measurement. A mobility measurement under such condi-

tions cannot be compared to the calculated mobility which assumes a ther-

mal carrier distribution. From the energy loss rate due to acoustic

50
phonon emission, we can estimate the thermalization time for the more

-10 -1/2 sec.
5 1 

The
restrictive case of the heavy holes to be 3.5xi0 T

carrier lifetime may be determined from the recombination cross section

for holes at ionized boron impurities
52 

by t= (N-<v>o)
- 1 , where N- is the

density of negatively ionized boron impurities, <v> is the average thermal

velocity, and o is the recombination cross section. At 10 K we obtain

a carrier lifetime for Si:B-5 of approximately 3xl0
-8 

sec and a thermali-

zation time of 10
-9 

sec. Thus, the experimental photo-Hall data for

Si:B-5 satisfy both of the above restrictions. The experimental points

shown in Fig.ll lie between the curves corresponding to A = 2 and A 6.

This is consistant with the results given for this sample in Table VII.

C. Mobility Analysis Assuming a ParaboliL Band Structure

The results presented in the previous sections of this chapter have

been based upon an analysis of the mobility using the formulation given

in Chapter III which took account of the non-parabolicity of the silicon

valence band. For the parameters determined from the mobility analysis,

good agreement between the experimental and calculated mobilities has

been obtained. However, one could ask if similarily good agreement,

perhaps with a different set of parameters, could be obtained by a mobili-

ty analysis which ignores the valence band non-parabolicity and assumes
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parabolic valence bands. The following section will demonstrate that

indeed this is not the case.

The mobility formulation described in Chapter III is easily reduced

to the parabolic case by the replacement of y(E) by E and 1'(E) by 1.

We have reanalysed the experimental mobility data of samples Si:B-8 and

Si:B-l4 assuming a parabolic band structure. The experimental data

shown by the coded points along with the parabolic mobility fit to this

data shown by the solid line is presented in Figs. 12 and 13 for samples

Si:B-8 and Si:B-14, respectively. The parameters as determined from

these fits are given in Table VIII. To facilitate a comparison between

the parabolic and non-parabolic mobility fits, we have plotted the percen-

tage error between the calculated and experimental mobilities for the

two cases for Si:B-8 and Si:B-l4 in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. For

both samples the error for the parabolic mobility fits is considerably

larger than for the non-parabolic mobility fits. This is strong evidence

as to the importance of the valence band non-parabolicity in determining

the temperature dependence of the mobility.

Further evidence as to the importance of the non-parabolic descrip-

tion comes from an examination of the parameters as determined from the
different mobility fits. Fol, si:B-lU the value of Nd obtained from the

12 -3
parabolic mobility fit was 2.2xi0 cm while the non-parabolic mobility

fit gave i.39xi0 cm 3
. As seen in Table VII, the value of N determined

from the carrier concentration analysis agrees very closely with the

value determined from the non-parabolic mobility fit. Thus, not only

is the fit to the experimental data better for the non-parabolic case,

but also a considerably more realistic value of the parameter Nd is
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obtained by the non-parabolic mobility analysis. Similar considerations

hold for Si:B-8.

In order to observe more closely the differences between the para-

bolic and non-parabolic models, we have plotted in Fig. 16 the lattice

scattering limited mobility for the two cases with T = 5;25xl0
-9 

sec

and W = 2.0. As expected for the parabolic case, we observe a T
-3
/
2

temperature dependence for the mobility up to approximately 100 K where

optical phonon scattering begins to contribute to the mobility. Since

in the non-parabolic case the effective mass increases with temperature

and the acoustic ph,,non scattering time becomes shorter than in the para-

bolic case, we observe a more rapid decrease in the mobility than a

T- 3 / 2 
temperature dependence.

We are now in a position to understand better the differencesa In

the parameters as determined from the parabolic and non-parabolic mobil-

ity fits. As excmplified by Si:B-l4, the calculated mobility near 100 K

for the parabolic case is considerably larger than the experimental

mobility even though the experimental mobility is primarily dominated

in this temperature region by lattice scattering. Thus, for the parabolic

case the parameter 1 must be lowered relative to the non-parabolico

value of I to obtain agreement with the experimental mobility as to theo

magnitude of lattice scattering limited mobility. Such a change in 0

is observed by comparing Tables V1 and VIII. At higher temperatures the

parameter W must be increased considerably for the parabolic case to in-

crease the relative ccutribution of optical phonon scattering and thus

lower the mobility to obtain agreement with the experimental nobility

near room temperature. The value of W was determined to be near 2.0 for
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the non-parabolic case while a value of 6.0 was found for the parabolic

case. Since the value of T was reduced for the parabolic case, at low0

temperatures the lattice scattering contribution to the mobility Vdll

be large and cons luently the calculated mobility will be too small. Thus,

the amount of ionized impurity scattering must be decreased for the para-

bolic case to raise the mobility to near the experimental value at low

temperatures. This results in a value of Nd which is much smaller for the

parabolic mobility fits than for the non-parabolic mobility fits as can

be seen from Tables VI and VIII.

With the above differences in the parameters as determined from the

parabolic and non-parabolic mobility fits and the poor agreement in

determining the temperature dependence of the mobility for the parabolic

case as seen in Figs. 1h and 15, we must conclude that the inclusion of

the non-parabolicity of the valence band is necessary for an accurate

description of the temperature depetiderce of the mobility.

). Influence of the Split-off Band on the Mobility

In the formlulation of the mobility theory in Chapter III we included

the contribution to the mobility of the split-off band. It is clear

from equations (17) and (18b) that at low tcmperatues this band cannot

play a major role in determining the mobility due to the exponential

factor e
-

a
/ k T 

multiplying the split-off band's contribution to the mobil-

ity. We have calculated the lattice scattering limited nobility for a

two-band model and compared it with the mobility calculated including the

third split-off band. The lattice scattering limited mobility for the

three-band model has been plotted aready (for the non-parabolic case)

in Fig. 16. The calculated two-band mobility is lower than the three-band
~-h I-



mobility by 12.8% at 300 K, by 5.4% at 200 K, and by 2.1% at 150 K. At

lower temperatures the difference rapidly becomes negligible. However,

near room temperature the split-off band's contribution to the mobility

is significant.

It is of interest to consider what effect a mobility analysis using

two bands would have on the determination of the parameter W. As the

contribution of the split-off band becomes noticeable only at high tempera-

tures, the other parameters which are primarily determined from low

' temperature data would be unaffected by an analysis neglecting the split-

off band. However, as W in part controls the magnitude of the mobility

above 100 K, its determination will be affected by the number of bands

included in the robillty analysis. For the parameters o = 5.25-10
-9 

see

and W - 2.0 (determined from fitting the three-band mobility theory to

the experimental data of i:1-8), we hve obtained a lattice scattering

limited mobility (oee Fig. 16) of 475 cm /Volt cee at 300 K. For- a

tvo-bnd mobility calculation a coupling constant of W - 1.5 was required

to give a 300 K mobility of 11,19 em2/Volt sec. Thus, W is lowered for a

two-band moility calculat ion relative to a three-band mobility calcula-

0, ' tion in order to obtain agreement with the room temperature mobility.



CHtAPTER VI

COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK

The activation energy of the boron acceptor in silicon as deter-

mined from the carrier concentration analysis is in good agreement with

other electrical optical measurements. ~ ' For our purer samples,

the small changes in the density of states of the valence band when this

parameter was allowed to vary indicates that our use of four for the

ground state degeneracy is correct. If the ground state degeneracy were

different from four, the density of states would change accordingly when

this parameter was fit to the carrier coacentration data. A ground state

degeneracy of four is in agecement with the splitting of the ground state

under uniaxial stress its determined by optical absorption.
1

There has been very little work dlone in the analyzis of mobility

incorporating all the relevant types of scattering over wide ranges of

teeperature adimpurity densivles. Severa~l Pure samples (Il 10 em&

nahve been searj-.zed by !,. Eli :Itr whw, obtained an i coustiz-phonon-

~imtte mobi'for te-l.orl 'Ires beluw SO K or l.j"lO ' c
2

Votcc

Above 50 K a .'Leeper to r. reau was observed . This is In

reasonable agr,.emtult wlth (-)i:- ~i for the lattice mobility of

I, .6"lo T_ cm2 e orresiponding to io.5.25xlO - !iec which

uas been obtan'd f'rom lb., 'fitii tl ,Ir experimental data1 with Toau Un

adjustable paramete~r ats givon in Table IV.

-~The cmrVf t wulIi ft 1Khtsb easr.dby qvort-iexperi-

mobilities 0of 495, 1,75. anid 501, em Volt sec. respectively. By fitting



Si:B-I4, we have obtained lattice-scattering-limited mobilities at

2
300 K of 475 and 505 cm /Volt sec corresponding to optical phonon

coupling constants of 2.00 and 1.78 respectively.

A relative coupling constant of the holes to the optical phonon

mode compared to the acoustic phonoremode of 2.00 and 1.78 has been

obtained by us from the mobility analyses of Si:B-8 and Si:B-14,

3
respectively. Asche and Borzeszkowski obtained reasonable agreement with

the data of Elstner
56 

in calculating the mobility for a non-parabolic band

structure using a relative coupling constant of 2.5. However, their

calculated 300 K mobility (from Fig. 7 of Ref. 3 ) was approximately

h20 cm
2
/Volt see which is somewhat lower than our room temperature

mobilities as given in the proceeding paragraph for the above coupling

constants. This indicates that a smaller coupling constant would allow

Asche and Borzeszkowskl to obtain better agreement with room tempera-

ture drift mobilities.
6o

Wiley and DiDomenico have computed the mobility for parabolic

bands. Their piocedure was to fix the relative coupling constant at

? and adjust the magnitude of the acoustic phonon scattering time to

obtain agreement with a mobility at 300 K of 350 cm 2/Volt sec. Although

a coupling constat of 2 agrees with our value for the non-parabolic

mobility analysis, it is in disagreement ith our results when we at-

tempted to fit a parabolic model to our mobility data. For our para-

bolic analysis we required a coupling constant near 6 to obtain agree-

ment with our high temperature data. The reason for this difference be-

comes clear if we look at the acoustic mobility obtained by Wiley and

DiDoenico. Their mobility for scattering by acoustic phonona (from

4 - ' " " -, ' '.' : . v , . . . , ., .,.!i! : 'I



142l0 -. 5 2
Eq. 11 and Table I of Ref. 60) is 4.2ZI06 T

-  cm /Volt see which is

considerably lower than our result and the acoustic mobility 
obtained by

C Elatner.
56 

If Wiley and DiDomenico's acoustic mobility were raised 
to

obtain agreement with the experimental mobility 
at low temperatures, a

larger coupling constant would be required by 
them to obtain agreement

with the room temperature mobility. This should yield results closer to

ours obtained for a parabolic band structure. 
Mobility in parabolic

bands has recently been considered by Costato 
et.al.l

6 
who have ob-

6o
tained results similar to those of Wiley and 

DiDomenico. Both

16 61
Costato et. al. and Wiley have pointed out the necessity of considering

the valence band non-parabolicity when interpreting 
the hole mobility

i in silicon.

iJ 
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CHAP'TERI VII

SUMMARY

The analysis of the carrier concentration and mobility as a function

of temperature has been shown to be a useful tool for the characterization

of impurity parameters in p-type silicon. Good agreement for the density

of compensating donors has been obtained f'rom the two analyses. This

must be largely doe to the accuracy of the Brooks, Herring, and Dingle

formulation of ionized impurity scattering as w~ell as the correctness

of the non-parabolic approach to the analysis of hole mobility in sili-

con. The donor and acceptor densities as determined from the carrier

concentration analysts have exhibited a sy stematic although minor

variation due to the additional temperature dependence of the valence

band density 01f states with the inellu;;On Of'!cea~r dependent erfee:-I tive masses.
The. temperature deptindencoe of' the arobility has! been substantially

accounted for by tincluding the valeoce lousia n~n-parubolici ty and the

relevant types o1*f cattering inl thQ mold, i!.y anavlysis. The pa"raireters

aSa determlined fro the mobility anlsa*particularly the amount of

iolzod Impurlity sicatteringt nv the ro1ativL C oribut ion or optical

phJononJ s)catterinV * have bee'n "ound L lvi gv cm'a; Ide tabl1y '.he: *ai t e

assws lag a pa 'abs tic tt' thanl a nun - ptrlboli' I t c;!ehnd sttrulcture.

The agreement wi th the terml'ornttre dlncies'the c.xperiroental

mobility dal a and the agreement. with the rarirocnra t i cn anaulysis

for the donor deny ty has bee n snfiatyImproved by the non-para-

bolic rttlr that% parabolic mability ftnatysiu.



Appendix I

POLYNOMIAL EXPANSIONS FOR TIE Yi(E)

Using the spherically averaged valence band structure as given

in Fig. 1, we have fit k
2 

to a polynomial in powers of the energy E.

Thus,

2
k. nf'a Enin

n 
(.)

Although a constant term (ao) has been included in the polynomial ex-

pansions, numerically this has not altered their limiting behavior over

the energy range here considered. The values of k 
2 

are calculated to an

accuracy of better than 0.1% in all cases. From the dispersion relation,

equation (4), we have

1

Thus,
m

a
wheree

i1n n ir (I,.h)

We have divided the energy range considered Into Vour intervals. For- the

energy in eV and k in cm
2 , the coefficients t are:

IIi



Light Hole Band (i=i)

10- ~2K~ 2 eV

ao= 8.3986018384 x 10 ~ o = -1.5217785981 x 1

a1 01.110

1L 2.1706358174 0a =' 4.01214984i1lq x 114

a 215 
a= 1.9808272516 10l15

10 3

~202002 101

a4= 3.1328296107 x102 
a 4 = .4890798898 x 1

xK 02< E 10 eV 10-1 <E 1 eV

C00 -6.5562268877 10lo11 a0 -1.5655203163 K101

a1 5,5307508141 x 1011 01 9.01144277063 x 1011

02 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c =1059526106 2 -3.9222961582 x 10

03 5 0 256 9 x 101 23 1 . 2 3 7 6 9 K i 1

18 13

4 = -7.8252633691 x 10 18a), -1.72843171452 x 10 1

a5 = 144Z~~. 101

= 1.1,11109851467 K102

V 0L6



Heavy Hole Band (i=2)

10
6
< E 10 eV 10 < E 2 x 10

2 
eV

0 = 1.0172944856 x107 a0
=  -8.0235703300 x 108

a0 = 1.3195281939 x1015 a = 1.3212303419 x 10
i 5

:1=101248 6 0 a -825030x 18

2 = 1.6680196336 x016 a= 9.2707769617 x 1015

a3 = -1.4896411036 xlo19 = 1.5232384239 x 1017

2108
a4 = 8.6749489378 x101 a1  -3.1297707692 x 18

-2 -1 -1
2xl0 E S 10 eV 10 E 41 eV

a0  2.4165450859 i011 a0  -2.7105936976 x 1013

a, = 1.2228752957 x1O15 a1  2.3038823189 x 1015

a2 = 1.7976342350 xlO16 2 = 1.1462382301 x 10

a3  -1.4155388985 xi017 a3  -1.2268956892 x 10

a4  4h.3741658465 x017 a4  4.7434174345 x 1013

4 349 u

. . _t.9



Appendix II

POLYNOMIAL EXPANSION FOR THE DENSITY OF STATES EFFECTIVE MASS

The density of states in the valence band is given by
64

Nv = P/F1/2

where F I/2) is the Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2,n is the
3

reduced Fermi level, and p = iPi where the p. have been given by

equation (16). The density of states has been given in equation (23)

as

N 2 (21im kT/h 3/2
v d

Solving for md and evaluating the integrals, we obtain

*3/2 2 *3/2
id - )/2 in

5 i~
=72 i = i

where the I have been given by equations (18a) and (18b). The integrals
i*

1. have been solved numericully and ad has been graphed in Fig. 4.
*

We have fit md to a polynomial ii, the temperature such that

n

auT n

where for T in Kelvins and ad in units of the electron mass, the a are

aO = 5.5'(09558588-10
- I  

a, 8.155631015840
"i  a2 = .hi3322217ht9 x

0 6

02
8 10 1

a3  -3.801836011i 08 a1 - 1.11.8210956.10- " 3.93,1; i0 ,

a 6 3.8391,932962xio , and (,.= -l.971YOh58 O
-1 9

•



APPENDIX III

NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE MOBILITY

The mobility is calculated following the formulation 
given in

Chapter III. The numerical integrations have been performed 
using

Simpson's rule. The techniques used in and the accuracy of 
these

numerical calculations has been discussed 
previously.

30
'4 Subroutines

BANDX and BANDT evaluate they.(x) at a 
given energy and temperature

to use as required in computing the mobility 
in subroutine FUN. These

subroutines are listed below.

I

5
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Table 1. Constants used in evaluation of

secular equation (Eq. (2) of text).

Quantity Value Units

1' 1/5a

q 1/105a

A b A4 eV

A c -4~.27 fi/ m

B c -.o.63 Bf 2

N, C -8.75 11 /2me

a spherically bRef. (64~) c Ref. (65)

averaged

value



Table II. Results of carrier concentration analysis

with temperature independent effective mass.

Stand. Dev.swape 3 
5
d E rn/rn of F'it

aSample a d e

(cm
-3  (Cm

-3  (meV) (10-2

Si:B-1 1.32 xlO
14  8.30 10

12  44.2 .59
a  1.0

1.35 xlO
l
4 8.32 .10

12  43.9 .53 0.5

Gi:B-2 5,40 
x
lO

1 3  
4.67 xl013 43.2 .59

a  2.2

Si:B-3 5.82 xl016 2.45 xlO
15  41.1 .59 a  0.9

7.61 xlO
16  2.27 xlO15 41.1 .47 0.7

si:B-4 1,24 xlO
15  

y.48 xlO
12  45.0 .59

a  1,1

15 12

'i:B-5 1,18 x1015 2.14 41012 414.9 .591 1.4

1.43 XlO
15  

2.08 xO 45.0 .62 1.14

;i:B-6 3.36 x0O' 2.34 g1011 144.3 59a3

61:B-7 1.76 xO16 1.91 X1013 45.4 .59a 2.8

.3 116 .6 12 49.0 1.16 2.0
1.30 -0 7,69 X0

Bi:B-8 1,514 x)3 14 h.99 1012 45.3 .59
a  1.8

[1i48 40 5.13 40 145,8 .71 0.7

si:B-i4 2.14 io13  1.26 x1013 44.8 -54' 0.5

2.10 4 
3  

1.22 40411.7 .61 0.5

5
1aIue fixed

-59-



Table III. Results of carrier concentration analysis

for temperature dependent effective mass.

m*(T)/m Stand. Dev.

Sample Na  Nd Ea d(T)/.e of Fit
(cm

-3
) cm

3
) (meV) (0

-
2)

Si:B-I 1.30 xlO14  7.86 x102 44.3 .56a  1.5

1.34 xlO14  7.97 .1012 44.7 .48 0.6

Si:B-2 5.86 1013 5.07 xl013 42.9 .56a 2.1

Si:B-1 1.18 10 15 7.14 ×1o 45.0 .56
a  

1.2

1.11 i1015 7.2. xlO
12  

45.1 .61 1.1

2i:B-5 1.39 10'
15  

2.05 xO 114.8 .56 1.3

1.37 X0 15  
2.00 410 1

2  
h.9 .59 1.3

"iB71 8 1 13 45
SS8-7 1.57 A10 1.88 40 5,1 .56 1.6

1.27 41016 8.68 X102 1,8.2 .96 1.3

,I.B-8 1.51 410 1 .81% x012 45.3 .56a 1A

1)12
1.. 4 0 4 .92 401 45.6 .6h 0.8

13  
UO .56 0.5

2.10 4013 1.22 xsO
13  

1,4.5 .52 0.5

Ve alue fixed

4; -I-,-



Table IV. Results of mobility fits used to determine

the lattice scattering parameter To

Stand.
Sample T d Aa G Dev. of Temperature

(sec) (cmLj) Fit 2 ag

d(10(& ) (K

Si:B-8 5.25 4.45 xl1012 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.2 25-80

Sj:B-l4 5.17 1.39 x1 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.6 25-80

Si:B-1 5.39 3.17 51 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 25-80

alu fixed

'Pable V. Mobility fits used to investigate influence

of 0 on the determsination of 'i

Nap~ a ~ a A a G stand.
o (1-3 G ev. of Temperature

(Uec) (Cm ) Fit Range

122

.:1-1 5.25 1.01 X10 2.0 2.0 1.03 1.6 25-80

Wva.u1 fixed



Table VI. Results of mobility fits used to

determine W,

Sml ,a Nd w A Stand.
S0il D ev. of Temperature

(see) Fit Range

Si:B-8 5.25 4.o9 "10 1 2.00 2.0 0.99 1.3 25-l400

Si:B-14 5.25 1.34 dlol l.'(8 2.0 0.98 1.1 25-300

5
value fixed



Table VII. Comparison of compensation density as

determined from mobility and carrier concentration

analysis.

Sample N N d A G Stand.
from from Dev. of

carrier mobility Fit
L"concentratio analye 's 2

analysis(cm ) (cm (1)

r

6.11 x101 2. 0" 0.98 0.8

15 12 12 a
Si:13-4 a.3 xdo 7.14 x10 7.05 x10 40m 0.98 0.

7.37 40o12 6 ,a 0.98 0.8

1.54~ 12 2.0~ 0.95 1.2

!A B11- 5 1.39 410
15  

2.05 -1 2 2.19 412 1 h. o o.941 0.9

2.113 -to 6 .oa 0.91 o.8

;i 5- .1 1 .8h T1 41.27 4102 2. 0.99 1.3

4,3 X1 1 . 0a 9 .

'1SII2.17 '101 1.1.0 '10 1 .3J9 -10 13 2.0 a0.99 0,1

16 15 15
Silt-3 5.86 diG 2.45S -10 1.32 -10 3.3 0.88 1 .5

011-6 3.36 ,il' 2.1 01 157,01 2.0 0.913 3.11

16 13 1

"value fixed



Table VIII. Results of mobility fits assuming a parabolic

band model.

Sample To Na dW A G Stand.

(see) Dev. of

(10-9) (cm3I) Ft 2
(io-

si:B-8 3.09 h.7 xl0 9 5.98 2.0 1.0b 9.1

12b b
Si:B-1~4 2.95 2.3 xl0 5.99 2.0b 1.0b 5.8

a parameter did not converge to required confidence level

bulefixed
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FMG 13. lkobilivty fit (solld line) assuminga a farabolic valcice I-and

atru~ture to the cxperivenftal data (coded points) or SI: B-14. The

p'arameters determined from thin fit are given in Table VIII.
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PART 11

ABSORPTION EDGE SHIFT IN HEAVILY DOPE~D

LEAD-TIN TFLLIJRI DE



CWATER I

INTRODUCTION

The lead-tin telluride ((Pb,Sn)Te; alloy system has been studied

extensively by many investigators in the past ten years. A summary of

the important results is given in two excellent review articles~ which

also discuss the posaible applications of this material. (Pb,Sn)Te is a

narrow gap semiconductor and is sensitive tco the infrared spectrum of the

electromagnetic radiation. Since the energy gap depends on the composition

and temperature, both diode lasers and photon detectors with maximum sensi-

tivity at any desired wavelength between 5 and 30 micrometers can be fabri-

cs ted.

This study is concerned with impurity diffusion in t~b,Sn)Ta end

the effect of these diffused impurities on its optical and electrical

properties. By using light sensitive diffused lead-tin telluride detec-

tore, us were able to examine the behavior of the fundamental absorption

edge as a functin of impurity concentration, the content fraction4l

amount of Sn'te in the crystal, end the t Oujr vesults indicate

three different behaviors corresponding to three types of impurities:t

cadmium, antimony, end a mixturs of ceditluip and indium. C;admiumn diffu-

$ion may result In a material with carrier concentration As low as 10 1

3 18 3
per cm . For (Pb,Sn)Te with carrier density below 108 per cm there

ia essentially no change in the energy gap. If, however, as a rt~~lt of

the diffusion the carrier concentration lo higher, such as in the cose

of antimony diffusion, there is a considerable shift in the fundamental
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absorption edge. Then the material is no longer sensitive to lower

energy radiation. We compared the two cases by measuring the spectral

response of two types of photodiodes: one was made by diffusing Sb and

the other by diffusing Cd into (Pb,Sn)Te. A similar displacement of

the absorption edge had been observed in data obtained from transmission

3measurements. 'Tese transmission results, which had been performed

earlier in our laboratory, revealed that in undiffused, unannealed

(Pb,Sn)Te, where excess of tellurium is a source of high carrier density,

there is .an obvious shift in the absorption edge. A model proposed by

4Burstein was used to explain this anomalous behavior. It is suggested

that for small gap materials with a small effective mass and high carrier

concentration, the Fermi energy, EV moves to either the conduction or the

valence band, depending whether it is n-type or p-type semiconductor.

Since we are dealing with a direct gap- semiconductor, the photon energy,

hv, required to ex,Ate electron hole pair in such a degenerate material

is greater than the energy gap E , htere h is Planck's constant and v is

the photon frequency. For (Pb,Sn)Te it is given by

where y dapend: only on the absorption coefficient, k H is Boltzmann's

constant, and T is the absolte temperature. We used Kane's nonparabolic

band model 5 in calculating the Fermi level and showed that this model is

in agreement with the orxcrimental results. 11ie experimental values of

bv for two samples have been fit to the calculated ones siaing a digital

computer, and values for y and the effective mass, m , were abrained.
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A different type of diffused (Pb,Sn)Te produced an even more

pronounced change in its absorption spectra. In this case the dif-

fusion of cadmium-indium alloy produced material with higher resistivity,

lower carrier density, and larger energy gap than ever reported before.

This is probably due to some change in the compound itself rather than

just in its doping level. It was observed that although the crystaliine

structure remains essentially the same, the unit cell expands as a result

of the diffusion. X-ray examination and microprobing indicate microscopic

centers of impurity. The effect is more pronounced as the diffusion tem-

perature is increased. The temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient

and mobility of various Cd-In diffused samples were studied in an effort

to characterize the phenomenon.

In the next chapter we present background information on lead-tin

telluride. We discuss its energy band structure and its phase diagram

uince these ara important for the understanding of our study. The phase

diagram explains why the physical pripertieu of the material depend to a

large degree on the technique and condition of its preparation. This

critical dependency is our reason for choosing to devote a significant

part of the study to crystal growth. The last two sections of chapter 2

contain the basic theory of impurity diffusion in semiconductors and of

p-n junctions.

Chapter ifdescribe8 the experimental techniques which were used

in this study. Crystal growth methods and evaluations by x-ray are

described in detail, followed by diffusion and diode fabrication pro-

codures. ile electrical and optical setups which we used, as well as the

measurement techniques, are also discussed in that chapter. Our experi-
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mental results and calculations are presented and compared in chapter IV

Chapter V iummarizes the results of our measurements and dis-

cusses the concl usions we have drawn from them.
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CHAPTER 1I

BACKOROUND AND THEORY

A. Material Properties

Lead-tin telluride is an alloy system composed of two IV-V1

compounds, PbTe and SnTe. 1,6 In general this mixed alloy has similar

properties to lead salt compounds, and is referred to as a pseudobinary

alloy system. The lead salts which include sulfur, selenium, or tellurium

are called lead chalcogenides and their chemical bonds are mixtures of

7
ionic and covalent bonds, Both PbTa and anTe have a face center cubic

crystal structure and their lattice constauts differ by ouly two par-

cant.
8
9 Ili ordering of the atoms alonk any pilncipal axs ih: metal.

To, metal, To... When PbTe and SnTe are mixed and reacted properly, the

pseudobinary Ph IxSnxTe alloy is obtained. These alloys exhibit complete

I
solid solubility for any composition. The resulting compound also has a

NaCI crystal structure but the metal t.ams are o.rher lead or tin depend-

ing on the fractional Content of SnTc,x, in the alloy.
2  

It was found that

when varying the alloy fraction, x, tho' melting point of the system changes

as ehoma in figure 1.10,11 The lattice constant &nd the density of

PbI8XanXTo are found to be an almest linPer fUnt Lion of X.

1. Band Structura

The minimum energy gap of this oystom occurA at the L(111) point

12
of tho Brillouin zone face.I Wiithn the first zone there are eight

equivalent half ellipsoidal constant energy s!tfaces with major axes in

the <111> directions. The energy gap of the lead salts increases with

temperature.
12  

In most other eemiconducting materiala, including SnTe
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the band gap decreases with temperature.
13 

The energy gap of the

(Pb,Sn)Te mixed system varies strongly with both the alloy frac-

tion and the temperature as shown in figure 2. These energy gap or

composition curves are deduced from experimental results of many

investigators.
12 

However, although many independent experiments

support these curves, they were all done on Pbl xSnxTe samples with

fractional SnTe constant, x, smaller than 0.35 or on pure SnTa. For

alloy composition with corresponding 0.35 < x < 1 the homogeneity

range is shifted far into the metal deficient region (as discussed

later) and it is impossible to obtain material with hole concentra-

tion of lose than 1019 per cm
3
, Due to the high free carrier con-

cantration, meaningful optical measurements cannot be performed. ror

material %ith SnTc oatent less than 35 percent, the energy gap was

determined by optical absorption measurements,
2
.
14"18 

detector re-

sponse cutoff
19
'
20 

and laser emission 12,21,22 Tunneling experiments

were used for the determination uf SnTe energy gap.13

The unusual behavior of the energy gap as a function of the

alloy composition was explained by Diemock, Melngailis and Strauss
12
'
35

(DMS), Their band structure model suggests a band inversion at some
+

intermediate alloy composition. For PbTe the L6 energy state is the

valence band edge while the L is the conduction band. When alloying

with nTe, the two states approach each other as shown schematically

in figure 3. As the percentage of SnTe is increased in the alloy, the

separation between the two bands, E8 , decreases and becomes zero at

some intermediate composition. On further inereasing the SanTe content,
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the Ls 8tate bec rimes higher than the L 6 and the two baL.&s in:erchangc

their rolls: the L+ state is now the conduction baud a-.t L~ is
66

the valence band.

Looking again at figure 2 we see that the ten1 cr,-.A~ uCC

ficient of the energy gap, dE NdT, changes sign at trcot:io

All experimental results, performed on Pb 1xSn XTa with x nv , 3,ai-'ot

S 1inTe, for direct determination of the energy gap by o~m.

are in ful). agreement with the DMS bond inversion mode' 111Ili,.m d

earlier, due to its prohibitive high hole density, iWtoc101-

ments could verify this model on material with compo'Ct in 0' ,

crossover region. The only experimental support forit

region comes from moasurements of the electrical recl; , - i

function of temperature. These measurements, which woi, -ion( rr;t. Iv

Dixon end Bis, 23 how that at a composition near th:exi

the temperature variation of tho resistivity showsa t

an otherwise almost linear dependency. This break

change in sign of the tt'lperltture coeff icient of thi

at the inversion point. W~e Iave made simuilar an

crystal with x - .44 end obtained simitar results wtoJn

figure 4, The changes in the slopes, or the breaks i ~t
temperature curves, take place at different temperatuc

the composition of the sample as expected fromi the r.

Theoretical calculation of the energy states "I","

empty lattice msodel (if the 1V -Vl compounds one Woeol v .>. t

to be of higher cargy thani the L. Although this .
6'



for some compounds, just the opposite occurs in the lead chalcogenides.

The reason is due to the importance of the relativistic correction on

24 +
the L level. The L state originates from the k level when energy

splitting due to spin-orbit interaction is taken into account. The LI

state has an S-type symmetry around the lead atom. This heavy atom is

the source for the significance of the relativistic correction to the

extent of inverting the normal order of the L and the L' levels. As

the fraction of the lead atoms decreases and is replaced by much lighter

tin atoms, the relativistic correction becomes less important.

25A chemical approach was used by Wemple for explaining the enorgy

gap variation and the band inversion, in lead-tin telluride. He proposed

that the possible basis for the energy variation at the L point is the

variation with composition of the electronegativity difference, C, of

two neighboring atoms. In fact, he showed that with some approximations

C is proportional to the difference between the number of valence elec-

trons of the two atoms. In this case, since we are dealing with a mixture

of ionic and covalent bonds, C depends on the charge distribution around

the two atoms. When the content of SnTe in the alloy increases, the charge

distribution changes in such a way that the cations and anions tend to

change their role in a manntr similar to the valence and conduction bands.

At the crossover point (x P 0.65 at 300K) the eloctronegativity difference

and hence the ionicity fall to zero and the material shows metallic physi-

cal properties.

Many detailed calculations of the temperature dependence of E
2

based on theoretical determination of the bend structure
26 

and the
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2,17
experimental results have been reported. Within the

range of 50-300K,dE /dMT is almost constant with reported vaii.

-4 17(3.8 + .5) x 10 eV/K. Tauber et al. observed that ch, vte

coefficient approaches zero at te ratures close to 404~

geated the existence of a second valence band. This sec,

not move with temperature and At temperatures lower thaii

than the first valence band and therefore its contribui,

absorption process is not evident. Uponl Increasing the L,,

first valence band movei below the second one and the obse,

tions are between the latter end the conduction band.

Lockwood 3usnd transmission measurements and djodtc

to plot the opticiil gap variation with temperature. llii 1-

ments at low temperature (2-80K) show coneistent deer~a-

-~~ j pared to the ;Inuar region. In a few siample, hie hei.i-

temperature coefficient at temperatures below 25K.

-2, Phase Diagram

The physical properties of lead chalcogen ides i

large degree by their respective phase diagras 2 (teIV.j,:.I

composition relations). Even when starting with punt

bothi, the nature of conduction and the carrier cowniii'

the condition of crystal preparation. Accord lug to tl, 10.

the temperature and the pressure which exist durinug th I

the material effect the proportion of its cosposent..s

degree of deviation from fitoichinmeIry. 7,8The te,

of charge carriers, then, are detetmined by tiO cru- .



Also, if the phase diagram is known, the carrier concentration may be

adjusted or even inverted by excess metal (or excess Te) saturation

10under controlled temperature and pressure. This process is called

annealing and will be discussed in the next chapter.

The upper portion of figure 5 shows the temperature-composition

projection for a PbTe system. The compound exhibits very small devi-

ation from stoichiometry, and on this scale it is represented by a

single line at 50 atomic percent Te. A detailed examination of the

deviation from stiochometry can be obtained from the lower part of

figure 5. The phase diagram of PbTe and Pb. 87 Sno 13Te in the vicinity

of 50 atomic percent Te is presented on an expanded scale. It is im-

portant to observe that the homogeneity ranges for both compounds

include the stoichiometric composition only at temperatures below the

maximum (respective) melting points. At this temperature the compound

is always To-rich. As x increases, the meltieg temperature of Pb IXSnxTe

along with the homogeneity range shift toward the Te-rich side of the

diagram as seen, also, from the experimental results in figure 6. The

crossover temperature from p-type to n-type decreases too. In Fact,

for x larger than about 0.33 it is practically impossible to obtain in-

type matrial by self annealing. The farther the crystal is from

stoichioxetric composition, the greater is the metal deficiency. This

is a source for more lattice point defects
27 

which are always ionized

and contribute free charge carriers to the electrical conduction

mechanism.

The annealing technique 1 8 involves an equilibrium con-

dition between the sample and metal rich powder of the same composition,
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at a desired temperature. This is done in an evacuated quartz ampoule.

The sample and the powder are in quasi equilibrium ivth the vapor phase.

Since there is only one degree of freedom in this closed system. fixing

the temperature would fix the equilibrated composition of each phase.

The phase diagram, then, can tell us at what temperature we should

anneal in order to obtain the desired carrie- 
4

-nsity for a given com-

position. Carrier concentrations as low as 1015 per c=
3 
have been te-

27
ported using this method. Our experience shows no difficulties in an-

nealing material to a carrier density of the order of 1016 per cm3

B. Charge Carriers Statistics

In an intrinsic semiconductor the conduction mechanism is

dominated by electrons which are thermally excited from the valance

band to the conduction band.30 The density of the conduction band

electron, n, and the valence band holes, p, in such a material, dpeand

on the nature of these bands, their separation (for forbidded gap) and

the temperature. We wish to find axprussions of the electron density

as A function of the band parameters and the temperature. We will coo-

aider two cases% the first is the most common and simple situation of

parabolically spaced constant-energy-surface in k-space, and tbA the

* , nonparabolic energy wave vector dispersion relation. The second case

is common in narrow gap semiconductors such as lead-tin telluride and

therefore is of special interest for us. The hole dowity can be cal-

cualated in a similar way.

In general the number of free electrons present per unit volume



is given by
30

n f f(E)g(E)dE (2.1)

c

where g(E)dE is the number of states available in an energy range dE,

and f(E) is the probability of occupancy for a state of energy E. We

use of course Fermi-Dirac statistics and f(E) is the well known Fermi-

Dirac distiioution function

f(E) .(2.2)
l+exp[(E-Ef)/kBT]2

The integral (2.1) is evaluated from the bottom of the conduction band.

It is simple to show
30 

that the number of states per unit volume within

an infinitesimal range of energy or wave-vector, k, is

g(E).dU - g(k).dk (-)2dk . (2.3)

Using equations (2.2) and (2.3) in equation (2.1) we get

I k" kdk

2 (L-' ----- X . (2.4)n70

This int:gral c n be used to evaluate the electron density if the

~energy-wave vector dispersion relation is known.

For a spherical constant-energy-suriace the parabolic E-k role-

tio i

1; 12* k 2  
(2.5)

2m
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where E is measured from the bottom of the conduction band and

* * * 1/3
m (m m) is the density-of-states (scalar) effective mass.

y

From equation (2.5) we get

2*

2 18Tr 2m 3/2 1/2(.
k dk = (-) h2 d (2.6)

2 h2

which is substituted in equation (2.4) to give

2m*3/2 fJ /2d

h 2 3 1+exp[(E-Ef)/kBT] (2.7)

it is ccnvenient to use dimensionless notations, x E/kBT and n E f /kBT ,

and then equation (2.7) becomes

2m k B T 3/2 1/2 dxn - 41 --h---) I+exp (x- , (2.8)

0

- Nc 1/2(n)

who~re

2um kB' 3/2
N- 2( 2 (2.9)

h

and

'~1/2

WF(n) - 2u
-
1
/
2 xdx (2.10)

1/2 J 1+exp(x-i)

In a similar manner we can show that Lhu hole density iu

p 
Nv

F1/2(-c' -) (2.11)



%I

where N is the same expression as N of equation (2.9) but here the
v C

hole effective mass, rather than the electron effective mass, is used.

C £ Eg/kjT is the dimensionless energy gap.

For an intrinsic semiconductor, where n is negative, the Fermi-

Dirac integrals can be replaced by their limited forms so that the

intrinsic carrier concentration is obtained

2
11 1 np NcN exp(c) (2.12)

or in conventional energy units

n (N Nv) ex(--E/2kBT) . (2.13)

Next we proceed to calculate the electron density for the non-

parabolic band structure. The dU;persion relations for small gap

semiconductors has been given Ly Harman Lt al. 3 1 
who used the Kane

band model.
5  

With additional restrietloui; that m* << m and H << E8

(small gap) the following telto410INilip; stU obtaLined:t

g /2 2k
2  

_ (8!-! ) (1 4. )¢(.4
h
2  (214

A~ ~ + )

d' I .. .... ._ & _ (2.15s)

, We use these results iu oquation (2.4), as w'e did in the parabolic

case and we get
F. /l2 (1 4- +l21

2m - 3/ 2  " + " + -

h2 4.,x [L (-K)k~, (2.16a)

xp - F), f. 'r



For large band gap E -+ .o, this expression becomes identical to the

parabolic expression (2.7). Again we make use of the dimensionless

notations and rewrite equation (2.16a) as:

1/2 * 1/2 + 2x

2 n kBT 3/2 -1/2 Cl/2 (l + (i + 2)
u - (2 ( -2 2n f - dx]. (2.16b)

h 0

We shall use the last expression in section D of chaptervi to extract

the Fermi level for given n, Eg ani T. The intrinsic carrier density

for lead-tin telluride was shown
I 
to be

ni = 2.9x10
5 
(TE) 3/2exp - (E /1.72x10-4T) (2.17)

C. Diffusion and p-n Junction

Impurity diffusion and isothermal annealing have been used suc-
i . 10,19

cossfully to reduce the carrier concentratLion of as-grown lead-tin

tellutide, and to form p-n junction.
2 0

'
3 2

1. Diffusion in Semiconductors

Diffusion is the transport of an impurity in some host material

due to thermal motion.
3 3 If there exists a concentration gradient of

the impurity, the diffusion process will be such that a net flow of the

impurity atoms will tend to even out this gradient. In a one Jimen-

sional model we can express the net diffusion current, .), as

J - - D 3Nx (2.18)

where D is the diffusion coefficient and N(xt) is the impurity

a



concentration at point x and time t.

The change in concentration in any volume is equal to the net

flow into the volume. Thus, the continuity expression in one direc-

tion can be written

iD

aN(X,t) __ x
at ax

or using equation (2.18) for J

2
DN(x,t) a N(X,t)at 2 .(2.19)

ax

Equations (2.18) and (2.19) are knowa as Fick's laws.

Diffusion in solids occurs by a number of possible atomic

mechanisms
3 3 

all involving a series of jumps, made by the diffusing

atoms, from one lattice site to another. We will discuss the three

most common mechanisms: Exchange, Vacancy, and Interstitial. In the

first possible diffusion process, the Exchange mechanism, two or more

neighboring atoms interchange their sites. Tais process requires high

activation energy and thus is unlikely to be significant for diffusion

in close packed crystals. Another process is called Vacancy mechanism.

This involves propagation of atoms via defects or vacant lattice sites

which exist in all crystals. Here the energy involved is not high but

still not as low as in the third process, the Interstitial mechanism.

Diffusion by the latter process involves impurity stoms which move

through the crystal by jumping from interstitial sites to neighboring

interstital positions.
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Fickts first law, equation (2.18), relates the diffusion current,

J, to the impurity ,concentration gradient and to the diffusion coef-

ficient D. The diffusion rate in solids depends also on the impurity

and crystal thermal energy, as well as on material parameters such as

structure, composition and imperfections. The temperature dependence of

D is generally described by

D(T) - E, esp(-Q/kj) (2.20)

where Q Is the activation energy of the diffusion and D0 is the0

diffusion coefficient extrapolated to infinite temperature. This is

an Arrhenius equation. If D is determined experimentally for various

temperatures, than the slope of a straight line obtained by plotting Zn D

versus I/T is equal to - S.

The solution for V.ick's second differential equatiOn when assuming

a case of a semi-infinite medium and diffusion from constant source is

!given by 3

,- N(xt) - N (1 - err _x) (2.21): 2 V-SF

where N - N(O,t). In chapterIV aection C we use our experimental

data in the above equation to obtain a few values for the diffusion

coefficient D. D0 and Q for our particular system can then be calcu-0

lated using equation (2.20).

2,. The p-ti Junction Diode

If donor impurities are introduced into one side and acceptors into

the other side of a single crystal of a semiconductor, a p-n junction is
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formed. Such a system is illustrated in figure 7(a) where two modes

of the impurity concentration profile are shown: the abrupt junction

and the linearly graded junction. Due to the density gradient across

the junction, holes diffuse to the n side across the junction and

electrons to the p side. The region near the junction is then depleted

of mobile charges and is called the depletion region or the space-

charge region. As a result of the displacement of the free charge in

the depletion region, an electric field appears across the junction to

counterbalance the diffusion current, since for an open circuit case

the net flow must be zero. This is the origin of the potential barrier

or the built-in voltage, Vbi. of figure 7(c).

When treating the static and dynamic characteristics of the

abrupt and the graded junction models, the following results are

obtained:24 the depletion width, d, depends on the built-in voltage,

and on the impurity concentration as well as on the dielectric constant

of the semiconductor. For a two-sided abrupt juncLion we have

2cs

d - 1+ - b / (2.22)
A D

where c5 is the material permittivity, o is the electron charge, and

NA and ND are the acceptor and donor impurity concentrations respectively.

For the one-sided abrupt junction equation (2.22) becomes

2 1s Vi ] I2

d Lc N-i - (2.23)

where N. N A or ND.



If the junction is linearly graded then

1
2
c --V
sa bi13o(2.24)

where a is the impulity gradient. The capacitance of the one-sided

abrupt junction is

- BN B /2v . pf/c 2  (2.25)

The sign depends on the direction of the applied bias voltage VB.

For the graded junction we have

2
ee a

C - -= 1/ . pf/cm
2  (2.26)

We see rhat for an abrupt junction C is proportional to V1/2 and for

graded one it is proportional to V;
1
B

3
.

The current in the diode can be shown to have two major com-

ponents.
34 

One is given by the Shockley equation for diffusion current

in the ideal diode

1j - J aexp(eV/kBT)-l] (2.27)

whore J is called saturation current and is equal to

" (- ( n 'k (2.28)

HA n ND p

Here Dn and rnP are the carriers' diffusion coefficient and lifetime

11()n(p)

respectively.

The second current component is due to thermal generation and

recombination of electrons and holes. For reverse bias the dominant
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process is electron and hole emission,5or generation. For the forward

bias case recombination, or capture of electron and hole is the major

53
mechanism. Sah et al. have shown that f or both cases, reverse and

forward bias, the current is

J 8 an (2.29)

Looking at equations (2.28) and (2.29) we note that when the diffusion

current is the dominant, the junction current is proportional to the

second power of the intrinsic carrier concentration, ni. On the other

hand, the generation recombination current is linearly proportion to ni

The results arrived in this section will be used in chapter IV.

to obtain information on the types of junction, their width and built-in

potential, and on the current mechanism which is dominant in our photo-

diodes.

D. Photoconductivity and the Photovoltaic Effect

hen photons of sufficient energy reach a semiconductor materital

they an be absorbed thereby generating free electrons and free holes.
3 '

This process produces free charge carriers in excess of those existing

in thermal equilibrium. The excess carriers can either produce a poten-

tLial difference, as is the case in a photodiode, or they can dominate

the conduction mechanism of the material as in photoconductivity. Th~e.,.

two cases will be discussed in this section. A device which is scnsitiv

to radiation is called a detestor.

Treating only band to band (intrinsic) direct transition, we

have a process in wiich the absorbed photons excite electrons from the
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valance band to the conduction band, with no change in the electroni

momentum. The conduction band has now an excess of free electrone

while the valance band has an excess of free holes. Both types of the

photo-generated carriers can diffuse if an electric field is present,

until they eventually recombine and return to the original stable state.

If the number of photons incident upon a detector is invariant

with wavelength and if it is assumed that in the ideal case each inci-

dent photon excites one electron-hole pair (quantum efficient equal one),

the spectral response of figure 8(a) is obtained. The wavelength 11 is

called the threshold and corresponds to the photon whose energy, hvl,

just equals the energy of the forbidden gap. It is experimentally more

convenient, however, to plot the response which is normalized to constant

energy. Then with increasing wavelength the number of incident photons

is increased linearly, such that the energy flux remains constant. Figure

8(b) shows such an ideal response along with a response of a real detector.

The deviation of the latter from the ideal case is discussed next. Figure

9 illustrates the distribution function, the density bf states function,

and the electron and hole populations for an intrinsic semiconductor,

Since the probability of generating electron-4ole pair depends on the

available states for the excited carriers to occupy, it can be aeon that

th6 likelihood of such a transition varies with the photon incident

energy: photons with frequencies smaller than the threshold frequency,

I will not have enough energy to excite electrons across the gap and

therefore will not be absorbed by this process. When the photon energy

is increased to hvI , transition is possible but is not very probable.
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The most likely transition occurs when the incident photons have energy

of hN,2 . As the photon energy is further increased, the transition proba-

bility decreases since there are less available states. The reason that

the spectral response curve of a non-ideal detector has no absolute

cutoff (threshold) but a rather somewhat gradual decrease in the photo-

signal is due to interactions of photons with lattice vibrations or

with impurity states which may be present in the forbidden gap but very

close to either of the bands.

We want to establish a criteria by which a reasonable yalue of

the threshold energy can be determined from relative response measure-

36ments even if there is no absolute cutoff. Moss showed that when the

response has fallen to half of its saximum value the photon energy is

equal to the energy gap of the material. The response of the sample in

the region of the threshold is written as

R(E) - R [l+erp (o(E -]) ' (2.30)

where U is the energy, Eo is the energy gap and 0 is a constant.

Asouming that the response is dependent upon the distribution of states

from which the photocarriers originate and that there are N(E)dE levels

between E and E + dE, then for a given energy E' the response will be

proportional to the number of states with 9 < '. Hance,

El

R() f | N(E)dE (2.31)

0

or by differentiating

N(E) - c (2.32)
dE
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Xb

where C is a constant. We use equation (2.30) for R(E) in the above

equation and get

exp([Eo -El
N(E) CO (2.33)

[l+exp(O[Eo-El)]2  (3

The density of electrons which were raised to the conduction band due

to thermal energy is given by

n f C' AMIT exp(-E/2T) dE (2.34)

wheri E is the energy measured from the bottom of the conduction band.

Substituting equation (2.33) in equation (2.34) we get
0

0 exp[l (a + k )] exp[-

.. l+exp[gt]

where f - E-E .

1Tis integral is put in a standard form from which we obtain

i . exp(-Eo/2kaT) (2.35)

Comparing this with equation (2.13) where we have n - no exp(-Eg/2kT)

we got E .. Then equation (2.30) with E F becomes

R(E) - [ * (2.36)

50which we wanted to show. A different approac: will lead us to the

same reult: We rewrite equation (2.30) ai

result: (2.8-



FI

R(X) [l+exp(a[E o-11 -] (2.37)

New, as explained earlier, the response depends on the function N(E)

which is zero in the gap for the ideal case where there are no states

at all in the forbidden band, In reality we expect N(E) to be a con-

tinuous function in E, but its value will change most rapidly at the

point where E - E . Therefore dN(E)/dE is maximum at this point and

the second durivitivs is equal to zero. Now, we define the absorption

edge to be the point corresponding to maximum. That is, when plotting

the response as a function of th, incident wavelength we call the point

where the response changes most rapidly with X the absorption edge and

the photon energy associated with it is hc/1 . At this point we have
9

2

d (h )Ig

which gives exp(u(Eo-h -1) 1.

Again we see the association between the energy gap end the 50 percent

cutoff of the spectral response.

Photoconductivity can be observed and ueured when the photo-

generated carriers change appreciably the material resistivity. Th1

optical sensitivity of a semiconducto- depends on the ratio of the number

of excess carriers to the nu.er of free carriers at dark, as well as on

its mobility, recobinuation lifetime, and the device noise. Ite most
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common detector noises are Thermal, Generation-recombination, and

Current noise. Thermal (or Johnson) noise is due to the random

motion of the charge carriers. Generation-recombination noise is due

to statistical fIuctuation in the number of charge carriers in the

semiconductor. The current (or 1/f) noise, however, does not depend

on the free carriers at all but rather on other sources such as poor

contacts and surface or inhomogeneitics of the material.

The photovoltaic effect, in which a potential difference is

produced. across a Junction due to the photo-excited carriers, is dis-

cussed next. The absorption mechanism is the same as described above,

but the free charge carriers which are generated'within or near the

depletion region have a good probability to be swept by the junction

electric field before they recombine. The built-in field across the

junction (as explained in section C(2) ;f this chapter) is directed

such that en excess of electrons in the p side and an excess of holes

.... in the n aide will flow toward and across the junction. This diffused

reverse curnt is called minority current, The total current of a

plotQdiode is the sum of the (short circuit) photocurrent, I p, and the

ideal diode current as obtained from Shockley equation (2.27) under

applied voltage V.

I -I - 1[sxp(V/yT) - 11 . (2.38)

.lie open circuit photovoltage Voc, is obtained by setting 1 0 in

thu above equation. Then

kjT I
V - - in (J!+ 1) . (2,39)

oc e a



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. Crystal Growth and Sample Preparation

One of the objectives of this study was to improve crystal

growth techniques by vapor transport in a closed tube, and to deter-

mine the factors influencing the quality of the resulting crystals.

As discussed earlier, the material physical properties depend on

preparation methods. Many methods of crystal growth for this material

11have been investigated. Czochralskia, closed tube vapor growth and

Bridgman1
0 

techniques were among the early successful studies reported

less than a decade ago. A few years ago, however, larger and better

quality crystals were grown by the solid state recrystalization

37 38method, as well as by the closed tube vapor transport method with

and without
3 7 

seed. We have adopted the latter method using a seed.

In the following sections the detailed procedure for crystal

growth, its x-ray evaluation, and sample preparation are described.

Back reflection x-ray powder photographs, as well as x-ray topographs

wero used to characterize crystal composition and structural quality.

In the last aection the preparation procedure of the samples which we

meaured Is discussed in detail. Both, homogenously diffused samples

for Hall md photoconduction measurements, and p-ni junction diffused

diodes were used in our experiments and therefore their preparation is

described.

1, ,rowt! of Sinple Crystal Lead-Tin Telluride

11e closed tube vapor transport technique has proven to yield
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high quality single crystals. This process involves vaporaziation of a

solid source of lead-tin telluride and the transport of the gas molecules

to the other end of the growth ampoule where they condense on an oriented

seed. The sublimation process takes place in an evacuated closed quartz

tube placed in an almost isothermal zone of the growth furnace at tem-

perature well below the melting point. The source material is homogenous

polycrystalline Pb lxSnx T and the seed is a wafer of a single crystal.

The growth technique will be described in detail later following a dis-

cussion of the sublimation mechanism of the (Pb,Sn)Te system.

Several studies
40

-
44 

investigated the vaporization nature of

this material looking at the solid or at the vapor phase. It was con-

eluded that the system vaporized mostly as molecules of PhTe and SaTe

with very similar vapor pressure and effusion rate. Winchell
39 

and

Sokolov 42investigated the vapor species of vaporized (Pb,Sn)Te using

mass spectrometric methods. Both observed approximately equal amounts

of SnTe and PbTo molecules but the latter investigator identified also a

one-percent presence of To2 and SnTe2 molecules. Northrop
43
'
44 

investi-

gated the thormogravimetrical natura of the vaporization of PbTe, SaTe

and Pb SnxTe each at 625, 700* and 825*C. HO used an automatic re-

cording balance and was able to determine continuously the weight as a

function of time and temperature. aterial composition was determined

using x-ray and polarographic analyses. From his data he calculated the

specific effusion rates which are given below in units of g/cm
2 Sec.
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PbTeSn Te 5.89 x 10
-4

1
- 4Pb 09 Sn 0.9Te 5.36 x 10

5.97 x1O
Pb0.72 Sn0.28 T .7x1-

Pb Sn Te 6.01 x 10-4
0.50 0.50

SnTe 6.81 x 10
- 4

In addition he calculated the apparent total vapor pressure

which is presented in figure 10. These results show a striking

similarity in the sublimation nature of the lean-tin telluride com-

ponents. This feature helps to explain the good results of crystal

growth obtained by the closed tube vapor transport method. Similar

results were reported earlier by Bates and Weinstein
7 
who investigated

the sublimation rates of pressed and sintered PbTe and Pb0 . 5 Sn0 . 5 Te

commercial thermoelements. Their material, which contained 6% MnTe

sublimes in a manner similar to the pure and well reacted source

moaterial.. Northrop, however, observed that the vaporization of

(Pb,Sn)Te is noncongruent. Due to preferential loss of SnTe, there is a

continuous decrease of the SnTe/PbTc ratio. For example, one effusion

run starts with 28% SnTe and when 2/3 of the source was effused, the

residue contained only 18% SnTo. It is alao suggested that although

PbTe vaporizes congruently, SnTe vaporizes noncongruently. A two-phase

Sn-SnTe assemblage is first produced due to a loss of excess To, and a

small amount of pure Su is formed as a final phase. It is important to

reiember, hoiwevur, that all the above effusion studies deal only with

one half of the process used for crystal growth i.e. the evaporation of

the sourer. The condensation mechanism is not known to have been
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investigated, and therefore will not be discussed here. Next we describe

our procedure for growing (Pb,Sn)Te single crystals.

Material Preparation. High purity polycrystalline Pb1 x Sn xTe,

with 0 < x < .45, was prepared as source material for the growth of

single crystals. All three elements, 99.99994 purity materials, were

obtained from Cominco American (Spokane, Washington). Te, which was

received in bar form, is doubly zone refined. Pb and Sn were obtained

in both shot and bar forms. Mass spectrographic analysis on these ele-

ments as they are received is given in Table 1.

The desired quantities of lead, tin and tellurium were weighed

to an accuracy of 0.1 mg, and then placed in a previously cleaned

13 x 15 mm quartz reaction tube. Quartz tubing with 1 mm wall thickness

used in this study was obtained from Amerail Quartz Division (Hillside,

New Jersey). Prior to use, the quartz was cleaned by immersing it in

concentrated electronic grade, 11F:11N0 3 (1:3 by volume), followed by

rinaing with deionized water and electronic grade methanol.

The reaction ampoule was then evacuated to a pressure of loss

than I x Osmm Hg with an oil diffusion pump, then backfilled with

purified hydrogen gas to a pressure of about one half atmosphere and

sealed.

The chemical reaction took place at a temperature of I000
0
-I050*C

for about five hours. During the reactLion, Lhe oven was rocked to ensure

* proper mi.isg of the three elements. Thie capsule containing the molten

(PbSn)To was then water quenched to reduce segregation of PhbTe and Sn1TO

on cooling. It was observed tha1t better results are achieved when the

starting material is slightly (1%) metal rich.
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Crystal Growth Apparatus. Single crystals with 15 mm diameter

and 30 asp length were grown by the closed tube vapor transport teclnique.

Using the polycrystalline charge as source material, the evacuated growth

ampoule was placed in a temperature gradient furnace and deposition took

place on an oriented single crystal seed at the lower temperature cud of

the tube.

Must crystals were grown in home made furnaces, although some

were grown in a comamercial (B.T.U. Engineering Co., Waltham, Mass.)

three zone horizontal oven. This 39" long by 2 1/2" bore furnace,

equipped with a power supply and temperature controller, was found ro

be suitable for crystal growing and other high temperature processes.

However, home made ovens did not produce inferior results and a descrip-

tion of their construction is given below. The core was an Alundum

furnace core (RA 4098, 85.5% AZ203, Norton Co., Worcester, Mass.) will

a 1 1/2" bore and 6 to 9 windinga per inch. Kanthal (Stamford, Conn.)

A-1 gauge 1b wire was nsed as a resistance heater. The wound core wds

covered wilth Sauereisen (l'ittsburghi, Pa.) sealintg cement, and then

7 wrapped with asbestos sheets, followed by an aluminum sheet. Thle

furnaces were built with tLhree temperature zones which canI be adjuated,

by sIig external varia:blo resntonic ,e to obta11n the desired temperature

prot 11, . F gult HI 3 OI ,l:!rn$. ow ti i arin, of u wl u i -In uvvni. liie

lutuacutu weiv coolected either to a Voltage to'.p,t o ,

ture controller. lIn the first case, temperature stability within 5-C

wilm 4i IeVesd while In iu later C11110 the temperItu(- did 1,s'1 vsV1 risu,

than otte degree from the setting point. Ceramei flre-brick plugs were
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li" . ..

used to close the oven ends and stainless steel liner helped to center

the capsules inside the oven. Crystals were grown in both vertical and

horizontal furnaces, but no conclusion could be drawn in regard to

preferable oven orientation.

The growth capsule is constructed from 17 x 19 =m and 15 x 17 mm

quartz tubing. A schematic diagram of the chamber is given in figure 12.

An eight mm diameter quartz rod served as a heat sink. It is cut and

fire polished at both ends. The seed rests on one end of the rod. It

is important to make sure that the adjacent surfaces are flat and are

in full contact. Otherwise, the heat flow through the quartz cane may

be poor and the seed itself may "transport" into a different shape. The

seed is cut from a good crystal with the same or lower SnTe composition.

Higher content material has lower melting temperature and therefore is not

recommended to be used for seed, A Model 716 string saw (South Bay Tech-

nology Group, Sherman Oaks, California) with 0.005" wire string is used

to cut the seed. The slurry consists of 600 mesh Sid, glycerine and

water in a ratio of 7 gmv10 mt:2 mt. The seed is cut in the (111)

orientation and is lapped with a slurry of 600 mesh SiC and soapy water

to remove saw marks and reduce seed thickness to about 1 m. Just before

being used, the seed is etched for 5-7 minutes with H r- 3% Br2 to re-

move about 0.2 mm of the surface which is damaged due to lapping. Addi-

tional thermal etch is believed to occur when the loaded growth ampoule

is placed in the hot furnace. It should be mentioned that seeds which

were cleaved from BaF2 were also used successfully.
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After the oven is preheated to the desired temperature, the growth

ampoule is placed in it. At the end of the growth period, the oven tem-

perature id lowered to room temperature over 8-15 hours, to prevent a

thermal shock.

Growth Runs. More than forty crystals of Pb lxSnx T have been

grown in SnTe content ranging from zero to 45%. The following conclusions

based upon the results of these runs could be drawn:

Source Preparation: Figure 13 shows three ways of source preparations.

We were unable to conclude that one method is preferred over the others.

It was found, however, that breaking of the charge boule into several

pieces before insertion into transport tube results in a faster crystal

growth rate and better crystal quality. It is believed that the surface

of the charge is inhomogeneous and therefore it is important to expose the

inside surface. Some charges were transported completely. In such a case,

the last-to-grow end of the crystal did not have any facets and its compo-

sition was not stoiciometric. Although most of the boule was good quality

single crystal, the end section could not be used.

Inner Growth Tube: Good quality quartz tubing was used for tho inner

chamber of the growth ampoule. Rough inside surface, in the section next

to the seed, is a source of defects which propagate and give poor crystals.

Tha exact shape of the section near the seed was not found to be signifi-

cant, provided that its diameter increases gradually starting from the

seed. Ilie size of the hole in the inner tube determines the area of the

seed on which deposition occurs. Larger holes would provide better heat

flow. Holes with up to 8 anw in diameter have been tried, but 4 to 6 mm
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diamear was found to give better and more consistent results.

Seed: High quality seeds are essential for growing good crystals. In

some cases defects in the seed were observed to propagate through the

crystal even as far as the last-to-grow end. A few seeds were cut in

the (100) orientation, but better crystals were obtained when grown in

the (111) direction. The seed was never thinner than 0.8 mm when ready

to be used, for the following reason: It is believed that initially the

seed temperature is higher than that of the charge since its thermal

inertia is much smaller. Therefore, some thermal etch of the seed takes

place until thermal equilibrium prevails. If the seed is too thin, it

would vaporize.

Growth Temperature: Good crystals were obtained when grown in any

temperature between 830 to 855*C. The charge temperature did not approach

too closely the melting point. As can be seen from the phase diagram in

figure 1, the lower the content of SnTe in the charge the higher is the

allowed growth temperature. 'Ila temperature difference between the charge

and the seed, AT, could have a significant effect on the vapor transport

process. A large temperature difference would produce a very fast growth

rate which would cause an increase in crystalliue imperfections, while

for AT too small the growth time would be excessively long. It was ob-

served that a temperature difference of 2 to 6C between the charge and

the seed would give good results. The temperature stability is not be-

lieved to be very critical as long as it does not reach values outside

tthe range :nutionicd in the beginning of this section. In our runs,

however, most crystals were grown at a constant temperature. In one case,
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the oven was connected directly to the power line and the temperature

varied within 15*C during the run. The result was still acceptable.

'2, X-ray Evaluation

The as-grown crystal boules were examined in three ways, in

addition to electrical and optical characterization. Basic information

is obtained from the appearance of the boule. A good crystal has three

to five large (20-50 mm 
2
) facets and since the material has a rock salt

structure and a known growth direction one knows by visual inspection

whether or not it is single. X-ray Laue photographs were taken to

verify the above observation (see figures 14 and 15). An additional

criterion for judging crystal quality is the appearance of their sur-

face. Good crystals always have a very shiny appearance.

Determination of Alloy Composition: 7he percentage of SnTe in the

Pb xSn xTe single crystals was determined by measurements of the

lattice constant
9. T'hese measurements were made by the back reflection

focusing method
4 5 

using X-ray powder photographs. The lattice constant

of (Pb,Sn)Te is found to vary linearly with composition ranging from

6.327A, the lattice constant of SnTe, to 6.46O., the lattice constant of

PbTe
9
. An error analysis established that the precision of this tech-

nique is 0.2%.

Our radiation source was a General Electric X-ray Diffraction

unit with a copper target. The back reflection camera was equipped with

a nickel filter which removes the K radiation while it transmitted the

K doublet. The X-ray radiation used then, consists of K (X 1.54050d)
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an K (X 154434X). Both lines were used in calculations andth

of any adjacent (k)pa e nd is gvnb

a ~ ~(h + k 21/ (Z1

Now'when Bragg's law is satisfied for a given X we can write

a A 2 2 1/2(32
0 2 sin 0( 32

where 0 in the Bragg'a angle which can be determined experimentally.

Differentiating the above equation in respect to 0 we get the frac-

tional error as

As

o0 A6 cot 0 .(3.3)

An analysis of the experimenthil source of error yields an extrapo-

lation function

As
t an *(3.4)

0

where *in (90-0). It is clear that the error epproacheR iern ;p f.

approaches zero. The extrapolation was done on a digital computer

using a least-squares technique. Bie and Dixon 9 have shown that when

deviations from stiochiometry are taken into account the lattice

constaent of Pb I-xSn X T is given by
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a () 6.460 -0.133 x- 1.7 x 10-23 p (3.5)

where 1) Is the carrier density measured at 77K. Our material did not

19 -3
exceed a carriet concentration of 5 x 10 cm and thus the simple

linear relationship of Vegard's law was used in calculating the com-

position.

Many crystals were examined by this method alid it was always

observed that the percentage of Sole was lees by 0.5 to 1% than whet

was originally weighed. In addition, there are indications that the.

part of the source which did not transport contained a few tenths of

a percent less Sn~e than the part of the crystal that wae trensported.

These results ae in agreement with those obtained by clip effusion

experiments 44but to a much lesser degree.

Two crystals were examined to determine composition variation

along the growth and radial directione. The results are presented In

figure 16. it is intcvouting to note that in the run were the. whole

source material transported, the crystal content: of Snle decreaeed

continuously along the direction of growth with deviation of ahout 3%

between thc' first fnd tho lee t-1.ugrow emid.s. in the rnm whovrc the sti-arre

was only partiall y truiportvd, whi' ci ls usua'lly the viace, such a ten-

dency is not observed and the ervstal is mrh morte homoyeneuas. Siiila

4,
ren II m have been reportead by JIohnsmon end Parker who uned e 1e~t run

microprobe anelyais techniques to determine the Sn content in their

crystals.

Crystal and Surface Defocta: X-ray topography ie a very powerful



technique for revealing structural imperfections in single crystals

and was used in this study to evaluate crystal growth and handling

48,49
methods. Figure 17 shows the arrangement of our Berg-Barrett

back reflection.X-ray topograph camera used in this evaluation. The

crystal is set to reflect the characteristic radiation from the line

focus, satisfying the Bragg condition. By placing the film close to

the sample, geometric resolution of approximately one micron can be

obtained.

Using this technique, it was observed that some crystals,

although they looked good by visual inopection, had low angle grain

boundaries as shown in figure 18. Efforts were made to understand

and to eliminate the cause for these lower quality crystals. It is

found that these grains are either inherited from poor seeds or are

caused by thermal shock during the quenching of the crystal from

growth to room temperature. Thus, good seeds and a slow cooling rate

assure crystals free of low angle grains.

Tho topographs also reveal that as-grown crystals usually have

some scratches and holes on their surface which can be eliminated by

chemical etching. (See figure 19).

It was interesting to determine the ,lspth and extent of damage

in the wafer after cutting and lapping. Figure 20 shows a set of

topograph pictures which were taken imlodiately after lapping and than

following successive chemical etches to remove layers of damaged sur-

face. It is seen that the marks extend about 90 um deep.
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3, Difusion Tedhnique and Diodd igbriat £att

lsothermsi inneelii'e pnd inrit tv diff Alnn were carried out

on the as-crown lead-tih telluride in order to reduce carrier concex

tration, when desired, or to form p-n junctiont A3 discuused earlier,

duje to ,e-a] deficiency, the qq-prown crystals are always p-Lype with

19
a carrier density of about 10 per cc. By diffusing bi-k enough metal

atoms we rnp fill the vacancies and -ontrol the carrier densit.y of the

mterial.
2

7 When the metal sour-e is just metal rich lead-tin tellurtde,

the process is called annealing or self diffusion. Other metals which

behav,- - donors In lead-tin telluride could be ,eed as diffusion Soui:t..

Instead of the metal rich (PbSn)Te.

In this study we have concentrated on maal diffusion using

either cadmiume, antimony or a mixture of cadmium and indium Rs source

lj* dii Ih 11 tution p)rocess was cat rie O nt isp rol j. he% 1

crystal was cut to about I tam thick slices along the growth directio

it a moaner similar to that described In the section on seed prepa-

ratiun (section A), 1he wafers wero then cur into 7-3 ut wide atrips

lad nfter r--moving albuut IO usi of surface material by etching, they

tili Itinion nl', ssonR '41ti, rOt des1 ted source

rt itIl NO CO Mast.uc rlal WAs aIwRaYq used Go 0L1it th( aimoun r an1

dejpth of the diffusion wotild he -titirrolled on lv by the teaperaturv tvid

the d llion of the diftunion provetSo The notrcea wa kept phi'tileall',

separated from the sample so that only metal atoms in the vapor phar.-

oik ,tt tuat with the ample tRurface. F1ilure Z1 shows the con-

fiurstlois of two diffusion capsules which were used most frequently.



Before loading the quartz ampoules they were cleaned by etching in the

manner described in the crystal growth ampoule section. The loaded

ampoule was then connected to an oil diffusion pump which was later

cold trapped. It was sealed off when the pressure was reduced to

about I x 10 mm Hg.

The diffusion furnaces, all home made, are similar to those

used for crystal growth and were described in section A of this chapter.

The diffusion ampoule was placed in the uniform temperature zone of the

preheated oven. Diffusions took place at a temperature range of 350-

800*C and the duration varied from 20 minutes to 20 hours depending on

the particular case. At the and of the diffusion period the capsule

was removed from the oven by holding it with a wet asbestos. This was

done so that the metal vapor would condense on the quartz wall rather

than on the sample. Nevertheless, some surface alloying was not un-

common end was removed by etching with tlNO 3 . Diffusion depth was

determined using oequental etch and thermoelectric microprobe tech-

nique. (The surface of the diffused sample is n-type and by etching

away this layer, the p-type material is exposed. The thermoelectric

microprobe technique enabled us to detervine the type of the surface

after each etch so we can measure the depth of the n-layer.)

Samples which were prepared for HIall and resistitvity measure-

mente or for photocoaduction measurements were diffused long enough to

ensure uniformity of impurity distribution in the host semiconductor.

In each run an extra slice of (Pb,Sn)Te was diffused and used for veri-

fying that a complete u-type conversion had occurred.
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Photodiodes were fabricated in the following way: The desired

(PbSn)Ta sample was prepared for diffusion as described above. Cadmium

was diffused at 400-450'C white antimony at 7001C. Junction depths were

10-20 Pm but back etching was used for two purpbses, removing the alloy-

ing layer and making the junction shallower than 5 pim. The geometry of

the dte is shown in figure 22. The top part of the device is called

mesa and is the sensitive part of it. A few drops of glycol phthalate

(wax) ware placed on the diffused samples to confiae the mesa areas.

Additional back etching wad used to remove the n-layer completely except

under the wax spots. The etch does not attack this type of wax. When

etching was completed, the wax was removed with acetone. The samples

were then cut into sections so that each contained a mesa. Using a

lead-tin eutectic and Divco type K flux, each sample was mounted on a

transistor base (TO-S header was selected) as shown in figure 22. Con-

tacts to the n-type surface were then made by soldering with indium and

the same flux. Both electrical contacts were shown to be ohmic and of

low resistance. A typical mesa area was 0.4 mm Two typical I-V

curves are shown in figure 23.

D. Electrical Measurements

T11 electrical measurements made during this study consisted

of temperature dependence of resistivity and Hall coefficient of

homogenouo diffused sampleS, as well as resistance and capacitance if

diodes.

J. Hall nd Resintivity

hall measurements of low impedance samples were performed with

standard potentiometric methods or with digital nsaovoltmeter. We used
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Leeds and Northrup Type K-3 7553 universal potentiometer with their 9834

electronic null detector. The digital nanovoltmeter was Keithley 180.

A Keithley 610B high input impedance electrometer was used to measure

samples with impedance greater than 105 ohms. This setup provides

better than one microvolt precision for the low impedance measurements

and 3% precision when using the electrometer. The magnetic field was

produced by Varian V 4004 4" electromagnet and measured with a Rawson

820 rotating coil fluxmeter.

52Hall samples had the form of rectangular prism with a typical

dimensions of 1.0 x 0.2 x 0.05 cm. The samples were cut and lapped to

the approximate desired size and shape and then etched to remove sur-

face damage. Additional etching took place after the diffusion process

was completed in order to remove any alloying on the sample surface. At

this point electrical contacts were made.

Three procedures were used for contacting to the lead-tin

telluride samples. Indium or lead-tin eutectic with Divco type K

soldering flux were found to give good ohmic contacts as long as low

current was used and the sample did not undergo much thermal cycling.

Hre elaborate contacting procedure was used when measurement required

thermal cycling which included liquid helium temperature. A thermocom-

i. pression welding technique produced excellent contacts. After etching

the sample, gold wires, usually 0.002" in diameter, were welded to it

using a lughes NCW/BB micro pulse thermocompression ball bonder. These

contacts had good electrical and mechanical properties while requiring

3
only local heating of the sample. X-ray examination revealed very
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little mechanical damage near the properly made contact;

After contacting, the sample was cemented to a sapphire plate

soldered to the sample mount of a Hofman cryostat. General Electric

No. 7031 varnish was used as the bonding agent due to its good thermal

conductivity and electrical isolation. The cryostat arrangement is

shown in figure 24.

The temperature dependen measurements of electrical and optical

properties were carried betweqn 4K and 380K. To cover the large tem-

perature range of our measurements, several coolants were required.

The coolants used were:

Liquid helium 4K - 80K

Liquid nitrogen 70K - 180K

A mixture of solid and liquid Freonll 160K - 250K

A mixture of solid and liquid Freon 113 240K - 320K

Ice mixed with water 274K - 370K

Hot water 350K - 380K

Any temperature within the range of a given coolant could be

obtained by adjusting the power input to a heater on the sample

mount. A calibrated Allen Bradley 0.1 watt resistor was used to

monitor totaperature below 60K and a Microdot Incorporated platinum

resistance thermometer was used for temperatures above 60K. Both

sensors were calibrated against a Cryocal germanium resistance

theruoucter (CR100 - 1.5-100) for temperature between 2K and lOOK.

The platinum thermometer was also calibrated against a copper-
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constantan thermocouple for temperatures greater than 77K,

2, Capacitance and Resistance of the Diodes

Although -the major effort of this part of the study was involved

with optical measurements on the diodes, two kinds of electrical measure-

ments were carried out as well. Bias dependence of the diodda capacitance

and temperature dependence of the tero bias impedance can provide some

important information on the nature of the junction. (Set discussion

in section C of chapter 2.)

Measurements of the capacitance of the diodes was not an easy

task. Lead-tin telluride is known to have a very high dielectric

constant and therefore the diode capacitance is high. This, plus the

fact that our diodes had relatively low zero bias impedance, made it

almost impossible to perform any successful capacitance measurements.

The only way to reduce the device capacitance and at the same time to

increase its resistance is to fabricate a diode with a very small

junction area. This can be done when photolithographic procedure is

utilized to confine the mesa area, We used the facilites of a micro-

electronic laboratory to make three mesas each with 2 x 10-
4 cm2 

in

effective area. These diodes were Cd diffused Pb 08Sn 0 .2 0 Te and were

made tor the sole purpose of capacitance measurements. The wafer with

the junction was mounted on an aluminum block which was Insersed in

liquid nitrogen. Electrical contacts to both the n-type mesa and the

p-type base were made by aluminum probes. The device had a 20 KOU re-

sistance and 231 pf capacitance when measured with no bias at 77K. A

Beoonton Electronics Corporation Model 71A capacitance meter was used.
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This meter has a range of zero to 1000 pF and can provide an instant

direct reading.

The resistance of several diodes at zero bias was measured at

a temperature range from 4K to room temperature. This was done while

the diode wpq mounted on the cryostat and temperature adjustment was

achieved in the same way as for the Hall measurements. The resistance

was measured using an A.C. bridge.

C. Optical Measurements

The two major optical measurements were the Spectral response

of both photoconductive and photovoltaic (Pb,Sn)Te detectors. The

main purpose of these measurements was to determine the fundamental

absorption edge and its dependency on temperature, carrier density, and

impurity diffusion. In addition, time constant measurements of the

diodes were made so junction capacitance could be obtaired by an

independent measurement technique.

1. Photoconductive Response

Due to the low mobility ratio, high carrier concentratO.On and

conductivity of our samples diffused with Sb and Cd, it is almost

impossible to obtain a good photoaignal when using it as a photoconductive

detector. While working on the effects of diffusion in (Pb,Sn)Te, we

noticed that using a mixture of cadmium-indium source, a diffusion at the

right temperature would produce material suitable for photoconduction

measurements.
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Sample preparation and mounting were similar to the procedure

described for the Hall measurements. Thp same dewar Wgs used but a

KRS-5 window was installed in its tail piece. The temperature range

of the measurements was from 4K to 120K. At higher temperature the

ratio of photosignal to noise was too poor to conduct measurements.

A Perkin Elmer Model 13 spectrometer was used in all our spectral

respQ11e measurements. The dewar position relative to the spectrome-

ter. ptics is shown in figure 25. Thq spectrometer is equipped with

a Nernest glower source and a thermocouple detector complete with a

13 Hz chopper, amplifier and a strip-chart recorder. The thermocouple

detector has a response which is independent cf the incident radiation

wavelength and is therefore used for normalizing the response of the

measured samples. To minimize noise from our sample the beam was

chopped at 208 11z and signal output was amplified by a Princeton Applied

Research Model JB5 lock-in amplifier with a narrow band width which was

tuned to that frequency. For 'photoconduction measurements a Perry Model

607 preamplifier was used in conjunction with the JB5 amplifier. The

amplified signal was recorded on the spectrometer strip-chart recorder.

The sample response was normalized against the thermocouple response in

order to cancel out the wavelength dependence of the spectrometer radiation

source. The relative response was then obtained.

2. Diode Spectral Response and Time Constant

In section A(3) of this chapter the photodiode fabrication pro-

cedure was described. The long leads of the TO-5 header, on which the

device wae mounted, were cut and the package was mounted on the sapphire
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plate of the dewar just as for the photoconective samples. Tho de-

tector photo-signal was input to a Triod Corp. Geoformer (transformer).

From the geoformer the signal was amplified by the two Princeton

Applied Research amplifiers. Aecrding and reducing the photoresponse

was done exactly as for the photoconduction measurements.

The shape of the response as a function of wavelength is basically

the same as discussed in the previous section although the Junction

depth and structure may effect it. If the junction is deeper than the

diffusion length, some of the excited photocarriers will not reach the

junction and thus will not contribute to the photosignal. In some

cases the optical gap may not be of the same width in both sides of the

junction and the photoresponse is the result of two transition proba-

bilities.

Time constant measurements were made by shining square light

pulses from a 10,6 micron laser
51 

on the detector, and observing the

signal decay. Rise and decay time of the light pulse were less than

-9
0.5 x 10 ,seconds and the measurements were limited, therefore, by the

response time of the amplifier used. The CO2 laser system had a GaAs

electro-optic modulator, external to the laser cavity, which was mounted

in the transmission line from a high voltage pulser to a SO termina-

tion. The direction of polarization of the laser beam was aligned

parallel to the applied electric field. The laser output was partially

self-polarized by an internal Brewster window. An x-y recorder was

used to record the decay trace as shown in figure 26. The bias de-

pendence of the time constant will be discussed in section C of



chapter 4. We will also discuss the meaning of these measurements when

taking the device and load resistance into consideration.
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CIAPTAR IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our diffusion results show two types of anomalous behavior in

the doped (Pb,Sn)Te. Cd-In diffusion produced a major change in the

physical properties of the host material. The lattice parameter in-

creases while the number of free charge earriats .nd the mobility

decrease drastically. The energy gap, which was determined by photo-

conductivity measurements, shows a big increase as the result of the

Cd-in diffusion. Photodiodes were not fabricated by this method since

photoconductivity measurements could be performed to determine the

.optical gap.

Photodiodes are the main tool for studying the effect of Cd and

Sb diffusion on the optical properties of (Pb,Sn)Te. We will also dis-

cuss tile electrical properties of the two kinds of junctions. The last

section is devoted to discussion of the Burstein shift in Sb diffused

diodes and in degenerate bulk (Pb,Sn)Te.

A. Diffusiol Dependence of Crystal Structure

Solid mixtures of cadmium and indium (Cd-In) were prepared by

reacting the two metals in the desired quantities. The alloy was used

as the diffusion source. It was observed during the early part of our

study that Cd-ln diffused (PbSn)Ta manifests very ensuSkial physical

properties. Hall measurements at nitrogen temperature indicate very low

free electron concentrations. In fact, as soon as the diffusion tem-

peratures exceeded 700'C, the carrier deilties were equal to or lower
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than any number previously reported,

In order to characterize the phenomenon we carried out more than

t ~two dozens diffusion experiments uhder diffe-rentL conditions. A repre-

sentative selection of these samples was used for more careful and comn-

plete electrical and optical measurements ae a function of temperature.

The results will he shown and discupcssd in the following sections. The

dependence of the physical properties of diffused (Pb,Sn)Te on diffusion

temperature, content of SnTs in the sample, and composition of the source

alloy was determined. The diftusion temperature range was 400-800'C. The

Pb Snt Te samples were cut from es-grown crystals with x 0.04, x 0.13,
l-x x

x 0.14, and x 0.24. 'The various diffusion sources were: pure cadmium,

1:1 atomic ratio Cd-In, 1:4 Cd-In, and pure indium. In all cases the

samples were completely converted into n-type as a result of the dif-

fusions.

The carrier concentrations, n, were calculated from, the Hall

coefficiefit, R, measured at 77K using the formula

n I/eR (4.1)

77K is assumed tu be A low anueb~ tesperstlire to aIntainl nly A emtail

fraction of thermally generazed carriers enid at the amet time high enough

to avoid a freeze out of extrinsic carriers.

Figure 27 shows the free carrior concenitration depenidenre on the

diffusion temperatitres for a few samplee;. It lit l that as the dif-

fusion teisperature is increased, the cerritr deniis y decreases. The

effect la iess ptvoitouiced lit amap lae with a low Stile content kx 0.04).

lin general, one would expect heavier doping at highmer diffusion temn-A
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peraturp. The ;-2!o! A rs.%'.r-;" q. Y.'ei. ICo, -W

tradict thitc
1
- f,-r vh fiwIbceo the nur-ber of impurity

atoms may have Increased with diffusion tpmptrature, yet most of them,

are electrically iniactive. The number of foae ciiarge carriers may

decrease it ioae -_,veitsation takes plece,

In figure 28 we show the dependence of the carrier density on

the diffusion source composition. It appears that only the mixture of

cadmium aod indium sovice produces the extraordiniary low carrier con-

cantration tifut, with eithber uaaral alone results in much higher

value for Zbe f~cv -'acge &!11al1y It -doold he poiinted out that

density as low as 4 x 10~ m 2has been measured for one sample at 77K.

We have ut iized nur x-ray techniques, as described in section

B of chapter M to examtine any structural change as a result of this

type of d i fi*i n --- ?i"' ~ ernui L J11,ae revened the same

Nael syseotty, bot the ref licted radjietton Was of a 41uch lower intensity,

However in iti5 Uit(onstant parattetec wee measured, n obviouts

and consiateirt Pxp~n5 iw witn obia3rttl we thet, looked at the diffusion

telaparatuki!- deptcniiet of t Ii s iangs. Mhe raitl r, which ire presented

parmetr -o n, ,iv.by aJ Pr~elt.Tit~eie.411t.4 agoindicate

i.e. aure than It'7 qt"'MN ~O ri 3, iN oz-dr to ihige thle lattice

cons tsnt.
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X-ray LuIograph pictures (figuire 30) of the ra~ffused (Pb,Sn)Te

qers -do laken. Two wafers were atxafineid afcer etc-ing away a'.out .2 mm

* from zhe surface. One was diffused into the 'li)isrf~ and rhe other

into the (IOU), The x-ray paviern iii the kirst cperlp indicates symmetvic

Tound pit 'I"Aars -The Alfftn-ed rlIvo a uel?-i E; rA

is ine r;guca 30. It looks as ttnokIR Ntmee aVe 0,i pa-mallel chaneer-

ac ross the plane. We conclude that the impurity pr~ciol rated In some

preferre canner arcotdiing Co rae crystal synimetrNt

M Af0I (01"n C mr lr- v:-r t a n, a-l' As used

as an addtr lonol r ol f,!r eixaisinv itit Ii 0v: -n:.vsaaIau structure. The

aicrogrAph pictures are shown In figurp. 31 W ie lokd at the (111) sur-

face and ware able to detect somp In inside the pit And somg Cd outside.

lbe dotact, wsa done by looking at th~t x rev sacci us eal Ited from thq

rho, f;-, J- Am......i to t

An Addi l30 mamaI eImam4Uf (Or etisI 5trc-ncrmalofo lepuri tN

We -,.;w,,,C ita fI * the

the Cvk.5t5 4eI kC rom kattce Cmumvmtsna e!reaaa F1 'Ot~ 11I

end elec tron mlc rograpms The euiccomma et I al, Iam amq impuri1.ty

!,I A.S -t rI a

.. . .. . .



X-ray examination of Sb and Cd diffused (Pb,Sn)Te revealed no

change in either material structure or lattice constant.

B. Hall and Mobility Change Due to Diffusion

Hall effect and resistivity measurements at 77K were miade on

every diffuseH sample Those samples whlch were selected for tempers-

tore dependince mseasurements, were mounted on the Rnf man cryostat as

described ini the previous chapter.

The Hall coefficient, R~, is defined as:

P~---X 1 eta Coulomb (4.2)

where V is the ireassr?-i Hail vol tags, t is the sample thickness parallel

to the magnetic field, I is the current throu3gh the sample perpendicular

to the magnetic field, and Bi Is the magnotic flax density in gauss. Tile

sample resistivity, p, to giveni by:

% ,.-.-- ' mr (4.3)

where V~ is the uaaurti~ potenitial dI ffurence between two contacts a

disance X apart, and W is the sample width. All dimensio~ns are In

Centitaet er, YK landl % are in volts, and I is in amperesi The Hall

'4!coe fic ient as a functlion of revipvoca! msporature for four selec ted

diffused samplesi (te Table 3) is Phtrwu In figures 32 and 33. liesiati-

wily of these samc sanlpies is l h. in f iqurea 34 nn, 35. For comparison

putrpose we 1 or Iucd d ai'Oher ulniff' i'td (lb I)IIO' Sample . 3We observe

'.thst naaj i It NWhk var.e I Ufued tit 6,10'., hias the lowest Hall constant.

Its reqsietivi v hnd 114%11 coofivirim tre sim1 iii to those of the undif-

fused apie. 1h,' oilr Lhree amp le, ucet dilffimed at hiher temperatures.



Their specific resistance and flail constant are strongly temperature

dependent and they are larger by a few order of magnitude, than the

undiffused material.

1%. flail anuitiy is deftned as:

III RIP cm /volt sec

and L shown in figure 36. It is very clear that the diffusion caused

a major decrease in the mobility of the samples. The higher the dif-

fusion temperature, the lower is the mobility. Again, wp observe a

Ct~~41Mlto iL teaperetule. ziamples 1z 1'3, a-! 1" .O- I!

creaaing mobility with-temperatte for a range below 10OK. This is the

case when the mobility mechantism is dominated byv lnnixed impurity seat-

teing. At higher tomperaturves the mobility levels off and thee the

is a shrrp de,-reose with temperature, which Is aPcperutl when Inttcep

itcnt~ering -!a te major anbi lity process. The temsperature depiendence

of the mobility of (Pb,Sn)TA wes shown to obey tho T_
1  

I w aml

L, the undiffusod aterial, q howii such behavior it~ass e greatter

thd,, 6oF Mit urs, i ty of outi ~fuNed assoplas appionch sknth 8 q) ~p5

only AL tamperni ace3 highsr that, 320K. hie inica tes :i %mroia evven

if not doisinant, impurity scattering effect at lower teatperatute range.

Hall and tesistivity measurements on comnpletelJy Sb And Cd dii

fused sample s RhluM tesu I t sitol jAr to unnee led ;tnii !nivfii I d qns1PA m

espezt ively, .itw therefore are not dl scossed here
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C. Electrical Properties Of the Diodes

We have calculated the Diffusion coefficient, D, for the dif-

fusion of cadmium impurity Into a Pb0 S79 0  Te single crystal. Our

calculations are based on eight experimenital runs with diffusion tem-

perature range of 400 Lo 65
0
C. and diffuiorip1,e from 42 to 120

minutes. Starting from equation (2.21) we assume that the Cd density

at the junction is much smaller than on the sample surface,(N(x,t) <<

N(O,t)), and therefore the approximat~oi. P) - x 2It can% be used. Our

calculaed values for D as a funiction of the reciprocal diffusion

temperature is shown in figure 3P. As discussed in section C of

chapter 11, the slope of this plot is ejuaE~ to the diffusion activationl

energy. For our system it is about ).1 0, Do of equation (2.20) is

0.02 so the diffusion coefficient for Cd diffusion in Pb0 7 Sn0 2 Te

can be written as D(T) 0 .02 exp(llk 1 l.

Thle clomasut current muchclniso in the junction canl be determined

by loukingp at the teaperatutre dependeaco of the ztro bias resistance

of the dioide. It Is pos!4ible to deterinto whleter thle resistance is

limited by current due to minority carrier diffusion through the junction

or by generation rocomblination processes withinl thle depletion region.

We can simplify equation (2. 28) of chapter 2 for the saturation

current for the cnae of lad-tin tel lut ide where ve i and 1 n to

P 2

e N P (4.4)
h e I N 1) A



AI

where the relation Df kBT V/e was used. The diode resistance

under zero bias, 110 is proportional to the inverse of the current at

zero bias, so we conclude that for the diffusion current case R follows

the temperature dependence of n which varies as exp(EgokBT) where

E is the energy gap at the absolute temperature. Referring now tO
go

the expressions for generation recombination current, equation (2.29)

of chapter l1,we note that the current has a linear dependence on n
-i

so the temperature dependence of the zero bias resistance is clearly n1

Figure 38 shows a plot of the resistance of both Sb and Cd dif-

fused diodes as a function of the inverse temperature. On the same
graph the calculated behavior of niI 2graph nlland ni2 are plotted using equa-

tion (2.17). We observe that within the temperature range plotted the

dominant current mechanism in the cadmium diffused diode is due to dif-

fusion while in the case of antimony diffused diode it seems that

generation recombination current is dominant. It should be stressed

however, that nondogenerate statistics was used in developing the

current equations and therefore we are not sure to what degree they

are valid for the Sb diffusion ease.

In figure 39 the inverse square of a cadmium diffused diode

capacitance at 77K is plotted versus bias voltage. The linear rela-

tion suggests an abrupt junction as seen from equation (2.25). The

built-in voltage is obtained by extrapolating the C-V curve to zero

capacitance. In our case it is found to be 0.07 volt. The junction

width is calculated, using equation (2.23) of the above section, z,



be 0.16 tim when a value of 500 was Laken for the dielectric constant and

1 x 10 17 cm-
3 

for the donor density. We were unable to measure the

capacitance of Sb diffused diodes because of their very high capacitance.

55
Results obtained by M. R. Johnson suggest a linear graded juncqion with

22 -4grading constant of l.9x10 cm and built-in voltage of 0.26 volt.

The time constant measurements do not represent *the real device

decay tiae which is believed to be RtC liied. The reason can be ex-

plained as follows: The device is connected in parallel to the time

constant systein load resistace, R~ L T'he equivalent resiatance, R eql

now should be considered in the equation i = C. In our case R L was

50P1 and R was about an order of miagnitude larger when the diode was

reverse biased. In figure 26 we show two typical time decay traces of

the same diode at different bias. The bias dependence of the time

constant is stiown !in Iigure 4.0. Wet note titer at very smiall reverse bias

thle dt-cay bornees slower but. th01 faSLtr as, thle bias becomes sore naga-

tive. The t.-ano. I or that in dtne to a big increase in diode resistance

and it stiI docrease In It LF pe C3IW 1nc UoJ!AL low bialS . F~or larger reverse

bias, the consta'nt Iond reielstneo is lowtuatit but the diode capacitance

decivresa waking1 the dv(:ay tilee shor ter. Sirti lar results had been obtained

5C.
earlier.

icing the decay t lee values for reverse binS larger than 0.2

it nmap aud tie, diode i10, e~ we were &ile to calculate Ito Cmtpnel-

taoC:. i val ntis w., af the seae order of ritgt. t ud e its ohbta ined by

dit os t(i:~ o..m.erte, f igure 39).



D. Fundamental Absorption Edge Shift

The last section deals with two types of shifts in the funda-

mental absorption edge as a result of impurity diffusion. The first

one is caused by the Cd-In diffusion and is probably due to some change

in the energy band structure in the material. The second is due to the

displacement of the Fermi level from the forbidden gap into one of the

bands in degenerate material.

1. Energy Gap Increase Due to Cd-In Diffusion

Photoconductivity measurements were carried out on Cd-In diffused

(Pb,Sn)Te samples. As discussed earlier, (section C of chapter 3) the

optical energy gap can be determined from the spectral response obtained

from such measurements. Figure 41 shows the temperature dependence of

the energy gap for three diffused samples. The only difference among

the three Is the diffusion temperature. On the same graph we present.

the variation of the gap with temperature cf an undiffused (Pb,Sn)Te

sample with a similar composition. The effect of the diffusion on the

gap is striking. At low (<50K) temperatures the optical energy gap is

increased by 50 percent, but at temperatures above 60K there is an

extremely sharp increase with temperature. The energy gap at 90K is

about four Limes larger than the gap of an undiffused lead-tin tellu-

ride.

We can sumt.ir li the fffct of Cd-In dIffuion itO lead-ti, .f

telluride an follows: When diffusing at temperature above 650*C the

lattice parameter expands by up to 0.5 percent while the crystal Kj

-- 142-t! .z: : " "z z:.!., " ' - " - ">" , z £ - - -" ! > : • ' ,
! '. - :' " "iJ : '



symmetry remains the same. Some impurity clusters are observed. The

free carrier concentration and the Hall mobility both decrease by a few

order of magnitudes while the optical energy gap increases. The big

increase in the gap is not likely to be a result of the lattice expan-

sion since a larger lattice increase, caused when the fractional con-

tent of SnTe is increased, produces much smaller increase in the gap.

A possible explanation can be obtained if we assume that the impurity

clusters produce energy barriers along the lattice. These barriers

can explain the increase in the optical gap as well as the decrease in

the mobility. They can act also as compensation centers which would

bring about a reduction in the number of free carriers.

Alternatively, one can treat the whole system as an homogeneous

material rather than (Pb,Sn)Te crystal with impurity centers. Since

the physical properties change so drastically only at 700C and higher

temperatures, and since the amount of impurity is of the order of a

tenth of a percent, a possible chemical reaction may be taking place

producing a aemiconducting material with different properties.

Although our as011een10s do chaac: i.V Ohe fhlnon of

Cd-In diffusion in (Pb,Sn)Te we do not claim to understand it. We

have tried, however, to outline two approaches for explaining it.

2. Vie Burstein Shift in Lead-Tin Telluride

Our spectral response measurements on the photodiodes were aimed

" to determine the dependence of the absorption edge on crystal composi-

tion, ral' . ure and doping techniques. The methods of detecLor

fabrications and aeasuresient were described in the previous chapter.



The antimony diffusion produced junctions with n-type layers with carrier

density of 1-3 x 1019 per cm
3 

while cadmium doping resulted in n-layers

with free electron concentration two orders of magnitude lower. The

exact carrier density varied with diffusion temperature and substrate

composition. Hall measurements on completely diffused samples were used

to determine the exact concentration in each case.

Figure 42 shows typical responses of two diodes at three tam-

peratures. One detectoT was diffused with antimony and the second with

cadmium, but in both cases the host materials were from the same crystal.

It is readily seen that the spectral response of the Cd diffused diode

shifts to shorter wavelength when operating at higher temperatures. This

is expected since the energy gap of lead-tin telluride increases with

temperature. However, in the case of the Sb diffused detector there is

almost no change in the response when the temperature is increased. A

comparison reveals that at a low temperature the first one is sens.tive

to 12-14 pm radiation incident and the second to 6-9 tim. This implies

different fundamental absorption edges at low temperatures. Figures 43

and 44 give more complete 'icture on the temperature dependence of the

spectral response. Each figure shows a comparison of the responses of

the two types of detectors. It is clear, also, that in figure 44, where

the diodes are uade of material with higher content of SaTo than those

shown in figure 43, the effect is more pronounced. Below some tempera-

ture, which varies with the composition of the substrate, cadmium dif-

fused diodes are sensitive to lower energy photon incident than antimony

diffuaed ones.
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X-ray determination of the lattice constant before and after

diffusion shows no difference in either ease. Thus, it is believed

that the differonce in absorption properties are not due to the crys-

tal structure change but rather to some other fundamental property of

the material uinder study. We compared our data to transmission measure-

3
mente results obtained by Lockwoodil annea led and unannealed (degen-

crate) samples. It was observed that for a given compnition, measure-

meets on a Cd diffused detectorand transmission on an annealed sample

yield very similar values for the energy gap which are in agreement

with tlieort tical p)Yed ictin.

The results obteined fror. the antimony diffused diodes show

basi-ally similar teii~per.' lure! dependency as those obtained from trans-

mission measurements on iv.inealed samples and they are in disagrect-

ment vl Li coniventinal i heoretical predictions.

This anail'ed,lul dependence of the optical absorption edge for

high Cear ii r conceit rat ion sawteria 1 was observed f irtL in indium

57 4
alnt inmon Idi. Virsen

4 
proposed the followinig explanatioin: Due to

the au Ii ha nil up and small1 elect ron affocti1ve mass Ili InlSbth

raiil le-vel r~oves into the conduct ion banld asl the donior conceaL rat. 1ou,

He~ ,t is livi ased, resultilug ini a shift of thle absorption edge. Ini

oh liel rdsila, Lt le diia it y of States in Lite COiiduction ban1d is low enoughI

1;( that m ally of Lt le StIat at tile but amI of thiis band are already

liliod~ (see figure 45) and thu, unab le to accept aiiy opt ic '1 ly exc ited

cevi toil. Onily sztates of higher enerIly ale stillI avilable for occu-

pa..v- by thle photo-gveraltcd electIrons. This efferct, whi ch wasl also



58
explained by Moss, has also been observed in other small gap semi-

59iIconductors. We shall use the Burstein model to calculate the

displacement of the absorption edge for degenerate lead-tin telluride.

In figure 46 we show a schematic energy-wave vector band dia-

gram for a degenerate n-type material. In the following we measure all

energies from the bottom of the conduction band and consider only direct

It transitions. The minimum energy required to excite an electron from

CX the valence band into the conduction band is

Iv E-E

2 2h1 2 1- 2-E- 4
_k L - k)45

2me 2%

where V is the incident photon frvqucvicy, E andi E' are energies (aee
A0

figure 46), atid me and mil are the respoctive elvetron and hole density

of state effective masses. The abovv equation cal be rewr itten as

hv 1; + EOi - (4.6)

SJThle absorption ckle. I ji neat, f., .or deein'aLu tei cndu1hctort; is givenl

by 0

Where Ck i. the abilnrpt I, lo , f iiI for the( 1111,1 .'I nIIr-11 v ce

Fil vqu. IesoI (4.17) we t+.in

*f 11i * L 48

Using this exprIession ler h., eqat,I h (...I bvhey.



hv E Ef - 'k Ti[l -- (4.9)
9 f B

a
where we define y E In - 1). For (Pb,Sn)Te the effective masses

of electrons and holes are almost equals, so

hv E + 2 (E - Yk . (4.10)

Equation (4.10) will be used to evaluate the required incident energy

for a direct transition at a given temperature. Burstein has taken

y=4 and thus insured that within the range of ykT the absorption ex-

ceeds 99% of its full value at temperature T. Alternatively, y can be

taken as an independent variable the value of which can be determined by

fitting equation (4.10) to the experimental data.

Expression (4.10) can be evaluated for a given carrier density n

and temperature T only if the Fermi level Ef is known. To calculate

L we use equations (2,1) of chapter IL but the right-hand-side is

multiplied by a factor ot 4 since we need to take into account all

eight half equivalent ainisa iu the zons edge of lead-tin telluride.

Hlence, equation (2.16b) becomes

*1 /2 x 1/2 + 2x
2.m. 1  3/2 1/2 1 - (/ +-)

2 I1+exp(x-tl)

-nefieiug N 8(- 3/1 1.93 x )6 T3/2 3/2 m is the

electron mass, and denoting by F(c,q) the Integral

., 1/2.x, 1/2, 2.x)

-1/x)2 C " dx (4.12)
) l+(xp(x-n)
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equation (4.11) can be written as

n c F(t'n) .(4.13)

Ralf61

The integral F(c,n) has been evaluated by Babb and Rtif for

0.01 < e <_ and -5 < n.1 10.: Using these results we can use equation

(4.13) to calculate the (reduced) Fermi level ni for given o, C and T.

For n1 larger than 10 the integral F(e,ri) is no longer equal to

n/N . However, as T approaches zero, C approaches infinity and r(COn)

becomes the familiar Fermi-Dirac integral F W(~. For n>>l,F W

30
can be approximated to within 2 percent by

F (n -1/2 2 3/4
1/ t (n + 1.7) .(4.14)

For this range of T and nl we catt rewrite equatixi k4.13) as

n Ne A 1-/(11 + .)/ (4.15)

Neglecting 1.7 compared to ni 2In the above expression we solve for

nt and( get

1.68 x 10~ 01/ /(M-)T .(4.16)

Equation (4.16) is then used to obtiio the reduced Ferai levels at low

temperatures.

The exptripietital valueg of the flo!lorvvd rtidlnioti. tI, for two

transmission samples (number 9 nod numiiber 10) hflvQ been fit to equis
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tion (4.10) using a general least-square technique on a digital computer.

The values for E were obtained from similar optical measurements on non-

degenerate material, and the carrier density n was obtained from Hall

measurements. The fitting program is given n, Eg ,T and initial esti-

mate for y and m . The parameters obtained by use of the fitting program

for sample number 9 were y - 5.G57 and at 3.04932m. For sample number

10 we got y - 6.77 and m 0.0235m. The values of the effective mass

of (Pb,Sn)Te reported in the literature are of the order of 0.04m.
2

In figure 47 we present the calculated Fermi level as function of

±Iectron concentration for sample number 9 at three chosen temperatures.

Figures 48 and 49 show the experimental and the calculated absoeption

edge shifts for both samples. Figure 50 presents the calculated optical

energy gap hv dependence on carrier concentration at three given fixed

temperatures. Here we calculated hv for Pb SntTe with E corresponding

to x - .17. m and y were taken from our values fcr sample number 9.
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CHAPTER V

SUMARY

We have investigated the effect of impurity diffusion in lead-

tin telluride on its physical uroperties. Three types of- metal im-

purities were studied: antimony, cadmium, and a mixture of cadmium

and indium. When Cd-1In alloy vas used as the diffusion srre, we

observed a drastic change in the electrical and optical properties of

the host (Pb,Sn)Te, ac well as an expansion of its unit cell. We have

measured che temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient and the

resist iit of the diffused material, and observed a big :no re~ise in

both physical quantities and in their variation with temperature.

At M7, for example, the Hall coefficient and the resistivity each

incread by up to 6 order of magnitude, depending on the diffusion

temperature. The optical energy gap of the Cd-In diffused samples wen

found to increase by a factor of two, end the lattice constant expande!

by half of a p~ercent, We looked at the diffusion temperaturce dp

ence of this pheniomenon and iutiheed that diffusion below 700%C does

not produce it, but at 7006C it is vary pronounced. Further Increase

in the temperature (up to 800'C) has a relatively small effect. We

believe that UOe System undergoes come kind of intrinsic change, proba-

bly due to some chemical reaction, and therefore cannot be treated as

conIvent ionIllY doped (1% ,Sni)Te. Although we were able to, chOacteri cc

Lhe physical changes, further 6~VeRtigAtiOn is required in order to

provide an explanation as to why they occur.
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Cadmium and antimony were used to diffuse p-n Junctions on which

electrical and optical measurements were carried out. We have found that

the diffusion coefficient of Cd in Pb 0.79 Sn 0.21 Te is D(T) 0.02 exp(l.l/kW).

The p-n junction which is produced by such a diffusion is an 0.16 vim abrupt

junction with a built-in voltage of 0.07 volts. The shift in the spetetiil

response of Sb diffused diodes, which we observed, is believed to be the

sae as observed in transmission measurements on degencrnt~r (Ph ,Sn)Te,

Using a model proposed by liura~ain we were able to calculate the expected

shift of. the asorption edge and to show that the theoretical resultsar

in agreeenit with the experimental data. A fitting procedure of the cal-

culated ad the experimental results yields a hole effective masa of

about 0.04m.



Table I

Mass Spectrographic Analysis of the Elements

(Parts per Million, Atomic)

Lead Tin Telluriuma
Element

EM 34i22 EM 3337 EM 3381 EM 3387

.a .2

Cu 1 .. 1.

Fe.1 .2 2.

Ag <..<1 .1

Al ND . .

11b .2 <.l



Table 2

[Growth Puns
Charge Growth Growth Crystal

Run Composition Temperature AT Time Length
Number (%) (0C) (9C) (Days) (mmi) Remarks

3 20 863f2 5 16 N. G.
4 20 843t2 5 16 18,4 G
5 15 848± 7 14 30 A.T.
6 15 843±8 5 6 14 G
7 15 842±2 5 10 LG.
8 15 84±2 5 18 N.G.
S9 I0 8458 5 18 8 hillocks
9 10 848±2 5 26 30 G
SlO 18 840m2 5 10 10 G
10 18 840±5 5 25 15 G
11 10 848±3 6 19 25 A.T.
S12 22 850±1 3 13 10 G
12 22 834±5 5 18 17 G
S13 22 837±5 5 20 26 0
13 22 845±5 5 21 15 0
14 22 848±3 3 26 25 o
15 20 845:tl 3 30 28 0
16 20 839±2 4 37 20 C,
17 25 840±1 3 24 25 G
18 45 807t3 6 28 20 ,i
919 0 87511 3 21 10 0
19 0 86511 7 P8 31 1
20 20 845±5 7 21 30 A.T.
$21 28 845±5 7 17 10 0
21 28 o
sc!; 0 865-±i 5 28
22 0 865±3 5 21 Il G
23 10 G
S24 5 0

5 G
825 15 83613 8 22 3 0
25 15 838t3 7 30 ;3
826 19 834±1 3 30 2, C
P6 19 8302 5 21 10 0

272 815±2 3 30 N3 .G.
2 2 850±3 5 30 A.'.
120,2P8 23
;29,29 31 8532 5
0S830,S30,30 23
S83] ,831,31 22 C
32 23 84oi 4 22 2'

32 23 850±1 4 21
33-39 22

G -k,od; N.G.-No Good; A.T.-All Charge l'r, r ,
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Table 3

Seaples Diffused With Cd-In

Cd:In DifftusionR
Saznple x Ratio Temperature 77K1 p77K 77 7

DI 1 .114 1:14 640 5x10 IT  I.25xI101 1.80X10-3 6.9x,0
3

D12 .114 1:14 700 0C 3xI14 2.08xl10 9.76x10 2.1X10 
3

14 14 11

D14 a14 1:14 800,C 36% 1. 10x10 2.31X101  (.3x101

D15 A21 1: 700 0C 141O 12 .6ox10 
6  3.72x10 

2  4.3x10 3

L .10 6.14x10 17 6Xl0 - U10-
4  4x101I

Sample L is an utidiffused (Pb,Sn)Te which in included for comparison.

It was prepar'ed and maiiaured by Lockwood.
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PART III

C PREPARATION AND ANALYIS OF HgCdTe



CHAP'TER I

INTRODUCTION

HgCdTe is a semiconducting pseudobinary alloy system which has been

the subject of many investigations since 1960. Whether for device applica-

tions or for more fundamental studies of physical processes, all invcstiga-

tions begin with the requirement of high purity single crystals. Various

crystal growth techniques have evolved for this system including modified

1,2 3,4
Bridgman methods , vertical zone melting ' , solid state recrystaJllization

tn
5
, sls ersal to

6  
n 7,8e

tion slus rerystlliztio and a number of epitaxlal technqe

The goal of this study has been to understand the physical parameters which

affect crystal growth in solid state and slush recrystallization.

Both solid state and slush recrystallization provide high quality

stogie crystals but each method has its own advantages. Solid state re-

crystallization has the capability of providing a 1-2,ih yield of extremely

homogenteoua mtaterial whereas ,ilush recrystallization has a lower yield but

illre versatility in providing a ider range of compositions. In oection IT

the mechanisms for crystal growth of the two methods aret' di aussed.

Material perparatjun , Includti ng Zone purif~ ol -Xenio tw I.hri snlt5, it)

described in 0SectS on ITT. iXXperimental detailq f,.r both stettiods ot' %ryinta I

growth are discusned in Section TV. In Sect ion V t;1u quait ty ot' lingl*

crystals grown by the two techniquet, 13 examsined by natia of X-ray ~topography.

THEgORY OF CRYSTAL GH04ilt

A. Solid State ilccrystalizaton

Crystal growth of iigCkdie al( ty "f men )!olkl aercrstli a

t ion ( SSHl cons is ts of the rapid 111ounch it, t' Mci ten, elyt fv o I towoi by a



high temperature anneal to permit grain growth A rapid quench is

necessary to lock in the overall compositional uniformity of the crystal.

Figure 1 gives the T-x projection of the HgCdTe pseudobinary phase dia-

gram. In normal cooling processes the liquid to solid transformation takes
R

place too rapidly for equilibrium conditions to be met (solid state diffusion

is too slow). Compositional gradients are set up in the liquid and solid due

to rejection of HgTe from the solid-liquid interface during solidification.

These gradients can be extensive due to the Wide separation between the liquidus

and solidus lines, and make growth of homogeneous alloys difficult.

Consider a molten alloy with acomposition of x - b which has been heated

to a point above the liquidus line as shown in Figure 1. As the alloy is cooled

the temperature drops until the liquidus line is met. At TA solidification be-

gins with the freezing out of alloy with a composition of x = a, and the liquid

at the solid-liquid interface becomel enriched with 1igfe. Since there Is no

time for homcgenization the next aoLid to freeze at a slightly lower tempera-

ture is richer in) llgTe than the first because the liquid from which it freezes

is richer in HgTe. The average composition of solidified alloy now lies between

the initial solid compositin and that just deposited. This process continues

with the solidification of alloys richer and rich :r in Hiel'e until the average

composition of the solidliled alloy hecomes b, the same as the initial com-

position of the molten alloy. Tho solidification proceeds to a temperature

below T. as shown In Figure I wh.!re a non-equil ibrium solidus line has b'en

s(:hematicaiy drawn to represent thip freezing process. Tills result it;

i -PU -
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'10

known as coring
1 

(or microsegragation) since the center of the solidified

grains consists of high melting alloys surrounded by a low melting, last to

solidify shell. The extent of compositional variation between the center of

the grain and its boundaries depends upon the rate of freezing and the separa-

tion b -:.een the solids and liquidus lines. The more rapidly the alloy is

cooled the larger the compositional variation within the solidified grain.

The lattice constants for HgTe and CdTe are nearly the same allowing for

large compositional variations to be accommodated within a grain. At first

this seems contradictory to the statement that a fast quench locks in the

compositional uniformity of the crystal, but the answer is that with a rapid

quench the grain size is limited. Thus a r apid quench limits the spatial com-

positional variation and enables solid state diffusoln to equilibrate the

system during the high temperature anneal.

A rapid quench is also necessary to provide a fine grained matrix suit.

able for the recrystallization process. Recrystallization and girain growth

processes have been studied in metals for many years
1 2 ' 1 3 , 

but only recently

have they been applied to semiconducting alloys G. (rain growth occurs at

temperatures greater than half of the absolute melting point where atomic

mobility is sufficient to allow some grains to grow at the expense of others.

The driving force for grain growth is the decrease in free energy assuciated

with the total decrease in grain boundary area. Recrystallizatlon is the

nucleation of new equlaxed grains within a deformed matrix. Recrystalliza-

tion in ietals takes place at relatively low temperatures, usully below hal'

I' -212-



of the absolute melting' point. The driving force for recrystallization

is the lowering of the internal free energy stored in the lattice during

some prior deformation of the lattice. There are a number of experimental

laws governing recrystallization and these are given in Table VI.

Recrystallization can be used to obtain large single crystals of an alloy.

Referring to Table VI we note that there is a certain critical deformation

necessary for the onset of recrystallization. At this critical strain only

a few new grains are formed,and if the ingot is then heated slowly or pas'sed

through a steep temperature gradient one of these new grains will consume the

other before they grow to any .extent. This method is known as the strain-

anneal method. Large single crystals may also be formed by a process known

as secondary recrystallization or exaggerated grain growth. After primary

recrystallization has been completed grain growth occurs to minimize the grain

boundary energy associated with a polycrystalline utrix. When some factor

inhibits normal grain growth so that a few grains grow very large at the ex-

pense of others, exaggerated grain growth is said to occur. The inhibition of

normal grain growth by the presence f a dispersed second phase material has

"'!:l been attributed to single cr'ystal gr'owth of HSCd(e by means of solid state

recrystallization 9. Thus single crystal growth by means of solid state re-

crystallization encompasses three distinct processes: grain gi.wtk, strC1it-

anneal, and exaggerated grain growth.
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B Liquid Mass Transport or Slush Reeryst.-llization.

6
Crystal growth by means of liquid mass transport (LMT) involves the

quenching of a molten HgCdTe alloy to a position within a temperature gradient

such that the bottom portion of the alloy is frozen but the top part remains

molten. The ampoule is then left in this position and after a period of time

a high quality single crystal is found to form in the slush region. In order

to determine the mechanism for crystal growth we need to examine the schematic

T-x phase diagram for the HgCdTe system as shown in Figure 1. Consider a

HgCdTe alloy with a composition x = b which has been heated to a point above

the liquidus line. When the ingot is quenched into itc crystal growing

position the top.portion of the ingot with T>TA will contain molten alloy

with a composition x 
= 
b. In the bottom part of the ampoule where T<T B the

alloy will freeze with an average composition x - b. In the: slush region where

the temperature varies from the solidus (TB) to the liquidus TA ) there is a

two phase mixture with an average componition of x = b. In *',ler to dot-raine

the actual composition of the phases in equilibrium at any t lmperature within

the slush region a tie tine (a line drawn parallel to the. 'm!sitton axis)

is drawn to the boundaries of the two phase region and the compsitLune at

the points of intersection are read. rhe relative an qunto of rach phase

10
at a given temperature is determined by the lever rule

At the solid-slush Interacec (Tz T) the slosh in a :ix'.ur of Wal hd

phase with x - b and liqu:i phase wIth X s b as sh,,wn by !1,, t4. 1 n s tj I le l

an in igkire I. Accordintr t.,) the lever rule tihe stu i !(t T 1 'llaal -ste a :,o t



::liphas. Atthe lus-liouid intevfuco b ~ lu

isa itue fli i haewith x b and solid phase wihx aushowri

by tie line up, and by the leve-, rule tho clc consistS aLaosi; entirely of

the liquid phase. Htence as the temixerature varies fromt TB toA tn .ilmcition

of~ the liquid phase varies from c to b whereaa the composition of the sech

phase varies from bto a. Equilibiuexsewnasytmhwso

penaity for change_. Teaperature and pressure must be constant and the coms-

position must be uniform within "-oh o the phpses present. .Itroduci..i

the chemical potential which is rela)ted to tile effectivP conoentra; ini.

P. component (hfl'e or (dT(e) inl a giqen phase, equilibrium is establishecd

when the chemical potentials 01' each componient are equml in itpa-o.co

the temperature grc-li 5. .ut On Otit oono:.Uoi U.h t to very thvc;-

out the slush region there witl be chellilcal pe~t-until'I ~ tsz-ttie

These cheamceal poten List qvwia '1etl ere C k*'4sj for. r it: I-r

"i' to es;talt'II TaB cqiiirl".P i t'e compollenl. oii in l,- "t-::I ti

liq.,i I intor lace c tl. thitci - Iat erfase wile ea s t~ 1!61 ' ectit os

.4- In the o'2uiIir Jl~ hi ii. * ' . ~~tl
sot i--sluuh I ntort'lice t rlt lg iCd Te atltoy with x -b Irisotit Lt' ill,~---

* litthi wayer~;cs ~cat I ovur,; ,rni thle irilwing Ii.-r -- s-..athrs-ktn

thle slushi region ur,L1ii a ,ompositi on of x-ak if. telihe



CHAPTER III

MATERIAL PREPARATION

Preparation of high quality single crystal HdCdTe is directly related to

the initial purity of the starting material; The material currently being

14used in this study has been purchased from Cominco
1

. The tellurium and

cadmium is designated 69 grade-double zone refined and the mercury is their

standard 69 grade material. Typical impurity analysis as supplied by Cominco

is given in Table I. The mercury is used in the as-received state but the

tellurium ' and cadmium are further purified by means of zone refining.

The zone purification of tellurium has been described by many researchersl5,l
6

The effective distribution coefficients for impurities in tellurium vary depending

on the experimental arrangement, but in general seem to be such as to make zone

refining an efficient means of purification. Movlanov
1
7,

18 
has found the distri-

bution coefficients for Se and Hg impurities to be 0.56 and 0.11 respectively.

K/rapukhin 19 found that Cv and Ag have values of 0.0095 and 0.022 respectively,

Krapukhin 19,20 also observed an increase in the effectiveness for zone re-

fining the following impurities: Cv, Ag, Pd, Mn, Si, Fe and Bi when an electri,:

field in the direction of growth was applied. Kujawa
21 

has found that if many

impurities were present the one with the greatest concentration influences the

, segragation of the other impurities due to the formation of multicomponent

a systems. An analysis of the cadmium-impurity phase diagrams indicates that

most impurities present will be effectively zone refined, only those elements

which ar- lose neighbors to radmiem in the periodic table cause trouble

A partial listing of distribution coefficients in teliurimi and cadmium is

reproduced in Table 1
2
3 . As can be seen there is some disagresent with the

values for some impurities as given above.
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The experimental apparatus for the zone refining of tellurium and c-Imiluis

is shown schematically in Figur'e 2. The basic features are: (a) hydrog~en

purification system, (b) multiple resistance zone heaters, (c) a mechanic'd,

drive which produces motion of the zone heater assembly by mtoans of a lead

screw, and (d) a completely enclosed system, pecsitting operation at a Slight

over-pressure?

24
The hydrogen purifier provides a source of dry, ultra-pure hydrogc .

by selectivei diffusion through a palladium-silver alloy mlembrane. There rc.

a number of reasons for choosing hydrogen over some inert gas. The flow -,f

hydrogen over the tellurium or cadmium provides a reducing atmosphere which

helps remove any oxide films prestent. The remsoval of seleniumi impurities

from tellurim ingots has heen enhanced ir, a hydrogen atmosphere perhaps du,

to the formation of hydrogen seei~ The flow of' hydrogeti down th- !.viN

tubs also toads to prevent volatile impuritiesq from Jvpositivpg b, ck (,I the

purifier ingot. The hydrogen purifies is3 capable of' providing a flow XC

150 rsl/rsin. , however the apparatus Is typically operat-ei att aIn nvel~ire3sur '

1.1 to 1.2 atmospheres to prevent siry seepage of air into the syntem. Thc

ultrapure hydrogen flows from the pku I tier into the quart." gu'ide tube And!

then eIxit3 into a series of filters pack~ed with blas w003 . 'Ph" filtcrt i

able ainy tellurium or cadiufim vapor to cool and condense . The hydrovoer.:

ignited and burned off ait the ouL let side of' the system.

I'hl( heater dasembly consists ) coils of Winthal, rosistaonc, wci

call mainain a oltell zone:; withi wi dths of on" cen a
1 '!'*r he as serntly i



mounted on a screw drive permitting travel rates varying from 0.5 cm/hr to

10 cm/hr. The element to be purified is loaded into quartz boats which have

a diaeter of 22 smm. Typical ingot lengths zae 30 cm giving a value of' 30 fur

the ratio of ingot length to molten zone width. The solid-liquid interface

is nearly perpendicular to the direction of travel for a two centimeter wide

molten zone but as the zone is made smaller more curvature in the interface

is introduced. It was extremely difficult to maintain stable zone lengths when

cadmium was zone refined due to its higher thermal conauctivity. When zone

refining tellurium three passes would be done at the rate of' 3 cm/hr sujllowed

by a slow pass at I cm/hr. This cycle was repeated until 40 tc 60 peas.,:es hant

been performed.

Whereas the zone refining of telluritun was relfttively eas~y, Qalmium pre-

tcented two probluzs: its VKgh affinity for oxygen andl its guood thvrmul co)n-

ductivity. The problem with the Ihurmal eonductivity lvts alreadly beeni mentionedl

and presents a practical problem 0o' prugrasasning the amount of powe4r delivered to

the molten zones. The first problem I-fs much moeif*i11. sinct: we var.t to

Jremove any uxide films hefeQre further procossingf. With teollur iumi any oxide

fi lm onl the surface of' the ingot would be rcvncved to thu butt end of the ilt

by thle zone VC1fiiiiug process within a few passues. With ica!dmium thle x isle

laye!r was thick~er and much more difficult to remove. ITh, 1'40 ILyer, uni ie

TqO 2' would njot he zone ref'ined to the butt evid of the, In0

Recently at scale for the oxygen affinity of met sln has bcnpropose ba c

en thle negative logarit-
4

m XA' ti oxygen pressure. in equtil hritue with thie ;ct a I

is,d tS. oxide ait 10000K2
6

This scale is reproue I n T.s ' !I



Aecording to th~is ;cale of thev threc- consl Loaots of iHgCd' alloys, caa~r . h as

the greatest afiity f',r oxygen. The oxide layer causes, tvo problems, first

CdO vets quartz surfaces and consequently as the cadmium ingctt cools the-

quartz boats crack due, to the different contractions . 'srund-Ly the Cdo lk'yer

ay hind up impurities thereby posing as a, source of contamination for the

purified ingot.

Two methods have been devised for the remcvni of a Cdtt layer. The fir.ot

technique is similar to *lccsnivtin(, in that it makes use 0f 'jh(- diffev~nt 10-.--

iities between cadmaium and Cdl). The caimikim ingot is lightly a1tched in a

solutioii of 20% HNtl a3m hu% 0ethai,ol followed by a rinse jiih methanol. Cm

must be taken in eching th'i cadmiin sot az a to L'trthetr oxidize the Fuciace.

Tl' ingot Is then plaed im a narrow quartz tu).e, evucmAfta, Fid tie-

seal ,-1 C. The Vve eI! eted !I lowipmg the ,nmuiiv. -z- mit. anLd t

bel :g I Ilhte- -han tim c'-nd1m fv~ ta imc o the top time SitS-s VpuLa. 'Lle ,.

soS' led amd Mime tI P po t -5mmmomlaii m the d cmc.I i a :;'w. il

rlis. prreemay IeQ k pn - o Irmv.r mvs S -A' I1 tm' dii sol-i Chu

Thme mm.2mmi . chkLqmme for mm-Morea 'C .3i Itaye-I vn' !- vm%' 1ads 'e l 'ZOi

-i m cimmia' iOotr 01img,'t , wasz pm-Itid mtmm rtlov' 7I minit tlt

-ntlir-e~t iii~. m :i:-.14--,h'! rt dfn qosm'- ' nt it h

tin mI ' a ulj- 4-'t' it *sm.1 1:Wl.'ra.

tl., maim' nr Z''lme 1111 -,is in1-'m' W, V. mm~ a1

;'mummmmt;' j of Ipjjkjlun j. jImim tM

Hi ' mi'I:m Ie ' f iriy k~-a. ;' qm, II' 'i tim- m/m., i''-cle

0!thy, 1'drorce.m In rm. * I' Mmm.'t '.I 1eS eim mgIeii

'f. in my vvrd I I- mmm' ' m ,imm sMuIMm: C ",t m'.d. Vmg I, Ii ',lI

Ain b-1li .i 't-I ,tn ---
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CHAPTER IV

GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTAL HgCdTe

A. Solid State Recrystallization..

Solid state recry!;tallization is a two step process consisting of a com-

pounding-quench step amnd a high temperature anneal. To prepare for the first

step the purified elements qre weighied to the nearest 0.1 mg. in the proper

proportions using a Mettler miorohalance. The cadmium is cut with a carborum-

dui saw, removing all the old surfaces, so that there is no oxide onl any sur-

face. Prior to weighing the cadaiusi is lightly etched inl a 20% 11N0 and 80%

methanol sol~ution
2  

and is rin!;ed in aeithanol. Tlit Lqllurida pieceL; ale

cleaved from the zoiie refined bar and fire uncd without any cbemiical etching

of thle Sur-faces. Thie mercury i s ud in tho as-received statc. The ultra-

purc element a are htlnd ikd w ithi pro--.i enol tellon twier t n ekers alid care

is taken to avoid any containat ion f'rom thle (nvirvidstent.

The weighed-out .. ~s naro p1 aced in pre-cleaned and dried qualitz

sipila.The asilil';. lrce by at rilue with a :101 vent folIlowed bly

cJiahilng with aL de tergenlt fly
1
0i oll. The aemspoulesl are thoroughly rinaed and

then etched with whilte etch, al ma izt : lrev' 111 arnd liE ill til- troportion of

i:1 . A f inal r inu with dconl11 zc-d-dl tit. Ill Cd water colip l~t 0:; tie iar tza p

parat ion. T1he quart a.isu has brii puirehased f'rom Amsorail Qulal't. , I li

For fabrication , re actioni ispoui es the quart.% tub5 ng tin an1 In1ner diamter

of mmwr and a wallI thiiiesl1n 0!, W5511. .Asnal dl let ers sklid tli cwalls aru
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required to contain the high mercury vapor pressure encountered at the cctt

pounding temperature. The P-T phase diagram of Fighre 4 shows that for

tigCdTe alloys with x =0.20 pressures in the range of' 15-30 atmospheres may

be encountered. The high vapor pressure of mercury also causes mercury to

be lost from the stelt as the , p~oulc is heated. In order to suepacrt the

vapor pressure of mercury and maintain a stoichiometric melt a lit-tie excess

mercury is added to the sampoule prior to sealing-off. The amount of excess

mercury to be added is calculated assuming the Ideal gas law to be valid.

Thle volume used in the calculation is the void v-Alasse In the sealed-off

amipoule. Typically, 150 tag of mercury is added to maciiitain a pressure of

20 atmospheres over the melt.

Once loaded the tuputese Q veautiat aS . ate 11:gal l dlitusion. paiaP W ti

a liquid nitrog,!n oold-trap ti iacatialed-otf with hydrolrett-oxygea lurch.

Typical reaction inagots weight 20 pv;!tnd two no ]lntgcr that; 1C emi. Pkinpoulte

1Langtias arc 10-12' cti atid hoe neil avo itt void Ittigt of abotitt 5 c.

Tile temptraturC- profile for th,,: rtrct o oven is giAve., Ill Figut!

andl ist builiaaaly iisothermial. A cro!a-roct ion of' the oven ziaowinaly the I

of I he r(tacLi 'a. aua~ap."Uc !.IA showntil Fbt 1 ur 6c. At oiie end (if tIt- ov ean Ltirv -

a /I tIA ie di atneter quaarL. tube vi al tlowst a. aIt reamf ofV .1I'i~l ao rat at t taat

tile Qvt.j ta riapidly coot tile amspoule 9. The asiniati i Int ettrud itt th- iio'avet.

tLAta o I.~Mttt tie thoit t 1-:, rim froma t hia tube. Thie Lop lin~a Xf t I.he ampspia s

the, Io Id s3pecle) i.t Wviliped WI tW, J~el .r 11( ;1;0 tiattsL-. itl

o(rir Lo i tntlte to it rm the gzec qlienohi. '!'I Is It) tone to preveil t !, !,.j)-



half of the amnpoule from cooling more rapidly than the melt during the quench.

The asbestos prevents the sudden drup in pressure over the melt which would

occur if the mercury vapor was able tu condense en the amnpoule walls. The

saspoule is centered ir, the oven by means of three pieces of' thermocouple

tubing placed concentricallyabout the top half of the amspnule as shown in

Figure 6. This permits the free flow of nitrogen through the oven during

the quench.

Once placed in their proper positions witnin the reaction furnace, the

apoules are heated at a rate of 20-50' C/hr to a temperature above the

liquidils. For compositions in 20% range this temperature has been 8300 C.

The exact kinetics of the reaction forming the solid solution is not known,

* but it seems that it proceeds in two distinct steps. A heating curve for a

ntiamb-o of IigCdTe reactionar hts beet, ubtaject by a theracocouipie it. close cn

tact with the quartz ampoule. At; the ampoules tre heated the temperaturtes lart-Irecorded. Figure 7 shows olte Portloa of the heating cuirv- btLainti for it
igdereaction as well u, a 11g~n~Te reaction. At a teajptkraittre of 4101 C.

there is a sharp enadothermic peak followed isame4 iat(!y "a L h111C by at shuap

uxotheraic peak. The enadothermic peak i related to the Vorrittt itt -,, heic

're-ilgie cutectic whicha has Lin itulectic temperatture of 109 ± 'C alU for-His at

a cumpos itiuta of 88% atomttc Perentt of. tel lir itaaa,2' Thea. Hg-itk phase Ilg

3howing the c.ut'c t c puoin t in g ivern in Fi fljre 8. Vhsooltertalc pe, ak re-

pras-aatlaa the aatl(e formintg tho ligMie atlloy. Tihe Ingot, i tlw h a:ieated

I V'' ira tttC/ttt Stept; to I id WIre t hilt there Ckie Ilk, I i tqar I' C- OWI taiet w hin1

oj, ,ii alai for itttgi -a.ht. The .aatpaai-- U! rockod tit oaij. tar. antgle

1' -5 to 14' ' wilth the law I ~.nata for at tperiodi of Nvk- h,taari iot'rv qterahi na

to rovom teatperaltre.



Perhaps the most critical step in the whole sequence is the quench. A

rapid quench is needed to lock in macroscopic compositional homogeneity

and provide a suitable matrix for recrystallization, however if the quench

is too fast there is extensive damage to the crystalline structure. The

damage is caused by the columiar grain structure which forms during solid-

ification. As the alloy cools grains nucleate on the ampoule walls and

then grow radially inward. The resulting contraction of material away

from the center causes the damage and in the extreme case (water quench)

the damage is so extensive that a large hole forms along the axis of the

crystal ("piping"). Any extensive damage acts like a barrier and prevents

grain growth. Hence the need for a rapid quench must be balanced against

the damage it does.

The nitrogen gas quench developed at Texas Instruments
9 

provides a

quench slow enough so as not to damage the crystal structure but fast

enough to insure homogeneity. The cooling curves shown in Figure 9 were

measured by placing a thermocouple in the center of a stainless steel plug

(1.2 cm diameter, 7.0 cm in length) which is placed in the same position

as the ampoule. The cooling rates given for the flow rates of 5, 15, 30, 45

and 80 liters/min are for comparitive purposes and do cot necessarily

represent the cooling rates of the IlgCdTe alloys. uring the quench the

mechanism of heat removal is by conduction and radiation in the gaseous

flow. This type of quench is relatively slow when compared to a water

quench where vaporization of the water remeoves heat quite rapidly. The

cooling rates for the gas quenched varied linearly from 1
° 

C/s to 8' C/u
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as the flow was increased from 5 Zlmin to 80 i/mi. whereas with a water

quench a cooling rate of 700 C/s was masured.

A columnar grain structure was found in the ingots quenched with

higher flow rates. This type of structure forms because grains which nucleate

near the amspoule wells within a certain chill layer begin to grow inwards due

to heat conduction through the ampoule walls. Any new grains formsed in the

liquid are consumed by the advancing interface. In Figure 10 a schemratic

drawing of a columnar ingot is presented. The average grain size depends

on the quench rate as shown by the series of Hg. 8Cd. 2Te ingots in Figure 11.

These irngots were quenched at .,ates of 4, 5, 20 and 50 t/rain. The ingoi

quenched at 50 1/Mmn has a columnar grain structure and the grLinis tire

typically a few mms on a side. The ingot quenched at 4 1/mi does tiot huv

a definite columnar structure and the few grains present are ftirly ir.

Ingots quenched tit higher flow rates hanve smetller grai, diiverl: 1,1t pi pille.

damage begins t~o occur. The optimal quench ranged from 4~0 t/si t p

ingot size told furnauce arrangement used in) this study.

Once properly quencihed ingotai have boon Obtained Ohe rca~S

recryutallization consisting of the( gruiri-gruwth anneal is -rrk lc

The quenched ingoto which should be completely free ill the ec su,~

(no oxide adhering to Walls) are removed Inl a ecl room ensiviroani tit nl re-

loaded inl larger diametar quartz ampoules (l1san diamieter, :ji as wal lr~~rs)

Again a nsml I amount of excess mercury isl placeed IN the sslpoul :':-r

the partiatl pres:sure Of mler'cury Which isl it cq(rl ikbr1UM With "y .>s



The amount of excess mercury added is again determined by assuming that

the mercury vapor acts like an ideal gas at pressures below the saturation

value. The amount of mercury added is a critical parameter since the

solidus line depends upon the partial pressure of mercury as shown in

Figure 4. From this phase diagram it can be seen that the solidus has

considerable curvature at partial pressures greater than 20 atm. and

less than 1.0 atm. Note also that there is a region at high partial

pressures where the HgCdTe ingots have a high solubility in the vapor

phase. This dissolution line should be avoided during the processing

of the ingots. Typical partial pressures used in the recrystallization

anneal have been in the range of 20 to 25 atms.

After transferring the quenched ingots to larger ampoules and adding

excess lig the ingots are ready for recrystallization. For this anneal the

ampoules are placed in a vertical furnace which has been pre-heated to

the anneal temperature, A copper pipe is placed within the furnace to

insure an isothermal profile. A vertical furnace facilitates the separa-

tion (a quartz spacer is used) of the ingot and the liquid mercury there-

by preventing alloying during the initial heating of the ingot. For ingots

with compositions of 21 percent the optimal anneal temperature is 690
0

C t 2"C

with partial pressures in the 20 atm. range. At this temperature and pressure

sufficient grain grwth takes place in two weeks. Figure 13 and Table IV

repre;;ent.-, a sLumary of most of the crystels grown by thin method in thin

ntudy. Each point in Figure 12 represents an ingot quenched at a given

rate (see Table IV for the quench rate) and then reorysa.allized for two

weeks or nore at the temperature and pressure shown. CiNrled data points are
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those crystals with fewer than four grains after the anneal, the other points

may have undergone some recrystallization but in general were polycrystalline.

From Figure
1 2 

it is clear that optimum conditions occurred in a narrow band

of temperatures and pressure s. Temperatures fluctuated somewhat during the

anneal due to a lack of precise temperature control (± 3C) and pressure

values may be off due to inaccuracies in determining the void volume.

After the grain growth period the crystals are removed from the furnace

and allowed to cool to room temperature. ,ln Figures 13, l and 15 different

recrystallized ingots with quality ranging from good to poor are shown. The

quench and recrystallization parameters for these crystals have been taken

from Table IV and are summarized in Table V. In Figure 13 two ingots,

SSR30 and SSRI5, exhibiting good Gingle crystal quality are shown. The

ingots have been cut. down the center with a strin- saw (some saw marKs are

visible in some of the pictures) to reveal onLy large angle grain boundarier.

Both crystals in Figure 13 are almost entirely single with only small regions

of different orientation. In Figure l the two ingots presented, SSP3 and

SS301, again show good single regions but there now is a lacy network of

holes starting at tie top of the ingot and running down the center of the

ingot. This dwsage will later be shown to extend into the regions which

appear good in the photograph and is caused by "piping". Comparing the

ingots InI Figure 13 with those in Figure 114 we see that the rc crystaI zst lon

paraeters are nearly the same, all four Ingots were, aIlealed at the t, il e n-

Lure oIf 690C with a partial pressure of mercury of 20 atims. The dit' erence

between them is in the quench rate where the first set of Ingots was quenched
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at a rate of 40-50 Z/ain whereas the second set was quenched at a rate of

70-75 Z/mmn. It was found that a quench of 50 Q/ain was as rapid a quench Fus

possible without incurring some damsage along the center line. This damage

does not impede the recrystallisation of the rest of the ingot although it

will be shown in the topograph section that damage runs the length of the

ingot.

Whereas the type of damage seen in Figure 14 is due to improper quench-

in, that seen in Figure 15 is due to improper recrystallization-. The ingots

shown in Figure 15, SSR113 and S44, exhibit little or no grain growth and

the damage lies along the grain boundaries. From Table V it is evidenrt

that the damage is not due to the quench since thee Inigots had the slowest

quench of all the ingots. The recrystallization temperatures are no higher

thetn thc: previouzs i got!3 bui, the :ser:Lry .vrprsso re oluch hi gltr t

iaiango is c;ausod by Orhe high pressure In combi nation wlih Lte anneal turopera-

Luro. As seen in Figure 4 there is onestdcrublo o urvatlur: l- .).c :s.I.

I-letowards lowerL tomipele lures as. the prostco r' I:,cree

,rys tall I'v to il n1 si u:gn lel , tl tenpe a Cu tc S,!l V.- t, y l,

11,111st, titj [userilv og %th- Gulkjus al. higr s : c- ;r

L o pro'luce loclizd siig (,I Uh, ilgc- alung th 0 u 1"i a hu4,14kie cs

The local i od elnti ng seuld take plftoe at the gvael In titt'jr iv boo (:

tIn ij 5where thv -Wke.t ' i. ullo ;;,)1; HI ies; luritir !I'rv- a

roo'nea:: vmco.'raaIr ,,i.). '.%t:; cor Lwnl w itti

nVr)reSr' o i0 alU. andi 40 tilh t- , tl t,65prue: u

ttld 6,10"k wort, too MAI; eeI~ 1 t int O:cAW!"od :,t t h',eI w 'I



This damage occurs before anyj grain growth takes place issltln.: th g~i

and preventing any t".rttier recrystallization. Best results fr mcys

lization ware obtained when the solidus was approached but nou exceeded,.

Fur 20 percemnt alloys anneal teaperatures of 690'C and over-pressures of

20 atm. have work~ed well.

B plush Recrystallizsttoe.

Slush recrystallization proceeds in three steps: reaction of the,

elements to form a lgCdTe alloy, a quench from the liquid phase to a ptein

where the solid and liquid phase s are present siaultaneously, and finalty

an anneal period to allow crystal growth to take place. Unlike solid

state recrystallization all three steps take place within the eae w mpuQ

As discussed inl the the'ory section the initial composition of the charg'?il

saL Ier by a factor of abo';t three !'row the 1'in's I oFoi o. i gee' 1(

s;hnwc. the c let iontsh ip between ti,' nominal I nitifilc ii 'jult 1ompwitit K'l

te p.!ak comsposit ion In theAOe'':tl ncl;mmei0!

P-reparitti on fo ls e:cyta on pru:eoos !is iio 1y !U

s o.Hit.L t(:'i B'ntme C i] (('JC~ I. v [ t h S e ' Uf o oniv. to'' i t w rzI -

.1 -ca (rti'o.1te0 decent It:r,1 thp~i iot .1 .'c c:'yl'tI ''i *'I't I" i .

itli :i n ,r t. ait teons i ;I 'ertion 1 t, 11it slIus Ih r fwci'%'n .ai I. th me in c ":- v 's tis-

eVacutoil~, sealed-of:' 'snd placed. In: a ''art l'al ovum vii's''' 1! i, ' olwi' 1.1''':',



to a point above the liquidus. After homogenization for 4-5 hours the

ampoule is lowered quickly through a temperature gradient of 10
5
C/cm, see

Figure 17, to a position where the bottom inch of the ingot will solidify.

The temperature of this point as recorded by a thermocouple attached to the

outside of the ampoule is 6500C for a melt composition of 6-8 percent.

Once quenched into position the ampoule anneals in the temperature gradient

for a period of 30 to 45 days to allow for compositional diffusion and the

resulting crystal growth. Since the layers which freeze out of the slush

are at the solidus temperature, subsequent recrystallization occurs.

After the anneal period the furnace is shut off and the ampoule is

allowed to cool slowly. The crystal is then cut into slices, the slush

region being entirely single crystal. After the peak composition slice

is reached a pinkish core region begins to develop in the center of the

slice. Its origin is not known although it may be CdTe rich material.

Figure 18 shows the compositional profile along an ingot and Figure 19

shows the composition, as determined by density measurements, of succeed-

ing slices within the slush region. The profile of [MD 10 with an extended

range of useable material was achieved by lowering the ampoule an additional

0.5 cm every week throughout the anneal period.

Of the two methods of crystal growth slush recrystallization was the

easier to use. In slush recrystallization there seems to be no critical

parameters, everything works as it should. Once a temperature gradient

across a slush region has beeni established crystal growth occurs readily.

The ease in growing single crystal )IgCdTe and its ability to produce alloys
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in the range of 40-50 percent CdTe are the chief advantages of slush

recrystallization. However this method has a drawback in that only about

20% of the ingot is useable and only a few slices at any specific composi-

tion. Solid state recrystallization has many critical parameters but

once mastered produces large quantities of homogeneous single crystals.

'20
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ICHAPTER V

TOPOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS

X-ray diffraction topography is an extremely powerful tool for in-

vestigating lattice defects and crystalline quality in semiconducting

crystals2B 29, 30 Of the many different methods tIn Berg-Barret technique

31(B-B) has been chosen for the practical advantage of its simplicity
B- aeadsgs32, 33 34,35

B-B camera designs and experimental teehniques have been des-

cribed previously but the methods employed here will be described below.

The technique consists of mounting the crystal within a roughly

collimated X-ray beam at the proper Bragg angle so that a given set of

planes will diffract the characteristic radiation of the source onto a

photographic emulsion, Figure 20. For the present experiments a standard

CA-7 diffracting tube was used with the sample place4 about 25 cm from the

target at a take off angle of about 7 deg. Since the area of the sample

surface which will reflect a given wavelength depends directly on the

projected horizontal length of the X-ray target, the front port of the

diffracting tube was used giving a horizontal length of 1 cm. A Blish

36
topograph camera was purchased to provide the goniometer needed to

adjust the Bragg angle, collimator slits for limiting unused portions

of the X-ray beam, and a film cassette to hold the photographic plate.

The X-ray tube and camera are enclosed in anl/8 in lead box topped with

an equivalent thickness of leaded glass for operator safety. Adjust-

ments are made through slits in the lead box. A fluorescent screen is

used in place of the film to initially adjust the Vragg angle so that {
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the Ka radiation is diffracted from a set of olanps. Once a suitable spot

is chosen the fluorescant screen is replaced with the photographic emulsion.

The film used in this study has been Kodak Industrex
3 7  

(single coated)

which is an ultra fine grain X-ray film. This film is about 50 times

faster than high resolution places and can provide maximum enlargements

of about 35 diameters, furtlerore the processing is simple and quick.

With this film exposure times of 10 min. are typical. Since the topograph

is a point-to-point mapping of the reflectivity of the surface onto the

X-ray film the resolution depends chiefly on the sample to film distance

and should be minimized. Image contrast is determined mainly by misorienta-

tion of low angle subgrains within the crystal and inhomogeneous lattice

strain resulting in a reduction of primary X-ray extinction.

Crystals producvd by both techniques have been examined by means of

topography. Figures 21 and 22 are topographa taken of two different crystals

grown by means of slush reacrystaltizatin. oth topographs show a radial

pattern of low angle grain boundaries. The difference in orientation between

adjacent grain' is extremely smll otherwise the Bragg condition would not

be satisfied. The radial distribution may be due to the fact that in slush

recrystallization the crystal fills the ampoule. As the apoule cools strain

may be introduced into the crystals, the radial pattern of grain boundaries

then would be generated to relieve the strain. A second possibility has to

do with the isotherms running through the ingot. Constant temperature is not

maintained acro:;s the ingot, if' only due to heat conduction from the liquid

-_232-
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alloy resting above the slush region. In this way if a cut was made

through the ingot at the interfao' of crystal growth, inetead of a uni-

form layer of a given composition freezing out there would be a ring of

single crystal but the corco wbl e slightly hotter and remain as slush.

In thi8 way a clear radial pattern of low angle grain boundaries would

d,-eo.If this is true the composition should vary frum the outside

edge radially inwards. However a composition profile of a slice taken

radial pattern, Figure 23.

Solid state recrystallization ingots have been cut longitudinally

and topographs taken of different sections. Figure 24 has a topograph

of a slice of SSRI-34t cut f'rots the middle, well below the visible damage

seen Ii Figure I . The t pog:'euh Olows good crystalline perfection, but

the daage duo to hit. utc rae iihwetogtt i ocalized to

the tot) eentimettr of the inpgot. extends all the way down the crystal.

*ince this slice is froM "he mnlddlL of the crystal thlis (lisagd Would

tend to disafppear u.- skiccem~ing a] iete aire cut . The bands; of' I hUrt anld

dark may be strain itttrodttced! in nount I tx the Olice. Fii~urfn 2.1 and 2!6

are topogi'aphs of' .d;115ik Fco 'g ke lit). From the topographxi It. is clear

titat there is Ii tti 41ewjtt..' rrom the> J-lonrh 411A only the si'ck ito Conl-

taini'ng the lug-tgeCi rnlat' gralin ha- aity diame. The origin. o1'

tin da-mage is not kitowt tind itty eitht-r be due to prwessdiig of the

51 ite or to the crv:;tai growth i ttiolf. All the uther iwoosrtc'.

nfarly perfect slices of'idde



Table

Impurity Analysis of' Cominco iv.,terial

Impurity* Al Ag Bi Ca Co Fe 11b Mg 0 b Se Si

Te (.41. 1 i (i <.o .3 <10 .2

Hg ( (.00(.01 (01 (.001 <.001 4.001 .002

*all in ppm

Table II

Distributior Coefficients of' Lspuitios in Te and Cd2

(a) T.Ilurium

Cu, Ae., .,u

1.0 ;P, S11, ?Me, 1

i0 BI, Ge, Cr%, TI, Ni

0 b, I n, FL , 1

2 :C',

13 Pb, bn

0.. A u

14 LI

3~-p



Table III

Oxygen Affinity of Metals

Oxide p0 Oxide pO Oxide pO

Hg20 -6,5 LO 16.2 VO 34.5

Au203 -5.5 CdC 16.6 B203 35.4

Ag 0 -3.3 GeO2  18.4 SiO2  36.3

PtO -1.3 Rh C, 19.0 Ti0 44.2

PdO -1.1 SO 9  19.7 RaO 46.3

Ir02  0.9 HI 20.1 41.,O 47.2

HuO2  2.8 MnO2  201 i ZrC 2  17.2

R h 20 4,2 FcO '\.6 !fn 2  48.1

Oro4 5.0 CC Z1.." ,1 0 48, 5

ToO2  7.2 Wo0 21.2 'IrO 48.6

2T1 20 8.1 K 20 Q 5.?SC( 0.3

Cu20 9.6 In,,3 1

BIO 11.4 ZeO n.!; lieV 52.0

TcO. 13.6 1,1:O u ,'. 9 y
23

liOe 13.6 p 0 Z2.7 (RE) 5" .3
?'3 d~ 3

Ale2 3  14.9 Cr*,.Q 3,1.1 T110 55,.
203 3

Sb 0 15.3 M1O 32.6 .h. 55.52 3
C"o 15.3 T"4(: "$.2 . .

CoO 16.2 N bu 3,I

*p0 -Ilog 1, for xygeln ll equillbrlkoi

L . .
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S62 R 1D 665 .3o 3
66J; 66 30 60
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Table VI

13
laws of rrimary iRecryet~lllj;'Aion

1) A m~iimu1m de'ormntion if recesrmry ~±ie c'~1Zt~l

2) The sm1lerthe de~ree of deformatior, t ie hiro 1:3 iter "nm'-

ature required to irnitiiitc rcerystliit!')n.

3) Increasing the annenling t~aee decreaises the temperature requi,.-2d[ for recrystallization.

4 l) The final griin size deT~endn chiefly on th, ero of' kf'oestiOf

and to a lesser depree upon the anr'-.uirn te~npferotur,ler'.]1Y

being strll-er the greater the degree of defor-sitiofl and the lower

the annealing temperature.

5)The lnrgeer the nrintod grqin rise , tlv? ;r-tter the nmcunt o:'

defornotiop required to riVe iv tr,*r'~

ature and time.

6) N~ew erains do not t!'rvw Into def~rmod ?vriinn, of'iot~

slightly deviating nviottatiov.

7)The amount of def'ormatton requlve
1  .01 ''

litrdenin. increases with IlCScn
1

' n, e- 14



V&eV

Growth Parameters for Crystals Appea~ring in F± .urcs 13, 1.4, and 15

Fi . Crystal Quench(l/sin) A~nneal remp.(*C) Pressure(atm.)

13 SSR 30 50 690 20
SSR 51 40 688 19

14 SSR 33 75 694 21
Sby 34 70 695 23

15 S&R 43 30 6B5 31
cs~t -4 30 670 40(saturated)
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APPENDIX A

PHYSICAL REVIEW B VOLUME 8, NUMBER 12 15 DECEMBER 1973

hmpwity ad ltte Sattr PaMr ete a Detn e ro Ha an Modity
Aub*s in n-Type Silicoa

P. Norton,t T. Brmi,,j, mid K Leovnatdio
Dqsowwent q1 Ph," S).NKcN OW1% SYjswef New York 13210

(atswivd 4 Juwe 1973)

The voekr oentration wed asobfty, awe ecmled frein the Hall ettec, hav- b- aalysed ums
a mputer for a -t" y-e4 Wkm uasmi doped with W. P, and A& Mobilty caletiom
pefw usesetoely. wm ool e on the geecel umeotwe &Iva by Hftyia enW VVt.
Id-impatuy scaOlq was cakasad from to thbeM and c00OPrd with xpe1.iwett
LaWenuefsl pmet for eervile wd ae"oastk mode we r s awed from a ow, ftuoP of
the tWua between tbory wed ePae iwt. uS " -ay - f- W- y Ph--e The 00w0d"100
"port ,- erfier work of Lowe aw a partal ,oleiaeon of the hegrCste t mt pebmiu
detemicd fros other meteowt it bed. oet e mle by oewlu' kzidw~ it f to be

tspwtmr idendtet. aeli the 6aelesl wmde of BerOwy.

i. INTRODUCIION disagreement between optical And transport ma-
The Hall effect hae been studied and analyzed In eurements.

We have found that neutral-Impurity scattering
detail for a series of n-type silicon samples doped is not well described by present theory. elkltal-

with antimony, phosphorus, and arsenic. Msa-
surements were made on eamples with doping den- mental dta for the moblity v to m trl-mial .r-etiles ranging from 4o1 10" to tix l0l em", gen- ty scattering are slhown to heWl a subtanfll fern-

allis rngin frm 4 10"to x 13 em', en- perture dependence, not accounted for by the
orally between 20 and 160 K, but over a wider tem- Ergitroy formdnon of this problem. rt t
perature range in some cues. Almost all the
data were taken in the high-magoetilc-fieid limli this discrepancy is qualitatively resolved in terms
so that alfate r correctios were neti-f eded t of resonant scattering Involving a possible bon
determir, the carrier concentration and dril to- state for the scattered electron as described by

Sclar. I At higher temperatures, howeer, Losl,-
bily. We have analyzed both the carrier concen- tic scattering may explain the temperature depea-
tration and the mobility as a function of tempera- dence. A much weaker neutral-Impurity scalier-
lure. For the mobility analYsis, the model o Ionerac teapenr r- dopey 6111-
Herring and Vog

t
' was adopted to approximate the on in oteraction i apparent for arsenIc-doped sMb-

anitotropic nature of the conduction band. By using pies. No explanation could be found for this il-
the results a( both carrier-concentration and me- fernce.
bility analyse, we have been able to determine
independently the density o compensating acceptors 1I, liALlE-TE(rMEA.SURF.4ENT ADCAURA-
in these samples. Therefore, a quaniltative corn- CON-TRA11 ANALYUSS
parlson could be made betwein two models of
ionized-impurity scattering, since this mechanism The experimental appratus for mesurita the
to coupled directly to the compensation density at Hall effect has been described prevLoay. te In
low temperalures. in particular, we have com- the cae of silicon, bridge-type samlUes were con-
pared the formulation of Brooks, t Herring, and tated with welded gold wires col&aLn 0..-a.A
Dingle' given for Isotropic scattering, to the theory Gb. Ortentationofthe magnetic fleldwus In thA(ll)
given by Samollovich e al., -4 calculated expree- direction. The electric field was apied alon tbe

ly for the coe of sphertodal anisutropic bands. (110) or (211) axis,
Recent con troverey over the lntervalley lattice Analysis of the Hall effect in silicon bee been

scattering process in silicon has been examined, complicated by the Hall factor v wbLcb dapsads on
and lattice scattering parameters have been fit to the strength of the various scattering mechanlaws,
our data using a number of proposed models. Our And the details of the band s-rUcture." Long and
two purest samples were used for this purpose. MyersU used an iterative procedure to calculale
Thoe resvlts lts tet are in good agreement wth tbs Hall factor In their analysts of carrier coo-
similar results of Long,' but do not support pa- coerellon and mobility as a function o( twmnPea-
rameters determined from the an.alysls of photo- fure. In the limit o high ma, tic [islt, the Hall
conductivity and recombinutlon-radiation expert- factor becomes unity and canbe ignOred. 81=0every
met. in part, a reinterpretation of some optical little data have been published on the vartalboa od
s asp erlments is tuggeeid to clariy the present the Hall coeacent with magnetic fid, we ran a

S 532
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5.&OA~
40 TEMPERATURE WX

300.5

T5T

&0i
U s~0541010

7.4 ~w FIG. 2. Ratio of low-field to high-field Hlal ooetfioleoi,
_________u ashown inFig. 1 for 81:As 1, comparedto thesoalouiat-

4.9 ad Hill factor r. The Hall facoto Isaolculated from Eq.
. . . .0. . . . . .No ;... I Ill(1, osing the parameters determined for this sample

0.1 10 10 Ba11ed In Table VI and mobility parameters for lattioce
MAGNETIC FIL.k)ioauiering listed to TalIV,

FIG. 1. Htall coefftcient (arbitrary uni1s) as it oencion
of magloatto field, as measured for 81: As I (e Table
1). T"he decrease in the aI~zl coeffioient at high fleldoat ionized -impurity scattering In this region, and also
the lowest temperatures Io probably flol~tous, due to the from the lack of an adequate theory to correctly
field depemleecs, of the carrier Welime. describe neotral- Impurity scattering which was

quite strong lit this sample. For our purposes,
we have u3ed data taken from the high-field limit

series of magnetic field sweeps on an arsenic- aod et the Hill factor equal to unity. This approx-
doped lightly compensated sample. Figure I shows imatlon Is good for temperatures below about 100
the Hall coefficient as a function of magnetic field K, dependinog on the strength of impurity scattering.
strength for a nunibek of temperatures In the We have used data up to about 180 X in some cases
range 5.-300 K. The data below about 20 K were u'ithovt correction. This should Introduce very
obtained by magnetic field oweepe of the photo-Hlall litle error, even though the high-field limit can-
coefficient. 300- K background Iiumination, Iii- not quite be reached at 20000 0, the Hall factor
tered by cold ln~b, restricted the radiaion to X approaches unity In thts temperature region. Fig-
>1 pm, The slight decrease In the photo- Hll cu- ures 3an 4s*how the measured mobilities for

efficient at the highest magnetic flilds, all seen lIn phosphorus -doped samples (except SI. P 6); sod
Fig. 1, Is probably due to the (loll voltage Approach-
Ing the region where catrrier ittetimue becomies do-
pendlent on the electric field. The ratio of the low.-
to high-filid coefficient ts shown In Fig. 2 as a lo ?eeVOIW Oe..Z
function of temperature. For comparison, we:
hays calculated the Hall factor r using the expres-
#ion given by Herring aisd Vogi, ' amnd in agreement 5
with Long": j 5.~D ~ t~"V

r r ',/~ -I 2 r )M

where 1, it refer to the transverse and longitudinal 4
directions of the ellipsoidal bands~ and t and ms a

are the relaxation times and miases of the .1cc-
irons. These will be fuy explained In Sec. lit.AAAAI
It should be mentioned that a somewhat less exaci vs1a~s 4 1ig 51 MQ 0

expression was used for calculating r by Longi and E gRT E4k

Uyers, fine* Isotropic scatterlng was assumed. " ~ .3 oiilaa esrdfe(e hahrs
As can be seen, there is fair agreement between doped silicon saxnpie.. Sample properties are listed Ia
the value* deduced from the field sweep data an Table 1. Opas data points are measueed with thermal
those calculated from Eq. (I). Disagreementl at the carrier geeatison. Soid dats Poits arm tel). with QAe

L -. lowest temperatures may he due, in part, to R @amples lihiiontLed with 300-K hackgrened todla
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to, These energy states are related to the carrier con-
* ** *centration n, donor and acceptor densities H4 and

N_, and the density of states in the conduction band

. E

nAn '1I (2)

Sli D~3 and d are the S-etate sp g U and e j

and g, refer to the energy and degeneracy of the
___________________"cited_ states. We have included three groups of

40PRAUE e"cited states, near it, 6, and 3 mel', Thus

FIG. 4.Mohilities as measured fsr three arsenic- go" g1 /ar,' 2 4 so.555lr, 3 8 o.~k, 24a&Qmlr.
duped and use suitimny-doped giseso sampies.

Equation (2) was used to determine NA, N_, and
.El by fitting the measured temperature dependence

for arsenic- and antimiony-doped samples. A of the carrier concentration in a manner described
rough estimate of the high-field iimit region is eisewhere. 10 N4 was taken to be 5. 2gx 1011011l
found from the condition on the mobility-field prod- cm", as calculated for, a dens ity-of- states effec-
ne ut AB> nx i) Gem'/' V see. Section Ili deais di- tive masa of 0. sit.

I.recily with the mobility analysis of these sanmples. The resuits of fitting the carrior coricertraiiun
We now present the theory and results of the analy- as a function of temperature to Eq. (2) for the
eta uf carrier concentration as a function of tern- various samples are presented Ini Table 1. With
perature. two exceptions, we have fixed the value of N. and

the twelvefoid (Includisggspin) IS state of group-V1 oniy varied H,, M., and K4 . Ii the case of our
donoirs"" in silicon t is pit sntoR Iwofold-degen- two puresi samles, 8i: P 5 and 8i: P 0, we have
orate ground state, IS (A 1), and two groups of also (it them with N, variable, andl both results are
higher states, IS~ (TI) and IS (R). In addition, ox- shown is Tabie 1, As can be sten, tihere is very
cited states of these impurities Ile closer io the little change in any of the parameters when N, is
band edge. Kuhn" has calculated the eacilod-slate pernmitted to vary. This was not necessarily tbe
energy levels soad degeneracies, while the IS-state case Ii the less pure samples, for which the ex-
splittings have bees sleured by Aggarwal. ' haustlon region (. -,-NM.) was not reached be-

TAPIiY 1. (rl-.nclcln-syl results for samples f it to t?.,. 12).

studt~~t

sampie (em")I (lesi ImneVl is'
t 

em'l 11011 lit'~ lem) (is-
5

6, SP 1 9.5-0" a 4 '-j10r 45.64 0.290 0. 3211 056 4,17
fit P3 2.S.01 2.3 -10" 45.14 5. 5' 0.3218, tt.1 0.57.
Si-P4 9.0-loll 2.0o01lol 4,1.39 0. 20 0.3219. 4.74 1.02
61 Vp5 3.3.101, s.e .101 45.38 5. 2V' .3210' 13.9 0.54

3.3' is1" 6.6-1iS" 45.33 5.15 0. 3175 13.4 0.07
fi p e 4.3,-10" 7.7.-101 43.42 5. 25 0.214 123. 0.81

S..e 7.1,0 0 o 5.42 4.82 nooso" 123. 0.48
IAs 1 :,4 .loll 4.0,101, 43.54 6.21 0.3218, 0.43 2.70

01 A. 2 7. 10" 4.3- 10" 02.04 5.32V 0.3218, 5.566 1.58
51 As 3 7. 5'-i10 1.4-101, 02.02 0.29, 0.321e* 0.13 6.35

Si Sb 1 7.4 .10" a. 3. lol 42.09 0.24' o03216, 0.8 2.0

%'ls od
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low 160 K. carriers, it Is not possible to select an average

In several of the more impure samples having effective mass suitable for all three types of scat-

donor concentrations of about 10's cm-' or more, tering. We have separated the scattering time

we have also tried fits with one or more data averages into two parts, an generally prescribed

41points taken at 300 K. Is this case the value of n by Herring and Vogt, ' and as done by Brooks' In

at 300 K was calculated by several methods. First, treating lattice scattering for ellipsoidal hands.

the measured resistivity was used to give a value This type of treatment is valid when the scattering

of N4 from the graph published by Irvin. " Using is either energy conserving or momentum ran-

the appropriate activation energy, we calculated domizing. The mobility In this case can be written

s/N4 at 3060K and obtained a value of n by multi- ~ [i)m (r)m) 4

plying this ratio by Ni. The second method used

the Hall coefficient measured in the tow-field where 11 and I refer to the losgitudinal and trans-

limit at 300 K, and corrected by the Hall factor verse directions, respectively. Each average of

calculated from Eq. (1), to give a value of n. The the scattering time is compusted numerically by

third method used the measured Nail coefficient approximating

and the Hall mobility at 300 K. Instead of calculat- (T) =(4134s) 4* e-x"'(dx (5)
ing the Hail factor from Eq. (1), the drift mobility

was calculated and the ratio of Hall to drift mohilt- with Simpson's rule, where x - cliT. In using

ty was used as the Hall factor to correct the Hall Simpson's rule we have lakes the integral from 0

coefficient. All three meothods gave similar re- to 25kT, and used 75 Intervals; or used two re-

sults, although the first and third rely on good gions, from 0 to OhT with 24 Intervals and 6 to

geometry"
m 

for anl accurate measure of the reefs- 25hT with 19 Intervals. The accuracy of the no-

tiefty. Adding a data point at 300 K bad only a inerical Integration using these choices wae com-

slight effect on the fit, tor example, Si: As I pared with taking the integral trom 0 to 25kT In 50D

showed at most a 5% decrease is N, antd ai 8% fin- intervals. Over the temperature range from 5 to

crease fin H. iront the values obtained without ai 500 K, the maximum error was 1. l60, (at 500 K.

data point aiso 160 K. This check provides rex- V, - I xto0" cm , N. st' m ntefrtcs

sionable confideunce to extrapolating the fitting with ose regtonq and I. IA% (at 300 K, Ng 1sIt 10"

procedure to samples toe which file exhaustion re- eill', N, ,Is lots c'sfl )in the second case with two

Sion could not be mneasutred tit the high-heuld limuit. regions. For these comparisotns we used hypo-

thetical samilsie with a rangie of donor coscentra-

Ill. hi~iiIltY ANLYIISlions front10 to 10"' cns', having only a s.'saii

A. Usesnt Finu,,i4ili amlountl of comlpensation. Since the error was aI-
We have analyzed the mobility in these siant, stost always lees witht the two region tntegration,

simples in order io determine the density of consl- we used it in preference to the single region. This

pennating acceptors H, and the vaiues of vartous was Also cousiderably laster.

other paramieters associated with fill, scattering The lattice stcattering msechatnism to i-type ailt-

tsechanisms. N, call be deduced front the (it rngth coel hags been the uubfject of much recent discussion.

of Ionized -Itnsprity scattering, especially at low Electron scattering mechantsms by lattice mtodes

temperatures whmere it - N sAndi lattice scattertng are of twos types: tntravalley scattering by acous-

Is relatively weak. To do ihis. tiswever olle tevedu i tIioui. And intervalley scattering io either

to have an accurate description mot onlsy of onixed- parallel valleys 'A, typt!l or perpendicular valleys

Impurity scattering ii, a niany-valley ban~d struc- (f tlpet Then allowed IntervallIey modes have re-

lure, but also laitice And iwutral-litopurity scaiter- ntly licen Agreedup atm. l1etast theoretically,

Ing. Tie anieotropy of tie effenctive m~ass In, Htll- aittisugi creit, experimsentai evidence snggesting

con produces different srattering rates for (ie tuptisir scatteringf by forbidden inttervalley redes

transverse Ansd longitudinal directio n th le elitls- rensrsin; to, ile eatussd. We will discuss this

soidal valley. Since each scattering p~rocsrs hasl later sker. tVC Ins genmeral, lie transees Lattice

a different depensdence on the effective ,slass of the scattering timse call le written

~1A 71  i. (i, 'n', Ite t., Toim
4 

fs, fl - , 1sis1) (6)

where 5, is the temsperature 41 ii,' Ith intervalley isode laosg a.ed Myers" determined the ratio of the

phsozn. n, (Pxpi6,aTi - 11". and u, ig the re'laive acoustic iode scattering strength in the longitinal2

coupling strength of lihe etecrrvs It) thn fill inter- direcinto hse I liat of lie transverse direciton.

valley mode compasred it, tihe iransve~rse Acoustic This has bee5,n coeuinrised by Nemarivnger and Ilhitent
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also using magnetoresistance measurements, and netoresistance data with respect to the relative

by recent experiments involving cyclotron reso- ratio of longitudinal to transverse scattering time
nance of hot electrons as measured by Kazannkii predicted from the theory, bet we do not know of
and Koshelev. " Intervalley scattering in assumed any reference dealing with the absolute magnitudes

to be isotropic. Therefore, the scattering time in of the sicattering times as predicted by -Samoilovich
the tongitudinal direction is et at. The expressions given here have been eval-

1 uated specifically for s-type silicon, and the
tan~ju 2nnSI~tfl(7) reader is referred to the original papers forea com-

plete description. With It. evaluated as in Eq. (10),
Neutral- Impurity scattering has been calculated lot,- in fl, we find

from Ergiusoy's' expression derived from the428 0t
study of low-energy elastic scattering of electon 1 4.2 x ,[(li,- 2.34.7.88/b.], (12)

from hydrogen. In the nero-order phase-shift Tit MYT) (Ioa

anproximnatton, this type of scattering is indepen- 1 .118 80~
dent of carrier energy. However, it has bees --- j---- 1b,- 1. 75. 4. 84/h.), (13)

shown that for large concentrations of neutral in- (T) lg 0

purities, coherent scattering can lake place, 102.s where got and g, have been given graphical repre-
an that the scattering time may not depend directly sentalion in Ref. 4. We have approxmated these

on the inverse neutral donor concentration. Also, by the following expressions:
group- V donors In silicon are not strictly hydro- 0 9 .075lgbj, (4

* ~~~~genic. Therefore, we have scaled the neutrial-ini- e .t2-0061/oshlJ,(4

purity scattering time with an adjustable constant g, 0. 03(iog~qb,) - 1) (15)
A lo be determined front the analysis of the data, Sic these functions are email corrections, ws
With thin provision, the neutral- Impurity scalier- lneclueag ds 1 otieheitrlac-

tag tme inlatin b, in this case front Eq. (10) using xa 3.

/st\( 20)f) NaV 4. .57t l0 The total scattering time lo be averaged itt Eq.

T, ~ J er A (s.ek 18 (5) tn delined

where X,' N, - N, -s is i the density of neutral do- It I 1 16
nors, int lis the elffective mons of the conducetion ii) , . Y18
electron tInf or in:), and mf4 is the geotmetric where te tcansverse and longttudinal averaltes are,
maean noess which for silicon as t0. tto5 . upteasr.ioditE.()

ounited- impurity sicattering has been cAlculiavl,, goiyt ng rathed ia te.suto t heanlyis
by Brooksi, 'Herring, and Dingtle. 'Thin formula itililr al to ahead tlt none reutto the aevealsis,-
has heon qut,e neccesslful lit descratiag ioie - a:-t astaa ian ns not lit tonell ao tt sn ealsa-

Impuity cattringIn bth 111cn't nd g-ro tar aoaltrta . Ttaertlort. (lte results presented lit
uni.'0 Tto liiizd-itipurty-sattci~iiit WoI r, tillti-llt it (tialtnt with A lortliutair scatter-

I ot in nirivilsoiwil haeinaete wth eachoc

to il lot1110 ill- b 1, - I

Na I theta~l afmaty n~ aoateai ataiaraa.'s t this~ woarktrce 'I't ttert t wegret talwqs. 181 n

A ssaeto l~s iwaet atalat - alaaa red t il n (91 d .- t-ly iittraly dnn(
pertl ganla la $ait,,aaas at. , at I I~a hK. w 1tht. thi eark a latr calclated y minr

where th, yC ita ,,-nar eauo e v o at1 , i-s t Xaat V tat thue chundoic
steel ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~o ae ptet aa~tit Ai, dui igt,tea a'vltit eaal r Iare8a tnt W8

Notait -np nip sti No t I g in . tuo aat sdt Cat I a itA.. the i tti ealaale tlatice scattering
No s te tt~ldraunt ofaa onii,- nt,ritra. tuanria a.'I r na An t. itt tivaa tataratar. (6)ad
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sured mobilities range from 18 000 to 24 000 eio'/ be necessary to characterize the intervalley scat-
Vse at 77 K, "' with additional uncertainties arising tering process. We therefore extended the range

'when the Hall factor and Impurity scattering must of measurements on our purest sample, Si: P 6,
be taken Into account. We decided Initially to de- to room temperature, measuring the Hall constant
termine 1o from the data taken on our two purest at both 600 and 20 000 G, along with the resistivity.
samples, by fitting To as a parameter using data Since the analysis of carrier concentration could

from 20 to 77 K. " Both of these samples, St1: P 5 be carried out with data taken below 100 K for this
snd Si: P 6, were cut with bridge shapes favora- sample, the carrier concentration above 100 K
his to an accurate determination of the distance could be accurately calculated from the values of

and width between resistivity arms, so that geo- AV4, N., and E,, as given In Table 1. From this,

metrical errors should be small. 'o For this fit, we deduced the Hall factor and mobility up to room
wwas fixed at 1.15 (w'.. were fixed at zero) and temperature, without relying on Eq. (1) which

since intervalley scattering lowers the mobility by assumes an accurate knowledge o1 the scattering
less than 3% for this model at ?? K, this choice times. Data taken hetween 77 and 310 K were then
was unimportant. We fond good agreement for compared to model 1, which we will now call

ff. both samples, using several trials with parameters model l(a). Deviations between the data and model
N, and A both fixed and variable. Using the temn- l(al were skewed by 5 to 61o. Two modifications
peralure range fromt 17 K down, We found Touto be were then atlemipied on mtodel 1. First. we tried
3. 56 x 10' nec, within 1.17%. i addition, we ran using a phown temperature of 870 K rather thanI a second series of fits with data fromo a mlore re- 540 K ( model l)f. For this choice a coupling
stricled temperature range, 20-41 K. The average constant of 2. 0 was needed it) give agreement to
values of to were 2.71l and 1. l'3 higher for sam- drift mobilty at 300 K. Comparison with our
pies Si: P 5 and SI: P' 0, respectively, when only data above 77 K again gave deviations on the order
dais front below 41 K wan used. With To chosen to of 6*. Nextl, we used a combination of both theseIbe 3.68xM- 1 eeac, we then ran a series of cue,- intervailey oidionm, 01 1 40 K and 0, 8 70 K
laled mobilities at 300 K, varying a,, Froms this model Ic)), Bly computer adlse,:tnetd of tv, atid
series, we selected or, to agree with the meastured tA. the mAxtisout error was reduced to about It,
drift mobility at 300 K. Dlanimbility eapert- over the temiperature range abmve 77 K,
ineintsti" give moobliltes between 1350 and 1500 Having exhausted the laisitbilitien of model 1,
cni'fVssc at room temperature. We chose it ose we retorirrl to the tow-tiperature region below
ui . 1. 45. giving a mobility of about 1450 -at 300 K. TI K to wee it., low-temiperature phonon would
consistent with our own ineasereniet which will pprweciaity Improve the tii lit this region. A sec-t'be doeribedl later. ond nidet, model 11. was calculated using a tow*-

The two teiperatnre ranges useid aliv i,,ter- energty ideoeos currestamldtng to/-type scatiering
mia' to were ciiosen deliberately t)i see dt tinre y it TA idemuli., in addition to thu allowed higher

was ad significant. amount o1 itervalley sciti,-rioi tvmlaerAiure Idhon,,ns. Ver this series 'we fixed

by tower temperature plaumlis (LA i: typ,' oir TA . i tnd ui, .it 0. t( ale3 1. 2. r,.sieiively, as deter-
/ ypel as suggested by sveral authors, list l, nine~d frontoi-, il,. l~dit above 17 K. Using data

bidden by the calculated selectioii rules. 0 l,,w,'r iruiti 20 ito 77 K. and withi 8, chosien to be 180 K,'
temperature phonmns wee coiitribusting signitiWAi11tY, we 1,1 both, t And sr, with .5. bo0th fixed and varl-
we would rapect (lte tilted values of to to IKw highe-r all,. i,',id agrerierid was -agaiin obtained between
using data lr,,n the lei~nl4rAlUr, range- i'OikM 41 sanipies Si IS !1iAnd Si : P 6, and the results of
K. Also. the tit would ihe sheweit whein thein tiipr- t lidt,"% 17 K Ar- given in Table 11, together WithU , store range up to Vi K wan used. sine the, adinat- the tandard ,l,'catti,.s. 1te marked iniprove-
mieat of To atiiwe could not c,,xiiialae (,r A I- ineiii in the "tandAr dteviAlieii wheni the forbidden

teiiperature iitervalley mode. Altto,,l th,-re is intervalley iioma wan iiicluded is gevad evidence
only a atight increase, is the average valnu' 11 to of tt ,,inurt.iice, een though it in weakly coupled.
using only data hems- 41 K. the. fit over tit( 20- 11- Fi-cie, '5 and ii ilootrAte the relative error be-
K range reimained oiig.tly ahisied ev'en stir,, S. men iiie~ored Aml calculated mobilties foir these
and A were liaermmidci to vary. Aleso. lhii,-i vAluem iwo, wvist,. with ate without the addition ofa
of N. were loiwer when the luil rangei I 20- "' N me- eitiar-muiraly du

was used, Indicating an adtusimein A1 N, to~ sit.-,,it Wiih thiir tuative of A low-eneorgy phiononm
to 'awise the obility at i,,u lenmms'uiuri- alit, re visAtliai,,'i, a', vaaii went io) the teomperature in-
aet to higher teampieraltre. 11o,, g vi.ne T7 K -di t mo,,del It wiih v.. si , and
althmme~ivtproieinen, uiiaeaiviltwacii , vari., With thi l;vrdomn, agreement .1as
tributioiitrum a low-lemperaiore iervaticY p110iaoi. A.iiiuw,,io i e than 2t, with the roiApg con-

At this ~imit tit our woch 1 I hVAi-c Ap,,reantcc thai gianit ofl0,tited t-, eseitally zero is ;0.() 00t),
,,ni. i v ll 1. 9 Since it, %se lixed at 0. 15
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TABLE Ht. Mobility lotlve paramseters fit below 77 K.

T, 2Jvt3 Staod. de,
(see") lcm

t  
of mobility f it Teomperature

Model Sample 110") lel'
5  

.,~ 4b .3 A (1 0 t) (10 range (El

I St: p 3.17 1.5 0 0. 5.9 9.2 5.31 20-77
I S:P 5 3.17 1.5 0 0 5.3 8.6' 4.02 20-77

S 5 3.62 1.5 0 0l 2.0' 6.0 1.04 20-77

I I:P06 3.54 1.5 0 0. 14.2 6.2 2.35 20-77
I1 I P06 3.51 1.5 0 30.5 7.7* 5.23 20-77

I t:p 5 3.00 1.0 0 0 . .0 6.1 0.32 20-41
1 t:P 6 3.53 1.5 0 0' 5.0 5 .3' 1.43 20-41
I t:P 6 3.0 1.5 0 0. 4.08 6.6' 4.47 20-41

wCoopin oonsOct it e Intrvall tt~ey ph ura 01 500 Kd 2000 670ee 7so 1 K, 00 1b0wil

drgti fit. h On lrellt is 'fabell.a tot tiat d.ter- an1 the reai t r orsa e sow gin Figs. 7land 8

illed bytTong, 1,0 C (0 (oroo a oir s lgtdference l'(in Ast~ rAofadditionaw chec (in odr roesuts wea gol (b

thev,tal o k. e ry techatrnge was or ed ('251e irethe Hl t or fiot S001 Pab uig0EK. (1)bul
(root (bl forvaiabls gioo byt (Ir,,, ((elg, liee ttd ih Ot e das tteiin fr0000 eGewillrtb
sodlttet vary, and- data bw ee 2 ov oiattdl 31I oeslTeeael.il dt urdt ae

ittwas sd .ti~ Resu-lct t te g btid oalu t t60oo-00 bten7 ad35Ka hw

uegon aretto ilderal a er 1 Tble III. deerolot Fi.0 oeosh oesgvscmltl

th e .(ee sa peblotoats. Tre l Aro, fbikl itttt)ti betrslsblw10K n oe ~)gvn h

ones ,tI. weelozditt u risatetin j;tfo calcu ~) l at bes 0gom rn 0 oaot20K tsol

al i ato lyoerli fortoo)l111 as Oles by lastitiovi(h~.
woo ear iiliaf (hy ave a oulstrentland itt o n- ~ .t 0

fsteqtil whl ene ed was tolde lie (t0o vatry. va .5

fis consielt a . 34Xhan thserd asdermied a

lipS I n t ot eo tie. Tteee itetotors - it 1.3 ltiveerr(lee ewetetoue
fipittel tatiobal forla i ven byl ailolvc N* , 4 iltoiori ittl s 1'1 iheo ~hu h
eIat ort iils vskut edtl~ ttwe fit fte tii fte r I P0 iosfoi bctwwaoeit~le Itbow IDA,

twsceath 0atd 3hey K i Oal iubstatil Improve7 . .10 l. herltv irr Idfeds Err (t

ment Wh e ls ere idud to) becud (iti~ lt, bui 210w N, -2tiI'02 hr i sIeteardoot~y o
oft *Aeor cto I ntte aly l ti rtth~o ttSe;f I h calculated.-A oh ts. ,h opo6r-0so

lellcrtr thf 30ssl wK.wt thei wouldto oft LA. theyx- eoCIidR (irK)
bue notqite Sit b. tweXas 20pe tid)~ ;i Infryed sa heioioe ttlfd aue flss

file wa it, sht ll call Aatt t . S , was andtt loeetere I see ll (o 1-P5wth Awloie (te.wi3.!o to ut the

utltt(~ t , o 100 K tt very found to lo thet reut o IV 0 a . cher is the ease d rt olty, a nd1.

fi er Oo tl o fo t evluti rn lit Sec. if odl (ir .ut si is th 3a lcas mbility.01m opse n il e@ aoleloweg
are ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h retsuatct witou thel IVlul~ fur 6e,. Iwe Oa0i1d14 circles2 p.379 t .0
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results were much better. A comparison of the
two results is given in Table V. The most sensi-

r s .J tive samples for this comparison are SI: P 3 and

to ionized impurities, and relatively weak contrt-
s Sio Pduwi ae t he nur lattrg contribtin daues

- a of the neutral scattering parameter A were tried,
- a, to verify that the fitted value of N, did not depend

It 40 40 60 upon this choice. As a counterexample, the choice
-TEMPERATURE(K)6 of A is more important for SI: As 2, which has a

fairly strong contribution due to neutral- impurity
FIG. 6. Rtelatie e rror as lneVig. 5, for sample 8t. P scattering. tn all cases, however, the formuias

6. values of the parameters are the followieg: fied given by Samoilovich et at. gave better agreement
N=4.2950", A=2.0, G-1.0, iei-O.6, tr~m1.

2
; fit. in determining values of compensation close to

span triangles, N..O=50 * vxO ,-3 ' 5 xt1
4 

, = 0. 0 those determined from carrer-concentration analy-
fixed); fit, solid circles, Ne 6.3 x10". T.= 3.730t0

4
0, sa.

W.0.
1
0.

D. NeutriflImpu~ily-Scsiterig Resalts

tHaving established a reasonably good model to

in the low-field limit belowo 150 K. describe the lattice and ionized- Impurity- scatter-

In conclusion, we show wi Fie 10 the expert- leg effects, we thee went on to ft the remaining

mental dia os St: Pt,6 including phtoo-ltall dana samples which were lightly compensated, and

omsifted fromt the filting procedure, together with hence had substantial contributions doe IC neutral-

the calculated mobility curve based oil model Ill. imipurity s,,atteritig. The results were disappoint-
Ing. I all cases the fits between 20 and 73 K were

C. lasnettuipsrity-Scstttesles Revmtts skewed, with the calculated mobility htgher at the

fonited-litiurtty scatteacing has bees treated extremes and lower than lbs measured mobtlity

ustng the extiresstoii fiIvan tiy Irooksi, Hterriiig. betweeii atiou 25 and 60 K. In those samples, N.
asd~etfetsmstothercesespelniittat~i~~~ was fixeid aiid A aiid G i" were permttted to vary.

and thieoreticcI'~ work on this subject. However, For coiiptleiie, the results of those fits are
as has bet iientioiied it% Soc. Ill It, the agreemniet givein Tablet Vt.
tit fitting N, wats tess thau satisfactory for our III order to uniierstaiid tie cause of the poor

piurest sampitles Si p P0 anid St : P 6 wheii thi ex titling, we hiave ext racteit the teutrcal scattering
firefs mu giveni by tiese auttiors was usted. ft wis Voit rtbtintu fromu cacti of these samptlies for

alsoo trted usi several iiiore theavily idotwid saumtles, comtorison wutti the Erginsop model. To do this
tuvtgs oue eu iotiisiu i iutet i- w cteci the aiitloily for cacti of those sani-

parity scatteritng. Tie enalues of N, wincht wire lit leo. iiicliidiiig iiily thei cuontribuutios due 10 lattice
trout this forula were atbiut 30% lower tit all aiid ioiiedit Iilurtty-acatier ing effects, with G[ ro~~cses n i thoise deterinemd friiii the carcrier- ausaond to h~e uiiity. We theu stimaited the nua-

conceiitratioii analysis given tis Tatti- 1, Coime- tial -aculterl miiilty asl
quieitty, we a too rai W8 f usiiig lite nusir,' -riatter-
lag formuula gicas by Sautiniluicct v ( at, ali tio i tl, - I1j.7sit y,

r'II.F. Ill. Mi-t4ouy ltie. puaseucirs fit at-ve 7? K.

Mtel Saimple Off".. -lii*, range let
thu stii I. .0t 1.50 ii' a' ... ' 7 it

liuhi 41 11 :1.0' .50 ol ,! oo 0 77-3lt
tin SI sl 1, I.u.0 e .19 al ~ 77-315

it St I,.; :.' c., "a . ,, 0. 151 1.5., 7-1-315
I I Si 1t .2 a I' 105I 050 1 1 alt

5  
la 77-315

I1 4t to6 itt9 0.01 1.8"07 15 I.39 io31

t~eptel re~lei tr llevste pllus.*i- 545K , , ttuK. *1' ISOK.

'Kwd cinpaler fit.
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TABLE IV. Mobilitly lattine, parameters fit with model IL.

T, N Stand. dee.
fsee

t
i (cnmil of mobi lity fit Temoperaure

Sample (594) wi3. .4. o (50) (lo04) range 110

S: P6 3.63 0.0002 1.84 0.080 0.0004 7.50 0.90 20-316
SIIp 5 3.77 eo01 i.831 0.10 0.00007 8.40 0.4? 20-77

*Copling consianis for intervalley photnoas; Ol-540 K, 02.670 K, 08 190 K, 0,.307 K.

"Vealle fixed.

For comparlson, the mobilities calculated in this Figure 11 shows the resutse found for Si: P 1.
manner were multiplied by the toial concentration As can be seen, t he strength of neutral scattering
of neutral impurities at each temperature. in decreses slightly from around 5 to 50 K, and then
addition, we repeated the name procedure, re- increases rather sharply above 50 K, causng the

cuatd it te ncusonofneutral ocoilering cotorarleion, the calculated results found from the
frmEgno' oml.For ibide cltina sm procedure using the expression for neutral

vale o A as sed asindicated from our results scattering given by Ergineoty ore aleo ehown. An
gieninTaleVI ad hrechoie of G wore expected, very little temperature dependence In
asue:0.9,1 , n .0, crepnig vdntIn the calculated curves, extept at the

thypothetical errors intesample geometry. Since highest temperatures for thoe casee with hypothet-

Erginsoy predicts a temperature- Independeni too- ical errors In simple geometry. It ahuld be
bltour calculated moiiyincluding neutral noted that in no case will a fixed geometritl error

Scteigwas ned to chc fthe above procedure yield a temperature dependence similar to our en-

recovered tis temiperature- Indpeullodti behavior perinienfal results. It is also clear wnhy the com-
out of the involved aver-aging of ecattering humis. putcr fits beiween 20 and 71 K were high at the
fly also varying G, we could estimate the reliabili- extremes and tow bietween abouf 25 and 60 K, as

ty of the procedure in view of prubable errors tit we have etated.

geometry, aiud observe tim consequences of suci Figures 12-16 give the saiie information for
errors. salesSsi: P 5 (mnarginal amiounts of neutral seat-

WVe hlave incluided tt lis pirocedure both flall and Loring), Si : Au 1, Si: An 2, Si: As 3, aiid Si: Sb I.

photu-liali data, the latter beinig taten at toerac- Two conclusions call be drawn by comuparing
lures bieiween 1. 5 tint 20 K with 300-K background these figures, First, a general pittern of Incroaa-
radiatioii. Inwreprtoeiod r h ai- lg miobitity up110 about 50 K i0 seen, followed by
ity of thino data arioe tit two ways. First, the coil- a decrease from 5010o 100 K Second, the average
ditlio 6f liie Iluiri ilproxiilioni usedit' calculaitiog mobility for thle a raotnc-dopled sampld was sub-
ttie ioiczed-imp~urity-ocattriio contributiion meanu siatiiatly larger than that of either ldiosphor-As-
thak we mulst have fIi~ I, 1. where t is1 the corni- or, antiitony-doped eamples. These conclusions
or wasve iiumiber and a lit the scattering l;'igth. For will be discussed in Sec, IV I..

oil icon, title beclnies l~u I -~ 1. 28 X l0'TlsiiilIC IV C~OMPARISON WITHt T11FORY ANItuOTtlOR
with it' giveni by Eq. f(1It. Ttt cond requirenenl EXPEIlME.NTS
for tiose daLa to lie valid is that the tie rminaatiun A Ckvioocuiio Ao.Iygu
Ltle of the 1dtleaciled carrierot must be niucti
shorier than the carrier lifelim,,. Ca;rrier fife- Th, lirinciail advantage tit our worki over fte

tkiee were determiinedt for miost of these samples earlier analysis of tAiitg and M~yeres' is that iiere

trust (it, decay Wt the tdiotorislose fto a pulsed
CO, lavir. The resultq lit ilo'enea ettf
h~ave bten puobtlied. " We cia estimiate (tit- ihor- LX
natization i ine to, --lecronteiii n-type niliconi from

the energy fose; rate due 10 acoustic lihonoti uniis- *L 5

sioii. " i all canles, the greatest lower biound In

teitlse-aturet is deternivted tiy covaivtrogteprb ."
emn oii ftierniaiatio itle iii coiiiilairieoi to ifte-
ltie, Daota were need oiily for ieiiiporaturcm. shove 0 .o SA

27', where 7" is ltme teiiperature ai whiich ihe lie- (XI~6Anftm
time aiid tiernmatnaiomi timnes are equal, as deter- V1ff. 7. Rielative error for KOf P 6. with nioel Ill.
mnined for each sampihle. Values uf the paramters are listed io Table IV.
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a l 41,

10y oi
IMIT R (K)lo

5 5 5 D

FIG. 8. Relative error for St: P 6, with model IlI.
Valus of the parameters ore listed in Table TV.

noIterative procedure was oecessary t0 determine tt
flall-faclor corrections, since our data were taken 'CANE0
ithe high-field luitt. This Independence of the FIG. 10. Experimental data points ant calculated

be ompre, rthr tinseeking a selff-consistent wore no1 Includedi tn the fitting procedurets. DevIbition

of dpin cocentatin ad Tepertur. Ths i Fgures sowsthe details of the difference between caf-

sat itg acceptors. F'or moce heavily doped jitolplo'o,
upproaching the exastiont regioni will tppreelatbly following Dobyv atid ('onwell

1 
with the activation

lower the activaltion oergy. althOugh It should bt- energKy alisuied It, he related to tie total Ionized
noted that The depeindence of ca rrier cenirtitration Impuwrity coal at 1 toil NJ - ZN*.11 n a
Ott activation energy lt Tilts region IN [sit 01 rong. E,~o - oS it)8
Early tteasuremtetnts fly Pearontl i irdeel

1 
.andl

Miore recently hy Watetl ra l." tuve heti ,y, . where o was Ifeterlullled by Ikottt el al. to be 3. 6
0 "% it.CII. givting ao activationt entergy of zero

for lllllthorus0 Impurltities Il S conicentration of
________________________________ 2 2 I ole C111. If we Ilue tilt0 value of a to compte

thle lowe rilng of the 3cilvatIntl etl~rgy in) the freeze-
0-1 lot0 regliou fllr our purest usmptles, St P 5 and

A Calculatedid otifl nearly I tttV, If we add this
Ii, thle vaiou of E, doernlalld li Table I for these
sampilles. we. till t so) to he about 46. 3 titV.
Silcv11 tilsI l.arger tlan the opitical activat ion en-
orglwo Itond bly Aggarwal and ltaindasU lilccr
oili w 11,1 the recenlt thieory of Faulkn~er"' (46. 53

till VI111 re 111 stone dilubt as to the validity of
Eit. (18) aI tileol owcotncentrations. Pettln of il.

o4 I 1011 is' gte all expression for the eariation of E, with
t;]7o I& S tirlincil d-ijllt deoatty, And this glees twgli.YEMsERA8005(K)s iltil reduction lil actieatio t en(ergy for these

FIG. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lihl 9.111 fcor osrtdaed I1910 oailill sA I, sin1ce It Involves a Term

ler St 11 6;. Ilnit Taken with 0011111o ; were -i 10, bhe rphoato- 'weeIiteavag

lo-fvld Huit blowI ataiut 1,.08 K. not ( ur - I's 51 ulogn leotweell (Ihiwrs. nlamely, r, (314,NJ' ,
the t1.11ifacor Are iiiotel it.) sh-oil us het lbi, otel, al 0t 110 efIllective Buahr radiua. Another ap,-
I (il shown toln Ih-il line, motel Il-l w a,~ 1.1d lroateh. tahen tIv Neuniark, "s basically ineolves
tine. f'uiilors um~l oi tnih1e caslin are Xteel it 10 I tI llit of ..rrellIng by Impuitwlies ott lhe acllva-

I oto i0.i: nio-Ni 11-1% ite 1 ouf Oidy ol tie Toied-
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TABLE V. Comparison of the comtpensation densities fit from two differeot
formul a$ for loolood-itopurity scattering, as given by Btrooks, Herring, sod

Dingle 6110) and by lotootlovich af af. (SKDDl.

N. from Staod.
N. from mobility dev.

earrlor-coac. analysis of fit
Sample anlysis (Cm4) twom

1
) Theory A G7 (102)

Si: P 3 2.3.10" 1.4901013 110D 1.0' 1.12 1.5
1.1530x101 " B10 2.0 1.12 1.6
1.511010 6110 2. 4' 1.12 1.5
2. 04 -10 " SKcOI 1.060 1.12 1.1

S: P4 2.0.101, 1. 43-10" 0110 1.00' 1.12 0.0

1. 4900105 611 2.0' 1.11 0.1

1. 930-1020 SKIM 10 ' 1.13 0.7

SI: P 5 8.0-010 6.171100 5110 1.0' 1. 00' 0.1
8.40x01" 5110 1.6' 1.00' 0.1

St: P 7 .70x10" 6.32XO~ 10 140H 2. 00 1.00' 0.7
7.1560010" SKINt 1. 6' 1.00'A 0.9

St:As 2 4.3 x1011 2.1520-10" 110 S. 3' 1.04 1.2
3.10-10 " 011 5.3' 1.01 1.9
5.120 -10" 11(02 31 0.05 1.0

'Value fixoed.

impurity concoterattolls, to firt-a order. and gives whore we have sasnmed thaut it N, over the ten.

a reduttcion in the activaltiont energy of approxi- pertStre range for which tbe comtputer fit of Ed
ottatofy 0. 3 oV at 30 K fot-tptooi~hotlO Imtpurities iso eatltabehd miost Crtitily, aod that the tn%-

with lnaotyie Concentratios repreootaite of purity iotns ire toot nobtile; I.e., T.--lit Eq.
$It P 5 tod 54: 1'0. Boet this nloteo docre-sne (13) of Rfb. 40. Eqtuatiotn (tO) was evaltied at

in activattono entergy to aflfCtooot to implty at vtloe 30 K. a tempterature characteritlic of the opu-

of E,0t greater than tite opdicul results. althtough setial ireice-oti region measultred. Ani cao be

the disCeefnsotcy lt certaioy smtall. lit site of orco frolttohe Ctotoiarion of tite two results, boith
ttoe uncerttatit nature oi thtoO CAIClatioto. we Cotot' glee reasonablty contsistetnt values atontg the sco-

pare ttt Toble Vii t0t Vaise ttt b,(Ot eftivtatett trat iatlteo of plhospthorus- tnd aeaetotcdoped
(etl Eq. (18) atot feot tite exporessiont gient ty crystals. altough (loe iwo theores disagree by
Netoottsei, "2 toatlity, abttt 0. 5 noe. to ait cones, the theory of N~eu-

A / ~4oo' Us m \ tark given resuits ctoser to tte optical activation
1 00 - 1. 8ioiit - I - (I - ettergy. We, are tecessarily eluctantl to cottclude

N40) 0 0 ootttett ottoe' (htallt itle, snce a mteaninogfsl test of
[iil jorohtooto wotuld toqo restore heavily doped ad

0. 6 (a 40)~ 11, 1 _ S . tio) soottthatiy cotjx'wwad satoiples. which we have

o1f it toootienotto

Ostople o oo~ A G) t11
0

t1 rottol H*/N0

4.1
0 

-ioll 1. i.00 4. 1 0.00044

S1.As 1 0.1.-In"~ .5.9 1.01 7.1 G. 0004 3

li Ad 2 4,30 -0 ii)7 11.1 0.9; . 0.0065
5i As)3 j' loll10 6.2 0.7*14 2.9 0,00024

1i 0b 1 1.6.0 1.1 1 5i .0 0.00072

"oolsed; Ailed. '.V, .to Y. frit-t Tohie 1.
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0 /

lo 1 2' S'14 1005 203040 608lIM or ,1 tO 234 6080100~

byTEMPERATURE (K)TEPR UE X

FIG. 11. Tontpeeutu-u depeode-ic of the ncutral-to- FlO. . ant. asFg fr% n1 with cafoutc~-
purity scattering mobility for St: P 1 lourntolie to util oc urves for A -5. 0.

same procedure, but wilth the teosurod miobIlIty reploced
by he mtobilily eulcuteil with IEtglnsey'. lorton.n 20 and 300 K( lor dloping levels ies tatn I01- loll

with A , 1.6 itnd G- 1.0. Oither valuesi01 of re, Llso sown err.". (it aidlititn. the Hll factor can also be cal-
as dashed ime. tulated to abot this samte level of accuracy. 0on-

vert ly, tile tccuracry of the mobility formutlationt

luttlo us i dterinte the comopentsallti deusity
in the Iwo cases lit whicht we All"tWtt S, It, ery I the strehilh of the loritzed-ielpurity scattering

Int fillinug SI : P 5 kid Si : 1) t6, On results autruei to it least votolutrable to that produced by neutral
very wedj witht the enilculated coluva. In i is tiji luuriltes. Thiltonfily be esptecilly useful It unt-
unexptected, but is a satisfyingK check ott our pro- cottttattlet impitiles of Iwo typets are ptreset;
codure. e N0. ., 9-1 'V, where khe itaflfIS.

II Mutily Attnlyut Lcte tIoff of :t0 qution ttit Ite formf of Eq. (2) would
ivoe tttfltl5otus resulfe. The usefulntess of such

Wili t fe excetiont tf nuural .itmpurtly cilOer. - tt al trite apprtottch hat; Weti deiontt rated by
Ing Itt ti-Lp s5 illicont Rattt, wt' have sotwnt th:t an Antulyus of ltffurlto en 10t-tyfm germlaniuml. 104

filt) getitral ptrocedure otin iedf liy ltercin attd
Vogt' Cail be ittade t0 gleeriy avcurate reoutilo IltteS-teh 8
WVili a tmore suitabile exptressouot-t oit ttil- k~Iil- ItIi t if Iteres rto fit f review the present uul-
piurity scatteringh, It 10 expectefd thatflflt, litIlity leitlatiling til thtis Sublject, as regards the various
Call be calculated to wthit a lew IA icti betweent

3 4 .

10 ~10
>6

to 1 iI I fj~ 2 !1* )h 81 2A 3040 6080100
toI 3 4 68010 20 3040 60000 TEU~Pl:RATURE 161

TEMPERATURE 16I
ht.I..,at FIXCl. ft. for SI As 2, with C.,leultl-

Fill. 2. ot' to V ig. If , ot Vt "1 1ti A S'.
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4 very important. The experimental data on Si: P 6

3- are presently being reanalyzed with two-phonon
terms included.

- 2- .05 The experimental analysis of intervalley scatter-

G. ci10 - .. Ing began in 1960 and immediately established two

1021 opposing schools of thought. Dumite, "' analyzing

8 the radiative recombination data of Htaynes eoa. .

> 6 found contributions from 23-meV phonons (pre-

4- sumed to be g-type at 0.36X) and 46-meV pho-

3S enas (f-type LA at S) which he assumed were
due to intervalley scattering. Evaluating the matrix

2- elements he foundg-type scattering to dominate

2 over! type by a factor of 2. 5 to I at room tempera-
101 23 4 6 80 20 3040 60 0100 tore. The opposite conclusion was simultaneously

TEMPERATURE lWi reached by Long' from his analysis ot mobility. Long
found the higher-temperature phonon, in this case 54

F1,3. 15. 5,,. as Fig. It, fsr St As 3. with cuteulsi- meV (an average of TO, 10, and LA!f type), lo be

ed curves for A4 . 5. 0. dominant in the scattering of electrons, romared
to a representative low-temperature phonon of
16 meVl. In this case, with L-Ong's coupling Con-
stants, f-type scattering (high-temtoperatu re pho-

types of intervalley scattering, and the bais uon ions) dominates 9 type at room temperature by a

which several views have been adopted. Wnornia- ratio of more than 5 to 1, aithiaugh the contribuition

tia n thin subject hatl bees sought It, a numlber of due to aroustic mode intravalley scattering is as-

ways; by theory, calculating the allowed intervalley sunied to he miore important lin Long's analysis

transitions, and lin principle, the miatrix elemuents than lin Damite's. " This intereatini contlroversy

for those transitions; front experimnitial observa- wast then titen up by Aubrey ei al.' using piezorn-

titi, including optical phenun such as; photo- sisitance aind piezo-iail effect data, Their work

Conductivity spectrum, hot electron effects ti supported L-ong. in that the room-teinprature

which intervalley transitions arc Imiportant is rastof atzero to satuation resistivity could be cat-

balanlcingi elirgy gaiiwed froni liii electric fietld, ru"lated inore accurately with% the coupling constants

*nd as tit our isreioni case., from Ohmiiic *alIilily delerin ued by tfong.

oiliter transort phenamna. ANchvel l. 0 introduced a new twist into this

Thae alle tyanition agri initiraly 1,1 lr'- 11rui oilitt they ciiii fhto hele o expeimeits

ie hatet r nt i' tagree ipnievay he ii.'r- Otaoin indt they Outs fiht etro QSn thatiineii

Ital authiors who lane coniceriied tivitiselvi's Wilii type seattrpilig lit tioiniau over/ type, but assumie

these i'alcsialliilv As 5ouiiliariaiO liy Sitreiitwiilt," tha g~yp seir cani occur will% butt) high -

aild agreed utpii Ily Lax aiid 1 rout a" tihe illowed aini tow -tni1wrature Ittiiiiiis . lus, uiliiig at highli-

electroii line- ph1011 "elecioni rules perilil W9- ieliipei-aiure phullos of 62 uneV, they fit their data

type' traiilioils tat 0. 34X). ala) [A 'tO-typie
transitionSi tat S asl the plliotl ihriilluii chile facet.

The characteristic temiperatures aiid ellerite tit

these ittiolians are ID0 1120 K, 62 ineVi, LAt560 K.

48 iiieVt, aiid TO (660 K, 58 nieVh. It is, t) be' 2
iiited Iliat tii tis ris'I't , no1 iii.i-e'iergy pliiiins T
are possibile. Aui 'artier iniiundii'tandisi cln- '01

corn Ing (tile 4oI etnit ral'sN hail IIiti1u3i,1i ILIa t A'' tyis I .I ~ ~~IA litnllot wiiild he illowiei, suitill lilililo i)avi og .C

energty 21 molt (240 K). Atlo spel iillty turbid- - s-- --

den are h-lyll' TA illioni iraimflillis. ii viewl otft~~ 1---

reent wonkt i InSIn" and Cie, '"' hiowevi'r, I( tis
Imporiant to keeIt Inminil that although TlA 1-tyis'

and L-A A'' tiraiisitios ar, forbiidde'n Whii' con.

sidering a oiiv-phiiimi collllin such reistrictioins 13 fls
mlay sat aply whieii othmer tircesle are conisidere'd. TEMPERATURE WK

Rtecent evidence al two- phuisli Itaniiani secral
liles Ill silicoii, 11involing TOD and 'hA iphonn. Fll,. 16. ,sli- s l'it. it, tor St -Sh 1. with caiculat-

has shown that mull iphollon ilidl'As' arme piroblliy i'd eumie. ir A - I .3.
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TABLE VII. Cooopsrison of roirulated actlvatioc eonegieo, in the limIt
of v1anishlng impurity cnoeenratlsn, !or too theories, Peint ato. (Rot. 42)
and ((eumolrk diedf. 47).

E, from Peoto et at. Neomark
eopt. E,(O) fronm R'(0) from Optical value

Samrple booeV) Eq. (18) (meV) Eq. (19) nreV of Eh)() (mov)

Si: P1 45.64 46.37 45.90
St: P 3 45.14 46.43 45,72
SI:P 4 43. 59 46.04 44.95 45.53,
St: P5 45.38 46.31 45.75
Si: P 5 45.42 46.32 45.74

St: A. 1 53.64 34.46 54.01
it: As2 52.54 54.13 53.51 53.73,
81: As3 52.52 53.21 53.14

St :Ste 1 41.59 43.38 42.86 42.73'

'Value taken from Aggharwo oind Htiodaos roof. 44), hot wnith corrected
value, of the actton energy of the 3P. latIt s calceolatod by Faulkner (Ref.
45).

wth a coupling coostaot for flits phoonate oft 3, 0, band fi soother valfey. Since the carrier lifetiome
and chose the tw-temuperature pitoon tony)ing tn couch shorter for carriers near the bottomke of
conotantt an order of magnitude sotoffer. This re - floe handt ouch tratisitionei should redoce the~ photo-
suit is not particolarty Incons~istent with Ltong, in current. Ooloon fotuod such dips correspondintg to
that mobifly dtata cannof dtisguish att I-.lcfe fromc eitergy I rmitsfittlls of 27 and 47 ttteV s analyzed
a g-type process, tint is cotfrary Ito Ouie. otyro by Stockier's mtnief. Tue otagnitude of the dip was
the hfgh -tetope raitre' fphotnon, Wits foundoi to ttojottilo' Ainsvrjwil to to' Indicatitoe of (he phonokn coupling
over lite tow-tettfteraottre Oite. !it renooth, ;out rotughty eqtual atotst of ho-tytte (27

A reanalttysis of raiative reomboltination dt ,tolo.- 0eV) antd I l.f,.' (47 tottV) Icattertty were pro-
meoasiured by D~eanto' tel al, was made-~ te, dolttteo trdi tcroll, ltt dta
filt intial restut reported fii 181 gav0' furtrl sup ('oitootl.ini00, ott hot tofectrori efforts were ttado
poort to file cotitetont of Ltong tht ilIt- litett r~vo . le,' Ioneru atut'tthitors aoutndi tis same' Mtile. to

footreIt ervaltey pholtto processs intro dooto. to to t! t o. tte tcoufing contntitts Ott Loog Were
sant. itI tutu tvtse, Fl'tifatedt looked rootIlli oor 0, oidtlttoti tdortt,4otoea ando Moyet'4 K tawattturu,"

phnt,0 6for lb rent' ptthonon0.4 and0 L3 N Iit- Cntti2rtie.r ttAutiovnedMain")~to. whrdittte

02 olle polooilo. A mtoorto retfitned re',,It. l'tcttt in, %iseso' ti rotoit tog ostanott t)t Winte olt Oront

V, 9t b Flfilted," gav slighototlty tirlo r ittilrittit. welr, usred (Ctato ;tiet Srco. "0 Castillo sod Reg -
tin f it ow .t-otorntrturo phtonton. Itow ,o lOntto oltait. ". oCwttto. Itatoo'of ioo tegitti"). All

to e t2 IoV. Use. of tttese reineodi tiotolttit: -at atr.-aic metioned' (it contctusiions of Aschq el al.*

daat eaccurary oil atooo V~ btwetent I0t tot oot patilarlyt0 suptte vittor view. We ate lot
30K Anlilfertatot vttt taottoo i :t.tmptilttt prepare,([o to cytlutte tIl, oaflidity of aty tot these

lin uesprittt t-yfit LA oX tttooos W7o nit- g .- tl hC~dtortog wsO dottiioat whtle other workers;
al tt 0.4OX. tows based'o otto li0''lt- 'rt roIII, foundoo I .Oept, sotl''riltc iooto Importantt. Since the

ofLax attd ttop~fit'It, 4' ;toto shtown t' tot tvnrrr uf~ltt'o~Io't~t 0ittt tot hot eltctrot effects
by Streitwoff. " itotwoct' r. futrther evitto'too tor .o tvat lir'i roi tttyIl htoat or to certait valleys by
traston Inolvtiong phortiots tot aoutt tois 0,0000 too, colte oft otootric' hold oorioentaltio o td ttterefore
enetrgy was teortoi tty Oetoott lot 10690. prtovideo 1000 ot ltion whlichl otughtt lo distinguish g.

The expeorintos to tiolle intro ltaooo'o ,it .0 ptt. l tout ;le ('Itolx otltering1 tttdea, tile dtisagreemnt
dictton tty Stocketr" thoat Itetrveyo(ocolen

0  
too On,0 ittororttooo of thots data io ptrobably doe

transtitiotns would hl.,evo'de kit tir %pe-k-rl rr to the' 'St rootoy otifficultl ntuore of the catculations,
suottie tof extrinsitc pdooott'ttt t. Stootho t whiooct vartoun aporo itoIonso regarding the
pr'edictedt (lips in lto' tlootuorur't'ot vorootool-1t': carrier (listl rttofunct iton ore typtically Iovolved.
to iooter'v'lley I rotollitoos trtot ototto beele kt lilt I'lil. sottojool thts ti-41 revieed recenttly by Coot-
roonductton ani ol000 one flet1 lit- txilttoooioto welf.'
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TABLE VIII. Analysis oi the photoconductivity data tLien by oio ntlo. 35)
based on a proposed model in Wohich a photon of energy hi, is asorbed ot an
impurity ste, leaving the impurity In an excited state, accompanied by the emis-
sion of an intervalley phonon of energy hoi. The Impurity in annamed to he ori-
ginal ly In the IS (At) ground state.

dip A IS (I) IS IE) dip B 2P,0 dip C 2JO,
he 6o, Au, h hi. il' j

Sample ImeVi Inv 1meV) 1meV) Imeb) Imev) ImeVI

Sit 69.4 59.9 57.3 89.6 58.3 94.7 58.5
P 71.h 59. 9 59.6 92.9 57.9 911.5 59.4
An 99.1 59.0 57.6 999.9 59.6 106.5 55.1

impurity transition eargien

i5 L4,) to: is (I) is IA) 2P'1 2P
9. 955' 12.14' 3 1 .-_% 36. 29'

P 11.982' 12.95' 34. 120 39.14,
As 21091 2. 50 4-. 20 47.36d

"Itefereince 44, Table IV. "Hterence 44, Tablen It,~inssenceoe 44, F'igs, 3 nd 4. 111, and IV.
'Reflerence 813. 1-1g. 1.

by che appropriate Choire of piedti ase trunol - ihiotin rannot Iiite the recotabiation proces
lIons. ali the observed dlips tit photocoductivity buit pe~rhaps8 5 cal trmiinate it without violation.
eul he exlined it terla; Of a phonont o1 similt 58 Thet r(-tuailnii pirob~cs ti, kill thin work 16 ihe
omeV. (ni- vhoico of transititoin waly bsvetil thte appairenti irestive of TA [yp~e sauttering, ira
worh of Dealtel al. 61 islytiitg recomtbination foiund by Waoig aod Ii thi it nvestigation front tio-
raiation effertin ih bleli vxviao desa's Ill thle bility aalys is, ati consideredi itoixruol by liolin.
presence of inl Iepilrly. leasvingy the Impurl~ity wit ennoedy unit Chamiiplini' Ili expliing arol car -
a itseiell u' l,,'. TOi weiit~t' pvi. iie tht rii'r 'nlt-riii-uiit IA tftyp9 sattering is for -

Opticls absorptiioi call Ocurt- san imprit-y $R, iliet by tilt-' selecton roles, bill neverthelessi
with the elisal~ilOof ;Il Opt ical litiomon iiiuie mi, vi s'itii (a Ii iir'stt in %veaih ai'ae. Fveltiiell

Iomblal, phnLe dits tkoli.y XIatuI-ll. ted yIn. Vt.- tlatsil t-it. wat,'it ow Itioe rIlal B itn Ios torbia

T'heir -,uualymio hall imtplie leti ,a~lley phioo of Iii' IA leteit-, N ore reasotnable apprioaes
enuergy tnear 23 ttaeV. Int lotrast L, tuit St. tttV t,iald Ix- litb-ti ailtti tn Ilines ol Iwo -Itiot
ph~ontons rliuued by Oionlt atnd GutlIir HI at.Iit nttle cLii: to resoilve titst issue. ile ntegligibile
tiii ut,, oduvtlio -hantl atilum L~,it-ut it 0, 63iX, intountti t ILA 'tl' tvaltleriny. found hit oar work,
then lte Ititeresllty gttyt .Iy antesilt,,tt W-ill a-ia l lnt vpre.Nnl t,,tIntil,', by the iaeleckisa rules,

glvt'q att iltjtti 'A 2t ti-V. INti za :tlbviit.1 ls-1 For Cstli,tutrtnt ;%lilt rtei'renc', We list In Til'

el ail. l aO -tl IV 0 l' ;I;,I- tr'on in,- rob.- iof 2.: II 0 ,di 500 K. mutal- littie' pararv'tl'rs s salyneti
nieV a ittti nri il,, r'e,,iiituloait .diutlon itt. front Sitit ii 116 will, tostl Ill s lited it ''.
Sinice tilteI (.d,i~ tit i.rlnir,:'' Ii tilt- lilt, IV, Also,, ow ,I~a-ire the rea'iiltn 0l Limil, -on
regIiont, It ig ised,' thiat rntillti t' rititi calculatedt lru'o tis par.,,utera. Surrifilngly, the
is aiug plat wti L.A ''ISI,' t~on. bt it i,,ttiilitv Val' r- iu- ite re-:u ;it 1w tetaplera.

16 nlkey rtatth nt-iinLvI Ii lah -'\ - tori'. I 1'
t 
o20i K!. Ti ilsay lin' de Io a roat.

pelnnscnrieconcile ki, 3 -4 iii,'V dlifl-e oi ilnaiie t)f sysit-'iil trrors ecoteeiered liy Longf
Ilith dterana iii O itlin uthoil -'m,r.V. It 1, tit c-irr, -, tilt LIi,- ill factor, slid thei use of
Outvuirlycla oni ti- OW 'i- i'itibiiaiii'i ait itarile i-iltlrii foruillato of loniaod-liti.
raiiio nlgi;Oit! ib' itin~lii'i. HIt Ir-i - purity livatil-Itit Ilid Onith II,'rougs. Hlerring,

silioltuawnoi itv tot,' -i ti-tti'-r -lit itti Dtlitir i-.ii'iiin. wichr o-e restaliutiue% the
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TABLE IX. calculated lattice mobility sing paramseters pies in this same way.

determined from Si P 6, mnodel lit, and litted In Table Rode" has latety criticized the use of the spheri-

IV. Attn shown for comparison is the result of Long cat band approximsation for calculating ionized-
(itef. 7). impurity scattering in germtanium and silicon. We

believe the failure of his calculation to describe

Lattice mohtlity (cm'/V ace) accurately the nobhility of etectross at 300 K for

Temperature (K) This result tong's result' tree carrier conccntrations" between 10" and 10"

5.68ios .7 ,.,o0  
cm tin more complicated than a simple inadequacy

20 2.01 t0' 2..38.1 01 of ionized -imparity scattering, whate'ver the for-

3n 1.09.0, .o'10 a nmtation. Redfield and Afromowlitz" have recent-

40 7. 01 -10' 8.23-10 ly shown that the acreening approximations are

60 3.72o - 10 4.27n l 10 invalid in the temperature region and impurity

77.5 2.400 10' 2.77 xot concentration region calculated by Rode. More

100 1.5aN tot 1.750 10' important, we feel. in the questioable association
120 9,66 - 10 1.50 0'o

1tn 0. 10 t 6.40 10 of free-carrier ioncentration with impurity con-

200 73011 aneint centration and the oeminsion of neutral-itnpuriy

ass 2.18I1t 2.26 - t0
t  

scattering. For silicon impur~ities, eves assuming

300 1.43- 10' 1.47ti10m a concentrations-dependent activation energy, we

350 1.010 a 1.000 11  fintd that far front all the impunrities are Ionized

400 7.45at0' 7.52-10, at 300 K. For a valae of am givett by Penis eti a].
500 4.70' 10 ' 5.7-0 and a roncentrattion o1 phospthorus Impuorities of

3 x 10" em",~t we find 33%. are utt-iottlzed at 300 K.
'Long's resalts have bees eolralatcsttarihotinotsera- it Ergnoy's formsula, anid A' -. , we fitnd thte

turet -16530 awl ins K with colng oenstants of 2.0n Wt

anti .15. respectively. AYonlac a 4.310 106" ne eutral scatteritng strensgti insearly twice that of

was usedst inave long's result at 3n0 K fiet. 7. iotniced Impumrities at 300 K. Extendsing otsr cat-
culaions to htigher rotscentratsoa o1 S, as' can

a-ieve a rtesult exactly oppossite to tat of Rtode.

N)i'tledtsaprt Sranitelg It thai iht' tttbllitvr we calculalte for zero coisspots-

it In stiff icult to comptfare the' resuts Of 1,6t1g 'atd natloilon sss Intticatted ity expe'rimentt. Frot

istyerto withi this tresentt analysis, sne' they tis it is cet, tla a very carefsul I ttatttt'tti, litt

aonusstetislotropfic scattering isy Ioitzed'5 Imptt ti es. eludintg fts', possibility osf teeinittc the scree'ntng

andt we havtersi asttsst's thtis to be ithe catse. fHow- fortttulast. isctittg sse'utral Otsctttrg, anti takinsg

tever. aet' it(l fitns lit 'otspatrinsg thie tiesry otf lictetba. inlss ss'satt tt toly lOs ttstfst' aturt' depenrsdence

Hlerrintg.tand ingle stith tihalti Siilstssifse'tt alsi. ttf lthe Impusrity attiontt t'ntergy, tot titt' evettal

that te fctrtstr overt'stimateths e ist.tren'thl i lttrttttit tof in Ismptutrite btand andtlfit' nteedt ftor die

Iootlz''s-tnslsrity saltrittg wisest It waasubstmituted geitratt- sitfilstirS. 1.4 requnirted to tisire reliabole

ito thte ptrescriiongivet lts' y He itrrittg anid Vtogt,. calculations lit Ila heavily doped't reiott.

Tisit to wity a lairger value oif tciufsf 1 cotsoat for To e'ltpattals tlt., abte ptottt. wt' have ;sfssfled

lssw-stept'raturt sie Intaly phsn sattelrrsciv I lit Fig. 17 lite calculate'd osssfilitv betweens donor

obisaltt'tt its sssit'f if, Talet 1f. whien S. Is fixetd Cocsssrtoratliolo tsi l01t artid 1011 cliii. with Al 0 1. 0.

ratht'r ltsa varitei. Ext1ra ltervalfs'y tscastrisg asnd lit'e carrierc's~irait ealalti stith alt

ws preferre'd It this tas'. stt's' fits' relatie' ssntt activaion enterg ysldfo'ss'sl atls X, as lit Fs. f10i

silit iy st isis temears' was nhasntsced, lit tart Alaso showss are lt partial itiltlt't. I,, arid jt,

sopsa~tis tssr it', tie'rsissalt' of loissslrrl .sss- for Ictc anss ntetral Avattterissg. At- ratsh tseen51.

parity scatte'ringO. Tht' values of t, , fosunds undefr at lhs ihet' cssststs'sstor .f donstss. nett'al

tiis's vcaitstnt'5 art' -a~ st d tistAl tit lt'e rather titan Isnmet ncatt't: s sls'stitat. f'.'lhier

value' d,-1, ,joinedt iy [ottg. ands tsists NK 'yft''t tsar isis is I rues In reasllity Is, snor -isr, sincre at 300 K

Cottlt0l's~n thsat 1., shoulds its .nsst hsalf Oits sa'e tise pisal5I'avs lseote Is psrobl riot5s Accurate

lsssssl byIs isg s,;at in aunderstsod. it calcuslatingc tile st rengoth of ntstrat string.

A handsicapsfs tistr wosrkI ithiat mostre' Inavlv- Neverthetess. tise moshlily tsat cilatsi isy this

snrs'd. Ko that ai itsti f ityt .lstiv stlier . tsssdtlity As sItssssare't iySze2 artid trits nscar

isti counld sss n stasis antis' rcondsslSlt altrs' tis c~tstcetraltsotog 'f t
0
" 5555'lu T cssisisftths

tylst'o si t,rinlg dtlonatd use sttlltty. Kee'pintg comptiartson. as' csitahthe scalrt'tst' vatlats ofi

It msinsd lhs retrieiastiso' i so~ b rs'ssatsisst: lit IsSItitiit ;is asrultoss of dhsssr rtssct'st rat fuss its

the -fil-sttssll tsid lissl. so that l1th -. ltr i.t.assg-il15tsut'dt'tftfri.Al'

cosrret'ionsss actre ise's~.te it .sfhould ft aos!-ihs' so'-is are' fts' veas'sf res'siiy (,Ii tilt' samsss'

to Mesusre s..ssswhats mosre'itsl csf'is msss'ure'd tit flists Imteot scat. Figsrs tO fshs
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10 12 I

10, 1ii il, ILIIIII
t- 

1. 
11"0Lm ~ DON0R CONCENTRATION Uir")~

Ps\ FIG. 19. The Nall factor as a function of donmr con-
cotratlon, an calculated at 300 K.

E N.on.tbIossItY Sclitntll

The clost serios discrepancy between experi-

tof to I I o enet and presnat throry is evident in the ibeasuro.-

DOWNO CI1MTIO4 (0- ) tttents oft nutral-Uititurity scatterintg. A part of

FIG.17.r.Intro moditt ton~tj slicn is a unc tls probleto catt be resolved in the theory given

tiIG.o 1on. oeletrnsolI a 0 .n s-cal lted ollss by Sclar, 9whtch included the possibility of botrid

the 1 cations tresentet to the teat Also -,,Ir the sa-ltteeeto-hdoei muiysatr

parttal soohtlltl0 e I ioed %deal-,., filt ..aneutral Itng prolettt. 1This was originally soggeoted by

(dash-dlot title' twtserlty vcatteirl.g Anel'in, " by noting that hydrogen can have a
telUld l~tslatwoe~e~too.~Sclar'a calculation

)fI til effect gives a1 tttoftltty whtich vartes as T
t
"'

till' Hall latcto' Calculated as5 a Iotctiottl .tltt ler IfT aitqe the bin~ditng energy Of Itis Iwo-sloe-

Ccen~tttration,. Tite ejtluez cal, ..latet for fill.' t rtI fwal ntltte. The tbta presnted It Figs.

cootillrtsutire ltstedl ti Table X. 11 16 shnowv ,,ult a dejpeodettie oit to r50 K. If
nllae... jIjr.Il~rjatV (or Stlicott are SobStl 1010 Ito

thlesNjire.,islct itivell by Srlar, the MealI to t in

I0~ -- very Iti wtlreellu'ttt wtilt' tlt' dat. althotught the

qualitattve femtoresi -ire observed. A comttparison

ofl Crgllioiy'N exp~ressiott attd that ivenl by Sclar

In shownl lit Fig. 20. oa frotim SI : Sb I have

t Incldeltd Ifsr reference. Eaatttittattott Of the

ftrittta tlctt hy srjar shows9 thlat store quatita-

0o lv ilcree l i'ot1 wsold be found for a weaker bittding
entergy M1 lte ltt~id elect rott at the Imfpurity Cell

04 IFt. f its Coclsiofio In conftalict with Ilia de-

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ e tl'tlltav
t

l , ill tit,, tlag tsttriy o1 suich centers,

I.~~~~~A - 51.anOeAiaeesf ty I r'lt e al. 11 attd by Geralescolt
-e a11 t. hil t t agreellet -fill rrecent work by

a A, I Thc'rntsalil Andlotllf. 11We have also plotted the

carve fecr a- clatce (if I E;, where Ii; I0 the binding
its n- it- ilt sleet roil it thlittymprty Ces-

50 *~~' 1 di..,..±kO..L-J. tsr. I.% liifird byv the hydrollesle saointg ttttdid.
lol ll 51 a 0;. WicItile r flit fltile f, valae sl E; to the itleared

00NOR COIS(nnIt1ON tom- 111.11) (Lilat" its dteratlle thin qusantity. an aSut

F~~t. 15..e~n -,-a~t~ rllslseat,snasC '.r-5sd by) bSlsr. Oven a reaonabtle esi b1ale fis

o~l. s, 1 ,rrs aitl,-te IW teIs le. Ui .s iell t, istnl. e~sinidesritt the difference lil

e'acTrn"I 4sws d" leollt's ItP''e 1bsts ,' thits hi5115I -nerv.Y letertllllelI tsy other msethods.

*tvsa the 
Its~l~c~iseesleinaenI,' . It, so in' that ass l carefal reeaattlIiat1t00 Of

1"teO lreht In1 IP a-shsk, a aSt '011 V',- ,-'I ell ht!,i ;.j-0 iiilt give better restults, hat Ike Con-

Ioare stot nt cl"ll SI tsr 3 tA '' I, I '- " - .4 -lit~ls mu91st aoal south Calculatios. It
ttstt s cntirnrcte4l 1,t the iact G. 91-1 el I1 il-s ',1 1 S.l~t.ltse httegnrlices

Accarale gcsonlctry -sr-eHssl ... is .. Ict I- I11ltle icr l netlo";Ittv s oee tos flt e clleaccoIn ed

c.1wri~t) S ng 5501 I I-,11Wln,. W1s -si a 1 - .,r I1) '.51 I owdlls,'. Mach more1 recenl calCola-

Itrs f.) thes),). 's 1-4 l~l IlllllurlItY ,1XrtII at Ion' I01tl
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TAiBiE X. Calculeted carrier caneentratitn and transport properties a.? a fanction '

of donor density at 3001 K.

aw A-e Partial mnobilties

density Wone. Moahility Reeststivity Itai2 lreo'jV see]
(ern") 'cm") (cn.'/V see) ltre) iactor plb ps

1t1
0
5 0.99-0" i.430i0O 4,38 xtI u 1.15 3.69 it 4.79011

30 10" 2.990010" 1.43 -t10' 1. 46 110' 1.1IS 1. 370a 6.64 101?
1 10" .910" 1.~tt t43 x10' 4.39.010' 1.1it 4.490' 6.53o 10'
3 -l10 2. 990-1 0 "~ i. 412- 0' 1. 47 -10' it.l1 ll 1. 6 0 .4.0 10'
Iex 10 9.9 4 x 1t" 1. 40010l' 4.49ei 0' 1.14 5. 4 blt10t 7.81 10l1

.2 i10t 1.98. 1 0 1t 1.410 38 7lt 2.2s010? 1.13 1.95.105 2. "5 101

110:'' 4 . 0 1  
tt: 1.14 -10' 9. 54 0 1 0 t 1. 11 1_7.19 o ,.5 :to

I o0o 9.61 00 1 .290 x 1 l' 5. m0 tl-t i. 09 7. 290010' pO86o1to1
2.10 1 t 1.086010" 1. 220103 2.75 - 1 9"~ 1.00 4.1x l 1 Ot 2.012oKt10
I -t10" 2.722010" 1. 17010t' 1. 97 1e" 1 07 2.90-10, Iit0.10,
5 516" 4. 35 10"6 1. 010x10' 1. 320 10-' 1.0t5 2. 03 1 il 5.0A5 1 0

Ot

I xat0 0. 01 x10" 9.51-01 8. 21 .0W 1.03 1.240 tLt' 1 09210'

3 0 1 0 1 -2. 00 l10" 6. 67 -10? 4. 69 10 1.00 6i.l14i10' 3.'S2 10'
Snx to J.010 ou 5! 6 .,1 010' 4. 00 10" 0.00 4. 0010' 1.9lo10t

I110?? 5.12 -10 " 3.41 -10o 3.58-1001 0.98 3. 10010' 7.86 ol10

'Carrir cotrt lttien t4 relculatedi with a groand-state activntion energy accnrding

ho Fq. 1101, , th a0-3. G0 i'.
4
' rhno. Thle strnoisces of1 IS T;) andi IS Ul shtts, and

the eited 00,1,', given in Eqs. (21 anti (3), ate ailltned to none towi rd s lo el, ientOa
theconducintotod. hepngthosantespotctg relacior In the Is lo,1 tgrnitatel~. Antiera-
lIv, iocodiure to uset with f., rhosen inttt an 45.4 .nV. The vale, of a totler-
Ilittod itintis Assumtion t, sublitoltotl bull Pq I5 IN)1. to gtve a new naise of E,. awl

lile procedue ts rtlwtied wilt1! I! rhaItoga tty loe then -no parl in 10'.
'rhos, .nioes oIl p, arte h-t- biitl front the eeattsitol tllo Ice? b1y1 ahi 1,toaieth

et l i bis. 41-61 In l'i.. 11.010111, anid are -It to -uoiel lb,, tttotl~ity 005-.

lyithiy ilu hs-aneoith !h.Ilo tir tol -httyigftrtthar-rl ccl, awtl tettttS

g, ontdg, are iohecolltdrh the linhigral n,ileoatd at, .1-

A I , .Ths. Pn- :. ,, ' "W V . te eot- it clol ai ,o tor A ,0 thot lht.
d.i14et~ tolitittle ioctly with ilte Frlitoat- .oltti , Ilithoeg t 01 0 K IS.. Oic.In.

abedl~toso by Frgoly I. , 4tal, -alidl. .h't ailecoe axtrrsoit . givet. ho aeo

OWL.4 T1 esiarg the it.tt ~ti it~otion. gives tl, I ol n 1 t1 u ot. at toa K.

!i,.ihir Oal'r.Ii.Omwii is _01dl, 01-teee 1te kalt - I (r Iit i a? 3110 N. lte,
himo approuoiiloe.ote olie all, i iNleIIl dtaotar 1fall. I,. hiitI that perhAps

ov-I target neoairal-apiitett scattering rallitlialo lm nettle hII. are ttatid

tide..

1
5tr4tat0lin.iltt Aii~itt'' by> ili4goiiih .i. lidtIorA Abtot 12I itV tit reqairedl. whiile' about

1 t '* htpy fottd A iteroAt,. inttw lilt' tt'dlitI 21 rtle
1
, ta jitoievi i'r tis trtltio itt illovo'ic-

t.Ii-lliipy At Iiliher tiltlp' tft'4v. Sh tipdtti gti. at ato..:I 50 K. i'.i philphitit0 old 3111tilliy

to %uI oliitjt'edi fly our dtal2 Sitnce fal ilt' t10V3- kisitriji'n tire ct is to ~itiql'l for will, caerriers
ruelsi '1110I cla1r anttt Mi ,l11''hI'itk~py 0i of. ah.' At Abot 1101 or Ilirc,i : ort rtltii ItiitorlIlc3

hyn ilifittei! oftiet. 11 1tt1tiraiatt, exist i'Yot. fil ,t0'fIIvIit i lrgor lit 4 asttl-dotpwd
ttt their :-,sttt. galli t 0 h,1 . it I ialt hoi lrgictha o 11 %14til

Ah1A.01 501 K. I in tgh~.. Ii.- 16. A sliral iden k~ nliiIV I - lirtle A~a' ioiiit' f1ill-. KAMPt Will-

tdtoinr Suct ,ialons tot it e.tt atitieeg tti .1s hoie rn t F reti 4 h ii q cutaroetninl ot''t iup ale

iltitit~in to h on u . iI'1to lItl 1-1 raill etitid d.Iarsll .l, IN.10 , Itlil, p V Slot.'J high~ier-i~l

itttg Ilt hi S mlail-.. Itlie, i'ir 4tttt11-ii Atld Jdl..n- K, ii t ..no ,xjmvie that 11h1s will aso. lotwer the to-
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2 in fair agreement with the averaged computer-
fitted values found for A in Table Vt, in the case of

it[ antimony and phosphorus, but not in good agree -
v ment for arsenic-doped sampler. We cannot ex-

so plain this result.

4. - - V. StUMMARY AND CONCLUJSIONS

Carrier- concentration analyais and mobility
ZL 2-analysis havje been shown to give excellent agree-

ment in determining the density of compensating

1020 IIIII acceptor impurities in s-type a'--", when the
I 2 300 60lo0 strength of neutral- impurity sca-.risg was weak

TEMPERATUJRE fk) to moderate by comparison. In Contrast, neutral-

impurity scattering baa been shown to be poorly
FIG. 20. Comparison of neutral-impurity mobility described by the present theory, except for the

(for unit desity) betwen 5: Sih I (Fig. 16) and the gera dr-fmgntesrnthitecseo
theary et aelse (Rtat. 9i, ealculated for two choices of gnrlodro-antd teghi h aeo
the hindieg energy of the ennead electron at a decor lm- neutral antimony and phosphorus impurities. The

purtly, the solid tine show& Sotar's theory weith the density-of- states effective mass, when fit as a

bindineg energy of the second electron scaled treem the pavarteier in the carrier- cor -entrat ion analysis
hydrogen-mins ten according to the effeelee-MaBs of r.ziively pure sumples, has been found it, agree
appruximation. The dahed line Is calculated for a hind- well with the vetoues calculated front the established
tug energy of jthe value ealcult ed teem the effective- band structure.
Poass formula. 'Mu tempernture-sdeeewtent theory of A quantitative contptrison of several lattice
Frgtisy (ttot. 8f is also shown for comparison s o satrn oes uretypooe i h
dash-Jtf lise, with A equal Io nitsatrigmdlsy.ruypoosdt h

literature, has been ntade. lIn particular, we have
found that the toterehf fey scatterintg confributios

bilty ~nc th sptia SZO f te wve uncionof can be fitted to a totue attltost ittenticat to that
billy itte te satil sze f te wve sttttut o proposed by Long. thtn requfitredi the itnclusion

such sates will be forger than tort'hff grouttd of woakly coopted tuodes which are forbicddett by
state, and the expected scatfertng length wiil be thsfcioirl.Ohetnds bedttey
correspondinglyp greater. mt data frott phofocottfuctivty and ratiative re-

The larger moftility valtues foutd for neutiat combination data haqve beet exhatttned. Alernative
scatteritng by arsentic tntpuritleOs lit comptatrion to Ittrprotaitot suggested Inr some of these data
antimony attd phosphorus oire not understood, nay lead fowardso a greatevr citretio0 the quits-
Considertttg the Aptproxitilot Involved In treating tot of intervalley scattering trattstiotts.
,teutraltutpurfly scatterittg by the tero-orcfer

partiat-wave miethod, otto expects the scattering AMRNCIWIhtAiMh.NtS
cross secftiott to vary witt the square of tfe scat-
terig lentgtht, is taket to be the gttectlt- otea We would like fo thash Allen Mllter for helful

Blohr radius tit the thenry of Erginsoy. Correcing clatiftcstiotn of tte locaftion of the /-tylk, and jf-
the Bohr radius by the quantutti-defeci mtethod, typo Istervatfey ithotios. tuiutad tong kittdly sop-

one espects the cross section to decrease ito the idied us with detuifed graphs of his data. We have

ratio of ttte effective-tttass binding energv ito the shared several usfu disrusstits on the selection
olmerved imlpurity bindtitg energy. This ttndicates res and their Imtplications with tDun Iode, Kat

that Erglinsoy's result sitould lt muff ililed by f. 4, Ling Niiai, and N. 0. Fotfand. Thm technical
I. 5. and 1. 8 to calculate the mtobility for antimtony, assistance of Sosati Notos tit pairt of thtis work Is
phosphorus. attd arsenic, respectiely. Titse is gratefully actktowledged.

-Woeh jutppmred to pan hi the All I- s, Asoso- I At..wta5 6, 606 tftw2)
'Pit addea. Blt Tetephuoe Lahotatoeo. Attontowo. t. 'A (3. Saomo.th. I Y. Kotoebbt. sod I V Dobhooold

t81O). tt Teved Telts3 2919ot (tu61)IS- Phetetid Stas
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